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ABSTRACT

Expressive Motion for Low Degree-of-Freedom Robots

by

Heather Knight

As social and collaborative robots move into everyday life, the need for algorithms

enabling their acceptance becomes critical. People parse non-verbal communications

intuitively, even from machines that do not look like people, thus, expressive motion

is a natural and efficient way to communicate with people. This work presents a

computational Expressive Motion framework allowing simple robots to modify task

motions to communicate varying internal states, such as task status, social relation-

ships, mood (e.g., emotive) and/or attitude (e.g., rushed, confident). By training

robot motion features with humans in the loop, future robot designers can use this

approach to parametrize how a robot generates its task motions.

The hypothesis of this Thesis is that robots can modify the motion

features of their task behaviors such to legibly communicate a variety of

states. Typically, researchers build instances of expressive motion into individual

robot behaviors (which is not scalable), or use an independent channel such as lights

or facial expressions that do not interfere with the robot’s task. What is unique

about this work is that we use the same modality to do both task and expression:

the robot’s joint and whole-body motions. While this is not the only way for a robot
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to communicate expression, Expressive Motion is a channel available to all moving

machines, which can work in tandem with additional communication modalities.

Our methodological approach is to operationalize the Laban Effort System, a

well-known technique from acting training, describing a four-dimensional state space

of Time, Weight, Space and Flow. Thus, our Computational Laban Effort (CLE)

framework can use four values, the Laban Effort Setting, to represent a robot’s current

state. Each value is reflected in the motion characteristics of the robot’s movements.

For example, a Laban Time Effort of ‘sudden’ might have more abrupt accelerations

and fast velocity, while a Laban Time Effort value of ‘sustained’ could have slower

acceleration and low velocity. In our experiments, we find that varying these four

Effort values results in complex communications of robot state to the people around

it, even for robots with low degrees of freedom.

The technical contributions of this work include:

1. A Computational Laban Effort framework for layering Expressive Motion fea-

tures onto robot task behaviors, fully specified for low degree of freedom robots.

2. Specifications for selecting, exploring and making generalizations about how to

map these motion features to particular robot state communications.

3. Experimental studies of human-robot interaction to evaluate the legibility, at-

tributions and impact of these technical components.

4. Sample evaluations of approaches to establish mappings between CLE features

and state communications.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

This thesis presents a principled and extensible approach to enacting Expressive

Motion on low degree-of-freedom robots, defining Expressive Motion as a robot‘s

ability to communicate emotion, attitude, or task state via body movements. As de-

scribed by Don Norman, author of The Design of Everyday Things [Norman (2002)],

“Cognition is about understanding the world, emotion is about interpreting it, say-

ing good/bad, safe/dangerous, getting us ready to act... That‘s why we can tell the

emotions of somebody else, because their muscles are acting subconsciously.“

Thus, the central concept is to distill motion into a simple and parametrizable set

of abstractions that, when combined together, evoke complex human attributions.

The approach specifies a four-parameter Laban Effort Setting, whose values, feature

representation and translations to robot state communications comprise the body of

this work. As the experiments demonstrate, this capacity for social expression can

enable people to understand a robot‘s mood or intentions.

While much of the early work in expressive robotics emphasized robots with com-

plex morphologies [Breazeal (2003), Breazeal et al. (2005)], our work focuses on the

simple robots that are currently entering human environments, like vacuum cleaners

[Forlizzi and DiSalvo (2006)], service robots [Mutlu and Forlizzi (2008)], or informa-

tion kiosks [Gockley et al. (2005)]. It turns out that people automatically anthropo-
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morphize the motion of even very simple shapes (see Fig. 1.1), applying storytelling

to interpret their social significance [Abell et al. (2000)]. Thus, even low degree-of-

freedom robots can use motion to communicate aspects of their internal states, from

boredom to confidence, urgency to curiosity [Knight and Simmons (2014)].

Benefits of Expressive Motion:

1. Improving task functionality via effective coordination. Expressive Motion can

be seen from far away, and is often used as a primer to verbal interaction.

2. Adding social value to interactions with people. It is natural, easy for people to

understand, and could add personality to the robot [Hoffman and Ju (2014)].

3. No additional hardware costs. A major hurdle is software development, but

once derived, these skills apply to any robot, merely requiring the ability to

move.

People use motion communications naturally, and often involuntarily. They also

pick up on Expressive Motion of others and can infer the internal states of those

around them [Key (1980)]. For robots, Expressive Motion can express human-like

attitudes without a human form. Let us provide a few examples that preview our

experimental findings:

• A mobile robot looks curious if it looks side-to-side while following an oscillating

path (Fig. 1.1), but confused if it orients ahead while oscillating. (section 6.2).

• A dancing robot with a wide range of rotational motion seems like it is having

a great time, while one with a small range of motion seems shy. (section 7.2)

• People are less likely to interrupt a candy-delivery robot that moves quickly

than at a moderate speed, perhaps because it ‘looks busy.‘ (section 8.1)

The next sections situate this thesis in the context of robot expression develop-
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Figure 1.1: CoBot follows a oscillating path down the hallway, in this case, looking
side-to-side along the path. People commonly found this path sequence
to be ‘curious’ or ‘searching,’ as compared to an oscillating path looking
toward its end-point, which was more often perceived as ‘unsure’ and/or
‘having localization difficulties,’ or, a straight-line path, whose labels in-
cluded ‘focused’ and ‘direct.’ (section 6.2)
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ment, also explaining why the thesis chose to focus on low degree-of-freedom robots.

We share the results of a candy-delivery task close to Halloween to motivate the ex-

ploration of Expressive Motion, next discussing the relevance of acting training to

complex motion interaction capabilities, in particular, the Laban Effort System. Fi-

nally, we outline the potential audiences that may benefit from this work, and finish

with a summary of contributions.

1.1 Expressiveness in Robotics

Workplaces are incorporating robotics at ever-increasing rates from front lines to

factory lines, homes to hospitals, delivery drones to autonomous cars. Thus, while

robots are becoming commonplace, they have limited expressive capabilities. Lim-

ited expression was okay when robots were confined to applications at a distance

from humans, like factory automation, supply house sorting, and remote scientific

exploration, such as the Mars rover.

These days, however, many of the rising applications of robotics involve shared

environments with people, or even direct human-robot collaboration. One solution

that researchers have used to address trade-offs between the complexity of successfully

integrating expression into robots, paired with the human desire to see expression

in robots, has been to equip robots with screen faces. This approach requires no

additional motors and taps into people‘s rich ability to read facial expressions, and

even cues, such as gaze direction.

The successful integration of robots in human contexts will depend, in part, on

how well they can interact with people. People treat robots similarly to a human

co-worker or service agent, judging them by human social rules [Sauppé and Mutlu

(2015)]. Thus, robots will be more effective if they can establish rapport with people,

and almost certainly rejected if they regularly irritate or offend us [Mutlu and Forlizzi

(2008), Mead and Matarić (2016)].
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1.2 Why Low Degree-of-Freedom?

This thesis defines low degree-of-freedom robots as those with planar translation

(x, y, θ) and/or head-like rotation capabilities (pitch, tilt, yaw), such as mobile robots

and robot heads. The benefit of emphasizing these two classes of low degree-of-

freedom robots is that they are common robot form-factors.

By limiting the implementation to three degrees of freedom, we had hoped to

discover underlying principles connecting motion trajectories to communication of

robot (or agent) state. The hypothesis was that it would be easier to develop a simple

model and extend it in future work in order to test the full Expressive Motion pipeline.

Such low degree-of-freedom robots also currently operate in human environments,

which makes this work immediately applicable and relevant.

Because motion is something of which common robots are already capable, and

requires no additional hardware, Expressive Motion would be a practical and poten-

tially cost-effective communication channel for robots.

1.3 Motivating Experiment: CoBot Halloween

The benefit of testing robot Expressive Motion in a robot‘s natural operation

environments is that naturalistic evaluation evokes the same responses as the real-

world robot interaction system would. Thus, in 2013, the section 8.1 evaluation

introduced simple motion variations into an autonomous robot candy-delivery task

close to Halloween. It was the third year that the CoBots performed a reverse trick-

or-treating behavior (in that it delivered rather than requested candy), but the first

time the robots had varied their motion characteristics.

The CoBots are autonomous mobile robots with four-wheeled omni-directional

bases (section 4.1). In this experiment, we used two of the four existing CoBot

robots. We also added customized Halloween costumes, both consisting of a cape and
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Figure 1.2: CoBots in Halloween Attire to Deliver Candy

a hat, but differing in theme and cape length so as to not interfere with candy access

(Fig. 1.2).

Upon arriving on a floor, the CoBot sought to visit a sequence of office locations.

Every time the robot set its next target office location, it randomly set its experimental

conditions: speed = fast vs. slow, and orientation toward door vs. away from door.

It then navigated to that location with the chosen speed. Upon arrival to the office,

the robot centered itself at the door, set its angle to the chosen orientation setting,

and said “Happy Halloween! Please take some candy, then press the done button.“

We analyze the data of two robots that successfully visited 256 offices across four

floors of our computer science and robotics buildings (Fig. 1.3). The robots traveled

a combined distance of 2.3 km over about 4.5 hours, detected 148 instances of people

taking candy, and dispersed over 27 lbs. of candy.

The challenge and benefit of a naturalistic study is that unexpected things can

happen. In contrast to the study expectations, one-third of the candy-taking instances
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Figure 1.3: Halloween Trajectories traces in Computer Science and Robotics buildings

occurred while the robots were in transit. Since the only verbal offer of candy was

at the offices, people in the corridor probably inferred, based on the time of year

and costuming, that the robot was willing to share its candy. In fact, in reviewing

the data logs of the robot‘s sensors, 80% of the hallway candy-taking occurred after

people actively stopped the robot by blocking its path. Anecdotally, people frequently

thanked the robots or invited friends to partake in the candy.

Another fascinating finding was that people took candy more than twice as often

when the robots were traveling at slow speeds, even when accounting for relative

time spent traveling. When queried why they did not take candy when the robot was

traveling fast, some people said, “Well, the robot looked busy,“ or “I wasn‘t sure it

was going to stop.“ The full findings are discussed in section 8.1, but this preview

provides a motivating illustration of how Expressive Motion parameterizations could

dynamically moderate interactions with people. For example, it could make the
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robot appear to be busy when it has something to do, or accessible when its goal is

to interact with people.

1.4 Leveraging Human Acting Training

Previous research has shown the benefit of applying models from non- compu-

tational fields into social robotics. For example, researchers have leveraged Dis-

ney‘s principles of animation [Thomas et al. (1995)] to craft readable behaviors [van

Breemen (2004),Wistort (2010)], and applied psychological models of human expres-

sion like Eckman‘s FACS system [Ekman and Rosenberg (1997)] to categorize or

generate robot facial expressions. This thesis seeks to do something similar based on

acting training.

An actor can perform a functional action, such as picking up a glass of water, or

walking into a room, in different ways to express different internal states and attitudes.

Our objective is to provide something similar for robots – a vocabulary of

Expressive Motion that enables robots to layer expressiveness into their

base motions. The vocabulary (sets of motion features) this thesis uses comes from

the Laban Effort System. The Laban Effort System originates as part of a notation

for describing and training human Expressive Motion, originating in dance [Laban

(1963)]. Its sub-categories describe, for example, how picking up that glass of water

can include dynamic characteristics such as timing, weight, attention to goal, and/or

exaggeration.

The Laban Efforts [Laban (1963)] specify how the body concentrates its exertion

while performing movements, consisting of four motion factors: Space, Time, Weight,

and Flow. These Efforts describe dynamic qualities of motions that inform the inner

attitudes of the agent performing them: such as attitude toward time, toward goal,

intentionality and sense of constraint. The Space Effort runs from direct to indirect,

Time runs from sudden to sustained, Weight runs from strong to delicate, and Flow
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runs from bound to free. Our hypothesis was that mediating robot task motions along

the vectors described in this 70+ years-old system would help robots communicate

socially.

Our approach is to layer Expressive Motion on the task motions the robot is

already performing, by varying the parameters of its motion generations system

(Fig. 1.1). This is done by formalizing the expressive manner of the motion for simple

robots. Formalizing manner involves identifying sets of motion features that commu-

nicate each of the Laban Efforts: Time, Space, Weight and Flow. These features are

applied to the following degrees of freedom: translation (x-y motion across the floor),

and rotation (pan, tilt, pitch, as in a robot head). Once specified, these features are

now generalizable to any robots having those (or fewer) degrees of freedom.

Layering: Most robots have motion features that they could vary while still accom-

plishing their task goals. For example, an autonomous car has a range of acceptable

speeds that it can choose from on the highway, acceleration patterns it can use to

achieve those speeds, and ranges of acceptable distances it can maintain from the

car in front of it. Varying these motion features (e.g. following distance) within

those ranges can communicate different inner attitudes, intentions or states, all while

following the rules of the road.

Generalizable: The Laban Effort System provides qualitative rules of thumb for

what aspects of those motion features influence people‘s perception of its current

expressive state. The features developed in this thesis apply to rotational and/or

translational motions. Our mobile robot findings could also apply to autonomous

cars, robotic vacuums or hospital delivery robots, among others.

1.5 Examples of Use Cases

The intended audience for this thesis is anyone who is working with robots and

wants to incorporate motion-based expression. While this thesis shares the ways in
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which we implemented and explored Expressive Motion communication, readers are

welcome to pick and choose the parts of our Computational Laban Efforts framework

that work for them, refining the particulars to their application setting or research.

On the one end of the audience spectrum are designers. Recent work on robotized

furniture establishes that people can read abstracted motion patterns, including a

robotic ottoman inviting you to put up your feet (or get them down) [Sirkin et al.

(2015)], or a set of desk drawers opening in an energetic or lethargic way seeming to

have varied levels of desire to help you [Mok et al. (2014)]. For designers, knowledge

of our Laban Effort features could bootstrap explorations of motion features they had

not previously considered.

On the other end of the spectrum are algorithm creators. For example, a roboticist

working in manipulation may find the idea of expression interesting, but will also need

her robot to optimize over many other task considerations (path length, collision

likelihood, grasp success probability). She would want the expressive content, e.g.,

‘urgency,‘ of a robot motion trajectory to reduce to a single number that the robot

can then use to decide between hundreds of proposed paths that its motion planner

proposes. Extending our approach, she might establish a continuous scale rating how

urgent particular motion features or Laban Effort Settings appear to people, then

calculating the ‘best‘ solution by setting weights that prioritize between expression

and task considerations. Or, better yet, have the system learn those weights based

on actual interactions with people.

The thesis chapters are arranged to highlight sub-categories of the work that may

benefit various such audiences. The first half of this thesis (Chapters 2-5) focuses

on the Laban Effort System – including background work and robot testbeds – and

how we operationalize it into the Computational Laban Efforts (CLE) framework.

The second half (Chapters 6-8) puts the CLE model into action via experimental and

naturalistic explorations of robot state communications and their impact on human
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response.

1.6 Contributions

Chapter 2. Background: The Laban Effort System

• This chapter describes the Laban Effort System and how it breaks motion ex-

pression into a set of simple qualitative motion principles that combine together

to create complex expressions.

• The main contribution of this thesis is operationalizing this system for use on

low degree-of-freedom robots, making it quantitative.

Chapter 3. Related Work: Robot Body Language

• This chapter overviews relevant related work in both robot motion communica-

tion and general investigations of robot body language.

• It summarizes the previous attempts to use Laban Effort concepts in computa-

tional applications, like motion tracking and robotics.

• It describes what others have accomplished so far: they showed the relevance

of the Efforts to this area, e.g., that they can be used to craft human-readable

motion.

• It also identifies what remains to be done: none considered expression generation

in conjunction with task motions, various feature implementations contradicted

each other, and most implementations were incomplete.

Chapter 4. Robot Testbeds

• This chapter presents the three robots utilized across six of the seven thesis

experiments (section 7.1 uses a motion tracking table instead).
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• It reviews relevant past work with these robots and the pre-existing robot ca-

pabilities software that have formed the foundation for the thesis software and

test scripts.

• Finally, it describes our software (and one hardware) contributions on each

platforms, acknowledging all contributors to the Expressive Motion implemen-

tations.

Chapter 5. Computational Laban Efforts (CLE)

• This Chapter presents the Computational Laban Efforts (CLE) framework,

which formalizes and specifies the usage of the CLE motion features.

• It presents our current feature vectors, which are used to represent each of the

four Laban Efforts: Time, Weight, Space and Flow.

• It also discusses the intricacies of motion generation: prioritizing task comple-

tion, sub-selecting features depending on degrees of freedom, and considering

feature application order.

Chapter 6. Cross-Platform CLE Feature Validation

• This chapter presents the experimental validations of the CLE motion features

on the CoBot and two robot heads.

• It introduced an approach to crowd-sourcing Laban Effort legibility labels using

a table of adjectives and phrases corresponding to each Effort category.

• It evaluates CLE features on three different robot platforms covering robot-head

and mobile robot degrees of freedom.

• Results show high Effort legibility on all Effort categories, although there are

limitations of the Weight Effort feature vector when there is no vertical motion.
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Chapter 7. Mapping from Efforts to Communications of Robot State

• This Chapter shares several approaches to establishing mappings between CLE

features and robot state communications.

• Section 1 collected expert samples of happy, sad, rushed, lackadaisical, shy and

confident expressive states using a motion tracking table, finding that CLE

features can classify motion samples at a comparable rate to people.

• Section 2 found as interaction effect between task and motion feature settings

on people‘s interpretation of robot state expression.

• Section 3 demonstrated an in-person interactive training algorithms, suggesting

the applicability of machine learning algorithms to parametering Expressive

Motion with people.

Chapter 8. Evaluating Robot Communications in Situ

• This chapter overviews the naturalistic experiments with CoBot.

• Section 1 details the results of our Halloween study, tracking candy-taking in

response to varying motion patterns, in particular, how one-third of the candy-

taking took place in an unexpected context: during robot transit.

• Section 2 explores robot-bystander interaction in the hallway, conducting a

wider exploration of CLE features during hallway navigation, finding that robot

expression seems to influence human navigation and behavioral indicators, such

as smiling.

Chapter 9. Discussion

• This chapter summarizes our process for designing and testing Expressive Mo-

tion with CLE, scoping the limits and applicability of this approach, and how

it might be combined with other modes of communication.
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• It addresses various technical extensions to the system motivated by the exper-

imental results.

Chapter 10. Conclusions

• This chapter concludes with lessons learned about communicating with Expres-

sive Motion on low-degree of freedom robots, and what this small project implies

about where the field of robotics could go from here.
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CHAPTER 2

Background: The Laban Effort System

This thesis seeks to operationalize the Laban Effort System [Laban (1963)], which

Laban invented in the 1940’s as part of a dance notation indicating the how of a

motion. The Laban Efforts have been commonly used for decades to train actors

in expressive movement. Actors and directors use the Laban Efforts as a common

language for describing and exploring possible motion solutions for a given scene. Be-

cause of the Laban Effort System’s specification of implementable features, researchers

have started to see their applicability in quantitative domains, from analyzing worker

motions on the factory line to aiding in physical rehabilitation [Chi et al. (2000)].

This chapter begins by providing a brief background into the historical origins and

current use of the Laban Effort System in artistic training. We next discusses the

Laban Effort System’s origins and how it breaks motion expression into four subcat-

egories called Efforts, the relationship between these Efforts and spatial coordinate

axes, and, finally, the author’s observations of how they were used in training actor

movement coursework and the insights that might provide into their usage in robot

expression training.
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2.1 Writing Down Motion

The Laban Effort System is a part of Laban Movement Analysis (LMA), a system

for describing, discussing and documenting human motion, first developed to record

dance choreography, much like a musical score preserves sound [Laban (1963)]. La-

ban Motion Analysis has since been used to annotate human movements in dance,

drama, nonverbal research, psychology, anthropology, ergonomics, physical therapy,

and many other movement-related fields [ Chi et al. (2000)].

LMA describes five components of motion: Body, Space, Shape, Effort, and Rela-

tionship. Together these components constitute a textual and symbolic language for

describing movement:

• Body and Space describe what the actual motion action is - what parts of the

body are used in what sequence, and the environmental location, path and

direction of motion.

• Shape and Effort describe the “how” of that motion. Shape involves the chang-

ing forms that the body makes while performing the action. Effort describes

how the body concentrates its exertions into four categories of dynamic charac-

teristics. This is the aspect of LMA that this thesis focuses on.

• Relationship annotates interactions with itself, others, and the environment.

While Body references the motion of body parts, implying a humanoid form, and

Space indicates where the motion is located in your Kinesphere (i.e. Laban term for

sphere of possible motion, such as high, medium or low), a mobile robot is constrained

to the floor, so we analyze Effort and Shape alone.
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2.2 Expression is the How of a Motion

The Laban Effort System, which Laban sometimes referred to as dynamics [Laban

(1963)], attempts to relate interior intention to subtle motion characteristics such as

strength and timing (Table 2.1). Laban instructors describe these Efforts as the how

of a motion.

EFFORT Fighting Pole Inducing Pole

Space: attitude
toward target Direct (single-focus) Indirect (multi-focus)

Time: attitude
toward time Sudden (abrupt) Sustained (gradual)

Weight: force or
apparent inertia Strong* (powerful) Delicate (light)

Flow: sense of
restriction Bound (constrained) Free (expansive)

*alternately called ‘Heavy’ (as discussed in section 6.1)

Table 2.1: The Laban Effort System

The Efforts identify motion factors that give insight into an agent’s motion.

These factors include utilization of Space (direct/indirect), Time (sudden/sustained),

Weight (strong/delicate), and Flow (bound/free). These dynamic characteristics of

a path (e.g., acceleration, focus) can indicate something different about the agent’s

inner state (e.g., confidence, urgency or interest).

One of the central concepts of this system is that each Effort varies between

two opposing poles, for example, the Flow Effort can vary between bound and free

(Table 2.1). The ‘fighting’ poles are generally seen as more aggressive or bullheaded,

while the ‘inducing’ poles are seen as more passive, relaxing and easy-going. This

concept of fighting versus inducing Poles comes from Charles Darwin’s analysis of

animal movements [Darwin (1872), Masuda et al. (2010)]. He divided agentic motion

into two classes: aggressive motions associated with dominance or fighting behaviors,

and submissive motions associated with deferential and yielding behaviors .

The polarity of each Effort value indicates the agent’s attitude toward that cate-
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Figure 2.1: Binary representation of The Laban Setting (S) as a four-value DIP
Switch, in which each Effort takes polar values only.

gory. In theory, the extremal values should be most legible, thus actors often use them

to efficiently explore or communicate about possible expression strategies. This ex-

tremal pole exploration strategy corresponds to a binary representation of the Laban

Efforts as four switches that can take one of two values (as in Fig 2.1).

It follows, however, that an actor seeking to hone the final feature parametrization

could also select a Laban Effort value in the interval between the poles. One can also

represent the interval between the poles as a continuum, allowing for concepts like

somewhat sustained or very indirect, corresponding to the continuous representation

of the Laban Effort Setting (Fig. 2.2). This leads us to an alternate representation

of the Laban Efforts as a 4-dimensional space. While this Thesis invested more

time in exploring the binary representation of the the Laban Effort System, as we

sought high contrast expressions in order to provide clearer first-pass validation of

our approach, it also makes sense to increase expression resolution via the continuous

Effort representation (as described in section 7.3).
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Figure 2.2: Continuous representation of The Laban Setting (S) as a point in 4-
dimensional space

2.3 Laban Efforts and Spatial Coordinate Axes

It turns out that the four Efforts have clear affinities to the spatial coordinate

axes (another reason why researchers have recently been attracted to using the Laban

Effort systems in computational systems):

• Time: there is a forward affinity with the sudden pole, as an abrupt approach

is more aggressive than a sustained retreat

• Space: direct motions tend to concentrate horizontally (e.g. pointing), and

indirect motions are wider (e.g. arms spread).

• Weight: this Effort has a strong association with the vertical axis, with delicate

being lighter than strong, which is weighted down or heavy.

• Flow: this Effort impacts the full set of spatial coordinate axes, with free map-

ping to expansion and bound to contraction. It may also have cognates with
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the time coordinate (e.g. smooth vs. jerky).

These coordinate system relationships help us articulate features for the Laban

Effort System on low-degree of freedom systems because they do not require a human

form. For example, a mobile robot with no articulation can move forward and back,

or concentrate its facing in a particular direction.

While our emphasis is on the Laban Efforts, there are additional affinities be-

tween particular Shape characteristics and the four Efforts (Table 2.2, adapted from

Bartenieff (1965)). Shape Qualities are relevant to simple robots, because they all

refer to spatial dimensions that we can represent in a simple coordinate system (Fig-

ure 2.2, left). They describe whether the body form is currently Closing (collapsing

inward), Opening (expanding outward), Sinking, Rising, Enclosing, Spreading, Ad-

vancing (leaning forward), or Retreating (leaning backward). As we expand our

system to robot systems with the ability to deform their bodies (as in the Keepon

robot in section 6.1), we can leverage these shape affinities to expand our feature sets.

Effort Shape Qualities Psychological function
Time Advancing/Retreating Decision
Space Enclosing/Spreading Attention

Weight Sinking/Rising Intention
Flow Closing/Opening Emotion and Relationship

Table 2.2: Effort-Shape Affinities and Significance

Part of our challenge in applying a system from human acting training to robotics

is that we need to map manifestations of these Efforts to a non-humanoid robot.

For example, we might limit or exaggerate the range of motion of a robot’s joints to

represent a bound or free Flow, whereas a human actor might also be to use crossed

arms or an open stance. (We discuss our Effort feature vectors in Section 5). These

coordinate system relationships have motivated many of our feature selections – they

connect expressive concepts to geometry.
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2.4 Laban Efforts in Acting Training

In addition to reviewing the literature on Rudolf Laban’s contributions to defin-

ing and teaching Expressive Motion [Laban (1963)], the author attended an Acting

Movement course focused on the Laban Efforts as an ethnographic background for

this work in Carnegie Mellon University’s Drama Department. For the undergraduate

acting majors (who comprised the other 12 students in the semester-long class), the

Laban Efforts are regarded as fundamental tools for crafting movement expressions,

and as a common language for discussing motion.

In this coursework, the instructor first taught the Efforts individually in a series of

exercises, such as “moving across the floor in a manner that conveys a sudden attitude

toward time.” Later, students completed exercises in which they switched between

poles (e.g., from sudden to sustained), more clearly differentiating and internalizing

their contrasting characteristics (a.k.a. features).

The next conceptual layer in Laban Effort training was to internalize how the

Efforts combined. Rather than mentally tracking a four-dimensional state space of

Time, Weight, Space and Flow, students memorized the eight Effort Actions: Press,

Writhe, Glide, Float, Punch, Slash, Dab and Flick, detailed in Fig 2.3, separately

incorporating considerations of Flow. The front face of the cube represents sudden

Actions (Dab, Flick, Punch, Slash), the back, sustained Actions (Glide, Float, Press

Writhe), the right face indirect Actions, left face direct, top face delicate (light), and

bottom face strong. The point of these Action abstractions, which actors typically

memorized, was to underscore that different subsets of Effort Settings (e.g, sudden,

direct, delicate) convey important nuances of expression.

Another resource for future researchers seeking the insight of Laban-trained pro-

fessionals is the Laban-Bartenieff Center for Movement Studies, which trains Certified

Movement Analysts (CMA) in Labanotation who can, among other things, observe

and annotate movements to the Laban framework, from live observation or video.
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Figure 2.3: Laban Actions are abstractions of the eight Space, Time and Weight
Effort pole combinations (left), in which each corner of the extended
cube represents an Action (right), e.g. Dab is the sudden-direct-light
and Writhe is sustained-indirect-strong.

Their insights into some of the intricacies of the system can shed light on some of the

use-cases for leveraging the system.

For example, in the coursework the author attended, the instructor recommended

representing an angry king, Richard III, with the Laban Setting direct, sustained,

strong, bound. She said most people channeling their own experience of anger would

initially think to be aggressively sudden, or in a fit of rage, indirect and free. In other

words embodying variations of the Slash Action subtype.

Richard III, however, was confident of his power, which his slow, direct attention

would underscore – as if slowly crushing his antagonizer. We display a photograph

illustrating one such scenario in Fig. 2.4. Both actors display direct-sustained-strong

Push Action subtypes. While the current version of CLE does not leverage Laban

Actions, they may provide helpful abstractions in future work as we extend our state

training mapping strategies to more and more robot states and contexts.

The Laban Actions also help reveal how switching any Laban polar value, e.g.,

to indirect/light, can result in substantially different state communications, e.g., a

king who is showing his metaphorical belly. And of course, if one uses the continuous
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Figure 2.4: Image from production of Shakespeare’s Richard III,2depicting King
Richard III and the future Queen Elizabeth, both illustrating direct-
sustained-strong-bound (Push Action subtypes)

representations, one can also explore more nuanced representations, e.g., how direct

should the King’s attention be? As we create ever more roles for robots in human

society, we hope this chapter and the ones that follow will clarify how acting training

can help them get the part.

2Tony Rust and Kate Preston in a 1987 performance of Richard III, Accessed August 11, 2016
http://theangryhistorian.blogspot.com/2012 09 01 archive.html
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CHAPTER 3

Related Work: Robot Body Language

Motion is an essential area of social communication which has the potential to

enable robots and people to collaborate naturally, develop rapport, and seamlessly

share environments. In the following sub-sections, we overview related work that has

applied or operationalized Laban features in technical research, followed by a survey

of principled and empirical investigations in generating Expressive Motion utilizing

non-Laban techniques.

3.1 Quantitative Investigations of Expressive Motion

Previous work established the ability for even very simple forms to successfully

communicate state and evaluated non-Laban models of motion features for generating

robot (and agent) motion, including techniques adapted from related field, especially

animation.

3.1.1 Expression in Low Degree of Freedom Robots

Recent robotics work abounds with examples of simple robots that convey inner

states (usually emotion, occasionally task) to people via motion. Examples range

from emotional drones [Cauchard et al. (2016)] [Szafir et al. (2015)] [Sharma et al.

(2013)], to rolling balls with lights [Boccanfuso et al. (2016)] [Boccanfuso et al. (2015)],
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deformable buttons [Tan et al. (2016)] or even a mechanical ottoman [Sirkin et al.

(2015)]. Further research indicates that people may even find simple expressive robots

to be consoling Birnbaum et al. (2016), also provoking empathy Hoffman et al. (2015).

As the above experiments reflect, there is a natural human tendency to anthro-

pomorphize even the simplest of moving shapes and machines along various channels

of social expression [Breazeal (2004), Heider (1944), Mutlu and Forlizzi (2008), Pi-

card and Picard (1997)]. Even very reduced visual representations of human motions

display legible affect to viewers. In [Brownlow et al. (1997)], subjects reliably dif-

ferentiated between point light displays displaying happy and sad dancing motions.

Extending these findings, [Pollick et al. (2001)] uses point light displays of arm mo-

tions only, e.g., knocking or drinking from a glass, and again finds that subjects can

reliably distinguish affect. Finally, [Atkinson et al. (2004)] shows similar results –

that affective states are differentiable from point light displays of human motions,

additionally specifying how legibility varies for different emotion categories.

The idea that there might be universal features of Expressive Motion originates in

human and animal recognition of biological motion. We can read motion expressions

within and across species, where relevant for survival [Becker (2002)], or by simulating

similar motions in ourselves [Gazzola et al. (2007)]. Destephe et al. (2013) sought to

model human gait patterns in robots legs across several emotional state categories to

specifically trigger this sensibility. Other researchers create simple robots that evoke

animal like interpretations, such as Wistort and Breazeal (2009).

In addition to the usefulness of this recognition, hormones in our bloodstream

directly influence certain physical embodiments of state - freezing or running away

in the face of a threat; displaying lethargic motion when depressed [Becker (2002)].

Therefore, there is likely a biological basis for the expression of certain agent states.

Investigations of people’s ability to interpret emotion from basic shape animations

reinforce the idea that humans will be able to interpret expressive state from low
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degree of freedom systems.

In Heider (1944), researchers ask participants to view a video in which two tri-

angles and a square move around a larger rectangle that appears to viewers to be a

room or house with a single moving line segment that represents a door. While no

description of the scene or characters is provided to participants before beginning the

experiment, all study participants viewing the sequence of motions make attributions

about the storyline that unfolds, namely, that the smaller triangle and square seem

to run off together, while the larger triangle gets angry and/or jealous and tries to

get the smaller triangle back.

The specific story might vary; for example, some thought of the shapes as a

mother and children, others a betrayed lover and new couple. But the important

part is that those character attributions are there. In fact, later researchers have

found that inappropriate attribution of mental state during such experiments can be

used to reveal that someone has impaired social understanding [Abell et al. (2000)].

Additional studies of simple robots demonstrate similar findings – people will

ascribe emotions and intention to objects that exhibit characteristic or sequentially

recognizable motions, even if those objects have no anthropomorphic characteristics.

Wizard-of-Oz experiments with an ‘emotive’ stick [Harris and Sharlin (2011)] demon-

strate that people will make attributions of person-hood or machine, emotional state

or even social behaviors (saying hello) for a single joint (3-axis) robot with no anthro-

pomorphic features when performed in an interaction context. Experiments with an

even simpler mechanism, a single-axis automatic door [Ju and Takayama (2009)], con-

firm these findings. For example, after one instance in which the door opened slightly

then closed, a subject reported that the door saw him, judged him and decided not

to let him in. Further studies with a single robot arm during varied object-hand-off

motion behaviors demonstrate the legibility of Expressive Motion communications

during task behaviors [Strabala et al. (2013)].
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Researchers in psychology and neuroscience have advanced our understanding of

why we attribute mental state to simple representations such as light point displays,

shapes and simple robots. Studies identify the importance of goal-directed motion for

theory of mind attributions [Abell et al. (2000), Castelli et al. (2000), Kelley (1973)].

For instance, as long as robots move with or toward a legible goal, we will likely

make attributions about their mental state, task, or social relationships. Because

of these common features, it is likely that researchers can apply patterns of motion

such that people immediately recognize certain robot states. [Engel et al. (2008)] ex-

plains “Since biological movement patterns are the first and probably also the most

frequently encountered moving stimuli in life, it is not too surprising that movements

of non-biological objects are spontaneously analyzed with respect to biological cate-

gories.”

3.1.2 Non-Laban Models of Expressive Motion

Researchers have used both principled and empirical models for their Expressive

Motion designs. The principled models seek to identify scientific categories of mo-

tion such as the work of [Darwin (1872)], [Lamb (1965)] or [McNeill (1992)], often

adapting methodologies from other fields. The empirical models construct compu-

tational models for their Expressive Motions, then evaluate particular hypotheses

about expressivity construction and/or legibility, sometimes with multiple iterations.

In actual fact, the delineation between these two categories is not clear-cut; aspects

of the principled models are often incorporated or used to inspire the empirical ones.

Nonetheless, the following sections seek to overview of how both approaches can be

useful in designing robot motions.
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Principled Models of Expressive Motion

Commonly referenced schools of thought in animation (as described in Chi et al.

(2000)) discuss designing specific gestures [McNeill (1992)] versus suffusing an en-

tire motion sequence with expression [Lamb (1965)]. McNeil breaks down subclasses

of gestures such as iconic, metaphoric, deictic (indicating), beat and emblem which

correspond to specific objects, abstract ideas, points in space, accents in speech, or

symbolic motions with known semantic meaning (e.g., waving) respectively. In con-

trast, approaches like the one we use suffuse an entire motion sequence. As described

by Lamb (1965), “A gesture localized in the limbs alone lacks impact, but when its

characteristics spread to the whole body, a person appears to project full involvement,

conviction, and sincerity.”

Both paradigms act as frameworks for designing motions and/or overlaying motion

characteristics that are highly relevant for robot behavioral design, and perhaps are

complementary. For example, [Perlin and Seidman (2008)] proposes an agent anima-

tion system in Maya (a common animating environment) that allows the user to first

block paths of motion and sequences of gestures, then overlay emotions or relation-

ship considerations. They specifically discuss adding “style dials” such as tired, sad,

happy, arrogant, wounded/limping, which a user can adjust based on desired state

communication. They also talk about how the emphasis of specific gestures could be

sharpened or lessened, become wider or tighter – a construct that could map back to

Laban concepts. Finally, they discuss dials to control relationship parameters, such

as agents being attracted and repelled from each other over time.

Another promising set of concepts that could be adapted into robotics from ani-

mation are Disney’s 11 Principles of Animation, presented in Thomas et al. (1995).

Aspects of these principles have been operationalized into social robot designs in the

works of van Breemen (2004) and Wistort (2010). Bates et al. (1994) was one of

the first champions of bringing these methods into artificial characters, saying that
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a believable character is “not an honest or reliable character, but one that provides

the illusion of life, and thus permits the audience’s suspension of disbelief.” Even if

researchers choose not to operationalize such systems directly, animation expertise

can benefit the design of particular gestures. For example, Takayama et al. (2011)

worked with a Pixar animator to design motions for the PR2 robot in order to ex-

pose its reactions to success or failure, finding highly accurate legibility results in an

experimental setting.

Finally, researchers have looked at theater methodologies to inspire Expressive

Motion designs, as in this thesis. In Bruce et al. (2000), researchers create a system

inspired by improvisation dynamics in which a group of robots enact a dynamically

performed play informed by a set of rules for turn taking and a principled search

over possible motion behaviors and dialog instances. Knight et al. (2010) describes

a system inspired by Stand-up comedy performances that seeks to model audience

reactions, customizing joke delivery to best suit the inferred preferences. It is also

possible to combine principled models to work in tandem with human control, as in

Hoffman et al. (2008), where researchers create a hybrid-control puppeteering inter-

face for a robot, tested during the live performance of that robot in a play with two

human actors. In this system, a single operator can puppeteer a range of behaviors

that include autonomous subsystems. Surveys of additional investigations in robot

theater can be found in Knight (2011) and Lu and Smart (2011).

Empirical Models of Expressive Motion

Previous non-Laban empirical models of Expressive Motion include systems that

create motions whose only purpose is expression, and those that include expressivity

layers, via joints not involved in the current task or interpolation of expert examples.

In a survey of previous work investigating Affective Expression via Body Movement

[Karg et al. (2013)], the authors conclude that consistent numerical descriptors char-
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acterizing Expressive Motion do not currently exist. They explain, “the development

of agents capable of recognizing and generating affect-expressive movements during

natural, interactive scenarios, integrating context knowledge and adapting to individ-

ual users remains a key challenge for future work.” While they acknowledge initial

work seeking to operationalize various systems of movement annotation (including

Laban), they critique evaluations constrained to specific laboratory settings that may

or may not generalize to everyday robots.

Specific investigations into creating computational models for Expressive Motion

include the DESIRE model [Lim et al. (2012)], which explores speed, intensity, rep-

etition and emotion features for a Nao robot, and Saerbeck and Bartneck (2010)’s

investigation of motion characteristics such as path curvature and acceleration which

they varied across nine settings for Roomba and iCat robots. Both find varied mo-

tion characteristics to impact human attributions toward the robots. The former

finds that Happiness, Sadness, Anger and Fear legibility of 60-70% accuracy over the

four categories. The latter finds that attribution of affect is independent of robot

form and that the acceleration feature carries most of the information for perceived

arousal. Similarly, Savva et al. (2012) used joint angular velocities, joint accelera-

tions and body directionality to distinguish emotion attributions, such as Happy and

Concentrated. The Chapter 6 legibility analyses follow a similar procedure.

Another important set of empirical Expressive Motions systems, particularly rele-

vant to the proposed work approach, are those that use a layering approach to overlay

expression onto procedural sequences of motion. For example, in Brooks and Arkin

(2007), researchers add tail wagging and back arch motions onto pre-existing keyframe

sequences of an animated dog. They also discuss creating artificial idling motions for

times in which procedural motions are not available for overlay, such that the agent

does not suddenly cease its motion expressions. This idea that would also benefit our

proposed Expressive Motion methodology. Brooks and Arkin (2007)’s layering con-
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cept is inspired by the seminal work, Verbs and Adverbs [Rose et al. (1998)], which

uses a set of hand-animated sample sequences in which an agent performs a specific

action (the “verb”) with labeled expressive variations (whose motion features become

the “adverbs”).

Rose et al. (1998) present a method to extract the Expressive Motion feature

“adverbs” from varied “verb” action samples, such that new expressive variations can

be computed. These variations either interpolate between existing expressive samples

or create more extreme versions of the sample behaviors. In the evaluation, they

present figures in which motion expression can vary along two axes simultaneously,

such as a walking behavior that varies along happy/sad and clueless/knowledgeable

axes, or non-affective adverbs such as a reaching behavior that varies in directional

location along up/down and right/left axes. In our work, we will also seek to identify

expressive ‘adverbs,’ which can be overlaid onto task ‘verbs,’ this time for robots.

This layering concept is one of our key contributions.

3.2 Laban Efforts in Technical Research

As described in Chapter 2, the Laban Efforts are part of Laban Movement Anal-

ysis. Various aspects of Laban Movement Analysis (LMA) have been adapted into

computational features for use in classifying human (and robot) motion, as well as

generating the motion of robots and animated characters. In this section, we overview

previous work using LMA features to classify human motions (including Laban Space,

Efforts and Shape components), then address how the Laban Efforts in particular have

been operationalized. This is followed by a summary of works using Laban Effort and

Shape features to generate agent motion.
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3.2.1 LMA in Human Classification

Even very simple Laban features can be used to classify human behaviors. In

[Khoshhal et al. (2010)], researchers classify whole body motions by calculating dis-

crete Time Efforts (sudden / sustained) across six head, torso, hands, and feet ac-

celerometers, using the results to classify walking, running, rising and standing. Bur-

ton et al. (2016) suggests such models could also be used to better understand robot

and creature-like motion. Researchers have also used sequences of a single Laban

Space (hand position) feature to classify a variety of hand gestures, by tracking di-

rectional motions Up, Down, Right, Left, Up-Right, Up-Left, Down-Left and Down-

Right relative the subject’s body frame, using one [Rett and Dias (2007)] or more

[Rett et al. (2008)] camera viewpoints.

Such features can be extended to classify behavioral actions that involve other

agents, as in Roudposhti and Dias (2013), which classifies sitting, standing up, reach-

ing, shaking hands, and more, with the Time Effort, a single Shape component (ver-

tical compression), and Relationship parameters (toward, away, neither). The same

research group, Roudposhti and Dias (2013), use Laban Space (head and hand po-

sition), Shape Qualities, and Effort (Time and Space) factors to characterize social

interaction behaviors between two agents into four binary-classes indicating power

relationship, empathy, interest and emphasis. Unlike our work, these investigations

do not use Laban features to explore agent expressivity, but their characterization

of interaction and relationship states may be relevant parameters in our interaction

design.

Another interesting project, Zacharatos et al. (2013), examines its domain context

to identify what states would be helpful for a video game expression-detection system

to understand. Researchers sub-select Expressive Motion samples of subjects play-

ing sport-themed video games (in which they stand and move around), calculating

Time and Space Effort features to estimate concentration, meditation, excitement or
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frustration. They collect human labels of the same samples to use as ground truth

during cross-validation, and achieve good classification results. In the proposed work,

we will also investigate state projections designed to be relevant to the application

tasks we explore.

Additional human classification work uses Laban Efforts and Shape to investigate

affective state. In Lourens et al. (2010), Laban experts provide Effort labels for

videos of a human performer waving in a way that reflects happiness, anger, sadness

or politeness. The researchers provide graphical evidence that average acceleration

maps well to expert Weight labels. Proposing equations to calculate Time, Space

and Weight Efforts, Kim et al. (2013) shows similar graphical evidence that human

demonstrations of lamenting and rejoicing have non-overlapping Effort features. Both

Suzuki et al. (2000) and Park et al. (2004) seek to extract expressive state from

human dancers – the former seeking happy, flowing, lonely, natural, solemn, sharp

and dynamic, whereas the latter sought to characterize happy, surprised, angry and

sad. Both track the dancer’s bounding box, silhouette area and center of mass in

processed video data, with the latter also seeking to estimate the complexity of inner

shape via dominant point detections. This body of work is promising, but would have

benefited from additional statistical analysis of their findings.

3.2.2 Laban Effort Implementations

One difficulty in compiling the related work interpreting and generating Expres-

sive Motion with Laban features is that computational implementations of Laban

concepts (particularly the Efforts) are diverse and occasionally contradictory. This

contrasts to the general agreement across Laban Shape Quality implementations be-

cause their definitions (e.g. rising, sinking) can be computed using a simple volume

distribution or center of mass calculation in basic coordinate system directions. It

may be that there remains a qualitative part of the Laban Efforts in which
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performers and practitioners use their human experience to enhance their

interpretations of the motion factors.

We present a representative sample of computational features (spanning motion

classification and generation) that researchers have used to represent the four Laban

Efforts in Table 3.1. We only included instantiations with clearly specified motion

features. Our approach, as you will see in Chapter 5, and similar to all those rep-

resenting in Table 3.1, is to use features to represent a single Effort category. A

more complex approach computationally, as in animation work of Chi et al. (2000),

is to use weighted combinations of Effort Setting values to compute each generated

motion feature. This is easier to implement in animation than robotics because there

are fewer physical constraints, but may also provide an interesting domain for future

extension – when is it okay to have overlapping Effort features?

As one sees in the presented table, jerk (the derivative of acceleration) has been

alternately used to represent Time, Weight or Flow. Similarly, velocity and/or ac-

celeration features have been used to represent both Time and Weight Efforts. This

implies that good classification results alone do not mean that the Laban Effort fea-

tures were implemented correctly. If a true Time feature was used to represent Weight

or visa-verse, the feature would capture the same information but the interpretation

based on Laban descriptions of motion factors would be wrong.

Several works, however, have sought to verify their implementations with Laban

experts (Certified Motion Analysts), noted via asterisk. A comprehensive set of tests

across a range of behaviors would further strengthen their validations. For example,

they might have implemented a feature that works for a particular joint or class of

actions (e.g. arm motion greetings), but would not capture that Effort in a different

setup. We have also reviewed our features with experts and validated them employing

laypeople (see Chapter 6), specifying motion features for each Effort on a joint-by-

joint basis (Chapter 5).
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Space Time Weight Flow
THESIS orientation,

path shape,
stopping dist

velocity,
abruptness,
arrival time

compression,
head pitch

range of
motion

Suzuki00 bounding box
area

velocity acceleration n/a

Nakata02 inner angle of
head and each
joint

motion
commands
per unit time

sum of kinetic
energy

n/a

Masuda09 inner angle of
head and each
joint

joint velocity joint torque n/a

Lourens10* n/a n/a average
acceleration

n/a

Nishimura10 horizontal
range of arm
pose

duration velocity n/a

Chen11 n/a area, slope of
velocity
change

n/a n/a

Kim12* n/a slope and
value of
velocity

adjustable
jerk
component

n/a

Kim13 velocity
direction

slope of
acceleration

acceleration n/a

Samadani13* peaks in
off-axis
motion

weighted sum
acceleration

max kinetic
energy along
path

aggregate
jerk

Zacharatos13 inner angle of
head and each
joint

velocity,
acceleration,
jerk

n/a n/a

Table 3.1: Previous Work: Laban Effort Implementations by Citation (*indicates
Laban expert verification)

Further examination of Table 3.1 provides helpful inspiration for our work. The

torque [Masuda et al. (2009)] and kinetic energy [Nakata et al. (2002), Samadani

et al. (2013)] estimates were uniquely used to represent Weight and would be relevant

for any robot form. Different robot forms allow for different calculations of space.

While the inner angle calculations of Nakata et al. (2002), Masuda et al. (2009)]

and Zacharatos et al. (2013) require a head and variety of other joints (i.e. a more
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humanoid form), overall direction of motion (as in Kim et al. (2013) and Knight and

Simmons (2014)) is relevant to simple robot forms. The off-axis motions calculated

in Samadani et al. (2013) and Nishimura et al. (2012) may also be related to the path

shape features we propose to use for robots with translation capabilities.

Few researchers have implemented Flow features. In the literature, interpretations

of Flow range from exaggeration (in space) to temporal consistency. For example,

bound motions express a quality that the motion could stop quickly if conditions

change, whereas free motions display a continuity that would more smoothly tran-

sition [Chi et al. (2000)]. The aggregate jerk measure that Samadani et al. (2013)

presents to represent Flow could provide a clever measure of this temporal consis-

tency concept, which should be tested against its use to demonstrate abruptness (as

in sudden Time Effort components) or strong Weight.

Computational Laban Features for Motion Generation

Research using Laban features, particularly Effort and Shape, to generate robot

and animated character motion tend to address three primary options: 1) Empha-

size the computational implementations of Laban Features, 2) Focus on readability

evaluations of specific sets of expressive states, or 3) Present systems for learning

the mappings between State Expressions and Laban Features. LaViers et al. (2016)

surveys motion abstractions that have been intended to aid designing robot motions,

with a particular focus on Laban Movement Analysis inspired approaches.

One of the earliest computational models using Laban Features to generate robot

motion is Nakata et al. (2002). They use a mobile robot with a head and two arms

with pitch (up/down) rotations. While they also propose specific mappings of these

features to joy, anger, grief and pleasure, the mappings are not evaluated (or princi-

pled); thus, their main contribution is their equations to estimate Weight, Space and

Time Efforts. They calculate Weight by summing the kinetic energy of each joint,
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using ‘visual mass’ multiplied by squared joint velocities. They recommend that vi-

sual mass should roughly correspond to the size and “conspicuousness” of the part

(e.g. they give the robot trunk a mass of 4, the arms a mass of 2 and the head a

mass of 1). They calculate Space by summing the directional differences between arm

elevations and head nodding angle, a representation reused in later work by Masuda

et al. (2009) and Zacharatos et al. (2013). Finally, they calculate Time by tracking

the commands issued per unit of time, a measure of the frequency of motions.

One of the challenges in creating computational models of Laban features is evalu-

ation. While Nakata et al. (2002) do not validate their Laban Effort implementations,

a notable minority of researchers have hired Certified Motion Analysts (CMAs) to pro-

vide Effort labels for generated agent motion [Chi et al. (2000), Kim et al. (2012)],

evaluating whether the implemented and labeled Effort Settings are in agreement.

The first, Chi et al. (2000), applies Laban Efforts (Space, Time, Weight, and Flow)

and Shape Qualities to motion generation for an animated torso and arms model.

Given a labeled sequence of Laban settings and a set of input keyframes, their system

(called EMOTE) outputs appropriate path and timing commands that interpolate

between all keyframes. They hire three Certified Motion Analysts to evaluate the Ef-

forts present in samples of American Sign Language phrases performed with a range

of Effort Setting sequences. Study results found 55% of intended Efforts labeled cor-

rectly, 40% of intended Efforts labeled as neutral (i.e., no Effort emphasized), and

5% of intended Efforts labeled as being the opposite pole. While Chi et al. (2000)

provides a solid evaluation of Laban features for animated arm and torso models,

the requirements of animation and robotics are different, and her features are often

specific to the considerations of arm kinematics.

Another work that validates their Laban Motion generation implementation with

experts, this time on a robotic platform, is Kim et al. (2012). They implement pa-

rameterizable equations of continuous Weight and Time Efforts, which they evaluate
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via robot arm motion on two robot platforms. For Weight, they add an adjustable

jerk component that they predict to indicate the level of strong Weight. They do

not implement a separate function for delicate motion, so motion would run from

normal to strong. They similarly create functions to make input motion profiles seem

more sustained by lengthening the time until the robot hits its first goal, reducing

initial velocity, and propagating the next motion commands forward. In other words,

they gradually decrease velocity, which they justify by saying, ”sustained does not

just mean slow, it means gradually slowing down pattern of motion, while sudden is

gradually quickening the pattern of motion, so shape of velocity profile must change.”

While experts successfully label strong and sustained motion, the researchers find

that their designs for strong motion were also labeled as sudden. This confound in

feature legibility is consistent with other researchers using jerk as a measure to detect

sudden Time in the human classification work [Kim et al. (2013), Zacharatos et al.

(2013)], as well as our section 8.1 motion classification findings. We extend the Time

and Weight models of Kim et al. (2012), improving their current Effort legibility

results and extending their applicability to lower robot DOFs. We also implement

and evaluate features for Space and Flow Efforts.

In a more complex approach to establishing feature parameterizations, Torresani

et al. (2006) establishes parameterizations of Flow, Weight and Time Efforts via

non-linear regression of expert labels over tracked motion features, often using only

the first two or three components of Principle Component Analysis to specify each

Effort. The authors refer to specific projections of ‘style’ rather than specific state

communications or Effort Settings. Unfortunately, they do not describe what the

styles they implement actually are, or provide numbers for what ranges of motion

features mapped to each Effort after the final analysis. Nonetheless, the idea of

changing expressive projections via interpolation of expert labels onto specific ranges

of Effort feature settings is valid, and may be an area we will want to build on when
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developing and validating our own Laban features.

3.2.3 Expressive State Readability Evaluations

In this section, we overview the related work evaluating particular robot state ex-

pressions during motions created (according to their authors) with Laban concepts.

They use Laban principles to inspire their motion designs, but only some provide

specific computational features and none validate the legibility of their Laban imple-

mentations with experts.

Sometimes the motion generation work occurs in interesting application contexts,

e.g., dancing appropriately to the music. In Grunberg et al. (2012), researchers present

a method for detecting the valence and arousal level present in music a1nd design

four categories of dynamic characteristics: joy, calm, grief, anger. They describe the

Laban Effort System as inspiring the design of the robot’s dancing motions (though no

quantification is specified). Perhaps we can include their valence and arousal findings

in tracking any generalizations about feature to state mappings. More recently, Cheng

and Hsu (2015) also created a system that mapped music to Laban Effort inspired

features for motion generation.

In Matsumaru (2009) and Takahashi et al. (2010), researchers use qualitative

Laban principles to inspire the design of motions for a Robot Teddy bear to com-

municate Joy, Anger, Sadness and Fear (with the latter also including Disgust and

Surprise). While they do not evaluate their Laban implementation with experts, they

do evaluate the emotion state readability of their designs for a bear with traditional

fur cover (for which expressions are more readable) and a black featureless cover (no

eyes, nose). The former performed motion classification using discriminant analysis

and achieved 60-73% accuracy. The latter found Disgust and Surprise to be confused

with most other emotions and Anger to be frequently misclassified as Joy. With fur-

ther validation of their initial motion features and a wider exploration of how Effort
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Settings map to the desired expressions, their results would be easier to replicate.

The above works identify the promise of this avenue of exploration, but leaves open

questions for further development and generalization.

3.2.4 Mapping Efforts to State Communications

Similar to the previous section, the work summarized below seeks to represent

specific state communications via Laban features. This time, however, researchers

explore how to parametrize and/or learn the correct feature settings for each state

projection. While almost all the work in this and the previous section explores af-

fective state communication, our work additionally explores communications of robot

attitude or task state (Chapter 7), including the relevance of robot task context (sec-

tion 7.2).

One approach to establishing mappings between Laban features and state commu-

nications is to use weighted combinations of Laban explanation variables to represent

the communicatory strength (or likelihood) of each state. In Masuda et al. (2009)

and Masuda et al. (2010), researchers use Laban features with the goal of expressing

pleasure, anger, sadness or relaxation. The former provides equations for estimating

Laban features for Space, Time, and Weight Efforts based on the following features:

inclination(fwd), inclinations(side)[removed due to low information content], height,

and area (yz-plane). They used observers to verify emotion projections, showing them

40 robot motions (unclear how generated) and using the resulting participant ratings

of pleasure, anger, sadness and relaxed to create formulas summing the weighted com-

bination of each Laban Effort feature for predicting each state. They used four-fold

cross validation to confirm accuracy of their resulting equations with good results

for pleasure, anger, and sadness but too much variance in human-labels to evaluate

the relaxed category. They had used standard partial regression coefficient values to

determine which Laban features to use as explanation variables, then determined fea-
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ture value coefficients using multiple linear regression analysis. Without task context

or varied robot platform, it is difficult to determine if their results are particular or

generalizable, but we hope to extend their general approach.

An alternate approach to learning motion feature parameterizations is to use hu-

man labels over the course of the design, rather than at a single point. In Nishimura

et al. (2012), researchers build human feedback into an easy-to-use interface seeking

to model appropriate pleasure, anger, sadness or relaxation expressions using combi-

nations of a graphical facial expressions and motion (an iPhone or iPad augmented

with robot arms) via interactive evolutionary computation. They allow for human

feedback during interaction and a fuzzy modeling of the human evaluation, similar

to reinforcement learning. At each stage, they provide two possible instantiations for

participants to choose between that then inspire the next set of candidate models.

Strengths of emotion are calculated with Gaussian membership functions. The value

of this approach is its ability to include experts or laypeople in the revision process

of state expression mapping. We can make use of this general idea by applying lay-

ered learning to tune our own state projection models. Either way, we should make

sure to incorporate human feedback (expert or not) at many stages of our design

process, much as an actor iterates a scene many times to explore the best solution

for communicating his or her motive.
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CHAPTER 4

Robot Testbeds

This chapter presents the three robots used across the seven experimental evalua-

tions of this thesis: CoBot, Keepon and Nao (head only). Each section briefly reviews

relevant past work, and overviews the thesis software implementations and extensions

on each robot.

4.1 Mobile Robot: CoBot

The mobile robot testbed is the CoBot. The Expressive Motion implementations

are built on top of its pre-existing software, sensing and autonomous navigation be-

haviors. In both the past work and Expressive Motion software subsections, there

will be pointers to relevant thesis experiments.

4.1.1 CoBot Background

The CoBot robots (Fig. 4.1) have omni-directional bases that control orienta-

tion independently of x, y position. Equipped with vision cameras, Microsoft Kinect

depth-cameras and a small Hokuyo LIDAR (on Cobot1 and Cobot2) for localization

and obstacle avoidance, tablets with touch screens, wifi capabilities, microphones,

and speakers [Veloso et al. (2012)], the robots have operated over 1000km since 2010

without any major hardware failures [Biswas and Veloso (2016)] [Biswas (2014)].
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Figure 4.1: The CoBot robots Veloso et al. (2015), used as autonomous mobile ser-
vice robots, thanks to Manuela Veloso, Joydeep Biswas, Brian Coltin,
Stephanie Rosenthal, and Richard Wang.

CoBot’s past usage was the inspiration for our experimental evaluations (sections

6.2, 7.3), and basis of the naturalistic studies (Chapter 9). As described in Biswas

and Veloso (2013) (citations added), “The CoBot robots rely on the tight integra-

tion of a number of autonomous components. These components include symbiotic

human-robot relationship [Rosenthal (2012)] [Rosenthal and Veloso (2012)] [Rosen-

thal et al. (2010)], the capability of seeking information from the web [Samadi et al.

(2012)], and the core localization and navigation algorithms [Biswas (2014)] [Biswas

and Veloso (2013)] that enable the robot to traverse the environment without human

supervision.”

CoBot’s task behaviors provide inspiration for our experimental and in situ eval-

uation. Anyone with a computer science account can reserve the following tasks on

CoBot through an online interface: delivering a message; picking up and transporting

an object [Coltin (2014)]; meeting a visitor at an elevator and escorting them to a

destination ; and semi-autonomous telepresence, in which users are remotely present
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but use autonomous navigation and obstacle avoidance [Veloso et al. (2012)].

In addition, there have been instances of community-oriented and experimental

task behaviors such as the annual Halloween candy-delivery behaviors [Knight et al.

(2015)] and a robot tour guide implementation [Hristoskova et al. (2013)]. Simul-

taneous development on the CoBot included Baraka et al. (2015)’s expressive light

explorations, which used light panels on the body and base of the CoBot to indicate

aspects of task state [Baraka et al. (2016)], e.g., an upcoming turn (turn blinker),

percent completion of task (using height of the light as a progress bar), or obstacle

detection (blinking red light). This communication mode would be complementary

to Expressive Motion, much as people utilize various forms of non-verbal expression.

Their joint exploration, however, remains future work.

4.1.2 CoBot Expressive Motion

In order to evaluate our Expressive Motion framework, we leverage several pre-

existing CoBot capabilities, adding additional code modules, test scripts and hardware

as necessitated by our experimental evaluations. We review our use and extensions

to CoBot’s motion capabilities and CoBot’s sensing systems in Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3,

respectively.

Fig. 4.2 presents CoBot’s predominant motion control software: Route Planning

and Trajectory Navigation. The CoBots use the former for all standard task be-

haviors, as it integrates localization with navigation, intelligently choosing a path

through the building to the desired target location, as well as detecting and navi-

gating around obstacles, when possible. Route Planning was used in the section 8.1

Halloween candy delivery naturalistic study, while Trajectory Navigation enabled the

exploration of non-line path shapes in sections 6.2, 7.3, and 8.2.

Trajectory Navigation sends the robot to the specified waypoint and does not check

this path against the map or seek to navigate around obstacles. Instead, obstacle
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detection, when enabled, causes the robot to stop until an obstacle moves out the

way (or the code is exited). Our added software modules utilize Trajectory Navigation

to send CoBot along straight or oscillating paths with varying time characteristics

(see section 6.2 and 7.3 for a full explanation of utilized features).

The first added software module is SpaceTime Trajectory. This program calculates

a path between the robot’s current position and the specified end location. The path

features break into two categories: Laban Space and Laban Time. Ravenna Theil-

strom crafted the Space feature components and calculations, including sinusoidal

amplitude, sinusoidal frequency, orientation setting and stopping distance (further

specifiedin section 6.2). The Laban Space portion of the code outputs as set of

x,y,theta waypoints which comprise the path of the robot. In order to create the

section 6.2 videos, Ravenna Theilstrom coded an additional script called Compound

Space, which allowed for splicing more two such paths together.

The Space portion of the SpaceTime Trajectory feeds into Laura Brooks’s im-

plementation of several time-based features: velocity, acceleration, pause, or stepped

velocity segments. Her code outputs the same set of waypoints, x,y,theta, this time

with time also. We vary the velocity feature along with several Space features in

both section 6.2 and section 7.3. We unfortunately ran out of time to test the full

set of Laban Time features. Both Ravenna Thielstrom and Laura Brooks worked

together to enable SpaceTime Trajectory to communicate effectively with Trajectory

Navigation.

The next added software module is Evolve Laban (the subject of section 7.3),

which is used to find ‘successful’ parameterizations of SpaceTime Trajectory for com-

municating particular robot inner states (e.g., curious or rushed). Please see section

7.3 for additional details.

Fig. 4.2 presents the CoBot sensory systems used to measure to track human

behavior in one or more of the thesis experiments. Obstacle detection is enabled
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in all of the CoBot experiments, with obstacle avoidance included automatically in

the Route Planning code during the Halloween Study, for which we also created a

candy-detection system (further described in section 8.1). The hallway navigation

naturalistic study (section 8.2) used CoBot’s Telepresence system to view and log the

robot webcam’s video on the experimenter’s laptop during deployment. For further

details on human behavior coding and results, see section 8.2.

4.2 Robot Heads

The robot head platforms include the Keepon robot and a Nao robot’s two degree-

of-freedom head. The following subsections reviews the hardware and history of each,

as well as how we programmed their Expressive Motion for the purposes of this thesis.

These platforms are used in cross-platform analyses of both Effort legibility evaluation

of sections 6.1, and the contextual state attribution evaluation of section 7.2.

4.2.1 Keepon Robot

The Keepon hardware was created by Hideki Kozima and Marek Michalowski in

2007 [Michalowski et al. (2007)]. Fig. 4.4 displays the motion capabilities of the robot,

whose degrees of freedom are pan, tilt, yaw, and vertical compression. The robot is

driven by a marionette-like mechanism, which drives the deformable body (Fig. 4.5).

Its original task application was autism therapy Kozima et al. (2007), but the

robot has since been used to explore generalized non-verbal interactions with children

Kozima et al. (2009), rhythmic interactions in leader/follower behaviors Michalowski

et al. (2009) and robot gaze patterns Admoni et al. (2011). The robot has also

been adapted into a toy version for commercial sale called MyKeepon, which Cao

et al. (2014) have proposed using as a low-cost platform for human-robot interaction

research.

2Keepon images reproduced (with permission) from Kozima et al. (2009)
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Int J Soc Robot (2009) 1: 3–18 7

are accentuated by short “popping” sounds appropriate to
the movement from a speaker below the robot’s body.

With these two actions, Keepon can express what it per-
ceives and how it evaluates the target. These communicative
functions of Keepon’s actions can easily be understood by
human interactants, even babies and toddlers.

Keepon can be operated in “automatic” mode, in which
a set of software modules detects the locations of human
faces, colorful toys, and moving objects. These locations,
together with their likelihood of presence, are represented in
an “attention map” of salience or attractiveness. A habitua-
tion mechanism shifts this attention after being locked onto
a strong stimulus for a long time. The robot orients its body
to the most salient target on the attention map, while the ro-
bot’s emotional expressions are determined by the type of
object and its relative salience. Keepon can thus automati-
cally alternate between eye-contact and joint attention with
people, forming an action loop situated in the environment.
However, as we shall discuss, we have normally conducted
our research and therapeutic practice in a “manual” or tele-
operated mode.

3 Studying Social Development

Our studies of Keepon interacting with typically developing
children have been conducted in a laboratory setting as well
as in the naturalistic environment of a preschool playroom.
Our goals were (1) to verify the effectiveness of our mini-
mal design on attentive and emotive exchange with younger

Fig. 5 Keepon’s functions: expressing attention by orienting its head
(left) and expressing emotions by rocking and/or bobbing its body
(right)

children, and (2) to observe how the nature of these inter-
actions differed across age, experience with the robot, and
group dynamics.

3.1 Method

While Keepon can be operated in “automatic” mode as de-
scribed, we intentionally used a “manual” mode for most
of our interaction studies. The self-contained robot base is
equipped with batteries and bi-directional wireless commu-
nication hardware (Fig. 6) to transmit video, sound, and
control data to a human operator (or “wizard,” usually at
a remote PC). The operator controls the robot’s postural
orientations, bodily expressions, and sounds while watch-
ing video from the on-board cameras (Fig. 7) and listening
to sound from the on-board microphone. The operator also
watches video from an off-board camera to get a side view
of the interaction, which gives him or her greater situational
awareness—especially when the on-board cameras are cov-
ered by a child’s hand or face.

To make the robot act, the operator uses a mouse to se-
lect points of interest on the camera monitor and uses key-
strokes that are associated with different emotive actions.
The robot can thus (1) alternate its gaze between a child’s
face, a caregiver’s face, and nearby toys, and (2) produce
positive emotional responses (e.g. bobbing its body with a
“pop, pop, pop” sound) in response to any meaningful ac-
tions (e.g. eye contact, touch, or vocalization) performed
by the child. We used this form of manual control so that
Keepon can appropriately respond to children’s spontaneous
actions.

3.2 Unfolding Interaction with Keepon

In the lab, we observed interactions between Keepon and 25
typically developing children in three different age groups:
under 1 year (N = 8, average 9.0 months old), 1–2 years
old (N = 8, average 16.5 months old), and over 2 years
old (N = 9, average 37.3 months old). Each child, together
with a caregiver, was seated in front of Keepon on the floor;
there were no particular instructions provided. The robot
ran in the manual mode described above. The robot was

Fig. 6 A self-contained version
of Keepon, equipped with a
battery and wireless connections

Figure 4.4: Keepon Degree-of-Freedom, first two images show pitch and yaw combi-
nations, then tilt, then vertical compression (from left to right).2

6 Int J Soc Robot (2009) 1: 3–18

design for facilitating the exchange of attention and emotion
with people—especially babies and toddlers—in simple and
comprehensible ways. The simplest robot for our purposes
would be one that could display its attention (what the robot
is looking at), as exemplified in Fig. 2 (left). The presence
of active attention would suggest that the robot can perceive
the world as we see and hear it. The next step would be a
robot that displays not only attentive but also emotive ex-
pressions. Emotional actions would suggest that the robot
has a “mind” to evaluate what it perceives. However, adding
a few degrees of freedom to the robot’s facial expressions
would risk a flood of information that could so overwhelm
the children (as Infanoid did) that it would be difficult for
them to grasp the gestalt of the robot’s behavior. Therefore,
we decided to use the robot’s bodily movement to express
emotions such as pleasure (by rocking the body from side

Fig. 2 Designing Keepon’s appearance for the interactive functions of
expressing attention (left) and emotion (middle), and the final sketch
(right)

Fig. 3 Keepon, the interactive robot, engaging in eye contact (left) and
joint attention (right) with a human interactant

to side), excitement (by bobbing up and down), and fear (by
vibrating), as shown in Fig. 2 (middle). In the final design
stage, we made a neck/waist line, as shown in Fig. 2 (right).
This line provides a clear distinction between the head and
the belly, giving a slightly anthropomorphic (but not over-
whelming) impression to children, and allows for life-like
deformation of the body as the robot changes its posture.3

As an implementation of these design principles, Keepon
has a yellow snowman-like body that is 120 mm tall (Fig. 3).
The upper part (the “head”) has two eyes, both of which
are color CCD cameras with wide-angle lenses (120° hori-
zontally), and a nose, which is actually a microphone. The
lower part (the “belly”) contains small gimbals and wires
with which the body is manipulated like a marionette us-
ing four DC motors and circuit boards that are encased in
the black cylinder (Fig. 4, left). Since the body is made of
silicone rubber and its interior is relatively hollow, Keepon’s
head and belly deform whenever it changes posture or some-
one touches it (Fig. 4, right).

The simple body has four degrees of freedom (Fig. 5):
nodding (tilting forward and back) ±40◦, turning (panning
left and right) ±180◦, rocking (leaning side-to-side) ±25◦,
and bobbing (compressing vertically) with a 15 mm stroke.
These four degrees of freedom produce two qualitatively dif-
ferent types of actions:

– Attentive action: Keepon orients towards a certain tar-
get in the environment by directing its head (i.e. gaze)
up/down and left/right. This action enables eye contact
and joint attention.

– Emotive action: Keepon rocks from left to right and/or
bobs its body up and down while keeping its attention
fixed on a target. This gives the impression of expressing
Keepon’s internal rather than perceptual state. These be-
haviors suggest emotions such as pleasure and excitement
about the target of Keepon’s attention. These behaviors

3The name “Keepon” comes from the Japanese word for yellow
(“kee”) and onomatopoeia for the robot’s bobbing behavior (“pon”).

Fig. 4 Keepon’s structure: its
simple appearance and
marionette-like mechanism
(left), which drives the
deformable body (right)

Figure 4.5: Photos of the Keepon with and without its shell, and person squishing
robot that illustrates the deformable shell.
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Figure 4.6: Nao Head Degrees-of-Freedom.3

This thesis leverages the low-level motion controllers of the Keepon robot to cre-

ate motion trajectories consistent with our CLE motion features (further detailed in

section 5.3). The robot motions were programmed and parametrized by Professor

Reid Simmons via Max/MSP, a visual programming language that is often used for

synthetic music, which produced by the company Cycling ’74.

4.2.2 Nao (2-DOF Head)

The Nao robot, a product from Softbank Robotics, is a 58 cm tall humanoid

robot. This thesis uses only a small part of the Nao hardware: its two degree-of-

freedom robot head. Fig. 4.6 presents the pitch and yaw degrees-of-freedom. Due to

potential shell collision at the head level, the Pitch motion range is limited according

to the Yaw value. Fig 4.7 presents the Nao robot’s various sensor and on-board

processing capabilities, providing insight into some of its past use.

According to the Softbank Robotics website, the Nao is its 6th version, first de-

veloped in 2006 by Aldebaran Robotics (since bought). There have been over 9000

Nao robots sold across the world.

3Nao blueprint images provided by Softbank Robotics, depicting Nao H25
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Figure 4.7: Nao Specifications.

The Nao robots have been used as a common platform for research, education,

entertainment and professional services. A few among the many examples include

bipedal walking [Kulk and Welsh (2008)], motion planning [Müller et al. (2012)],

human-robot-interaction [Andrist et al. (2014)], and education [Mubin et al. (2013)].

They are also the common platform of during RoboCup [Coltin et al. (2010)], a

robot soccer competition, and have been used for entertainment in [Knight et al.

(2010)]’s robot comedy demo, and Blanca Li’s internationally traveling stage produc-

tion ROBOTS [NYTimes (2015)]. They have also been used in commercial applica-

tions, such as greeting customers in a hotel [TheVerge (2016)].

During thesis evaluations, Nao’s companion software package Choreograph was

used to structure and parametrize robot task actions according to the current Laban

Effort Setting, as Chapter 2 reviews conceptually and Chapter 5 describes computa-

tionally. The Laban features on both Keepon and Nao were implemented as similarly

as possible (described in section 6.1), as they were used for the section 6.1 and 7.2
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cross-platform evaluations.
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CHAPTER 5

Computational Laban Efforts (CLE)

In this chapter, we present our approach to operationalizing the Laban Effort

System, which we dub the Computational Laban Efforts (CLE) framework. The

purpose of this system is to enable an expert system from dance and acting training

to be repeatably used in robotic systems. Once implemented, CLE uses a four value

Laban Effort Setting to parametrize computational motion features in order to layer

expression onto robot task motions.

First, we outline the high-level goals behind CLE and how it can be used to layer

expression onto robot task motions (section 5.1). Next, we introduce a notation to

mathematically describe the CLE structure and terms (section 5.2), which allow us

to specify robot state with four parameters, a.k.a, the Laban Effort Setting.

The remaining sections present the steps we follow to layer expression onto robot

task motion. We share the feature vectors we use to operationalize each of the four

Laban Efforts (Time, Space, Weight and Flow) into their respective vector of mo-

tion features (section 5.3). Next, we specify how to reduce the CLE features to the

robot’s physical and task constraints (section 5.4), and how to set priorities for feature

application order in this reduced feature space (section 5.5).
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5.1 Motivation for CLE

The essential goal of the Computational Laban Efforts is to enable simple robot

motions to communicate varied inner states during their task execution. This work

is one of the few to implement all four efforts (section 5.3), validate that they are

true representations of their intended Laban Category (Chapter 5), and allow for

the simultaneous completion of both task and expression. Furthermore, we target

features relevant to robots with simple degrees-of-freedom.

We have addressed various challenges in the development of CLE:

• Identifying motion features that map back to Laban definitions of the four Effort

categories.

• Selecting non-overlapping motion features to represent each Effort category.

• Identifying motion features that apply to low degree-of-freedom robots.

• Accomplishing both expressive and functional motion simultaneously.

• Setting priorities between our motion features that reflect the task requirements.

5.2 Formalizing the Laban Efforts

In this section, we detail the notation we use to discuss our Computational Laban

Efforts (CLE) framework and review the structure of the Laban Effort framework,

this time from a mathematical perspective. We will discuss the specific features we

have used to represent each Effort in section 5.3, using this subsection to first run

through an example based on Fig. 5.1 that outlines the framework structure.

To review, we are operationalizing a system from dance and theater training, The

Laban Effort System, that is the subject of Chapter 2. Therefore, its structures, such

as the inheritance of parent Effort setting into the parametrization of that Effort’s
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Figure 5.1: CLE Framework: structured as an inheritance diagram in which each
Effort instance takes one of two predefined values whose setting cascades
into its (sample) children features. The resulting parameters are then
used to generate robot motion.

children features, are direct representations of this original system. To emphasize,

the children features only exist in order to communicate the parent setting to others.

We overview our framework structure and notation in Fig. 5.1, structured as an

inheritance diagram. The top tier is the conceptual layer upon which the lower layers

are based. The four Efforts (Time, Weight, Space and Flow) act as instances of the

Laban Effort class. We annotate the four Efforts as Lt, Lw, Ls, and Lf , each of which

can take one of two polar values (as in Fig. 2.1).

We define the following set of Laban Categories:

Time, Lt ∈ {sudden, sustained}

Weight, Lw ∈ {strong, light}

Space, Ls ∈ {direct, indirect}

Flow, Lf ∈ {bound, free}

(5.1)

In this thesis, we more commonly treat the Effort instances as binary variables;
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however, it is also possible to model them as continuous variables (Fig. 2.2) spanning

between one pole and the other, for example:

Lt ∈ R[−1 · · · 1], where, sudden: = −1, and, sustained: = 1. (5.2)

The continuous model is useful to explore subtle differences in motion commu-

nications and is a relevant space for machine learning approaches to training the

mapping between Effort Setting and robot state communications. We take a first

pass at exploring continuous Effort Settings and features in section 7.3.

The bottom tier of Fig. 5.1 provides example motion features for each Effort in-

stance to demonstrate the framework structure. This feature vector f can be modified

to fit a robot’s degrees of freedom and task (section 5.4), but should always include

one or more features representing each Laban Effort category. We annotate these

respective feature vectors to be ft, fw, fs, and ff .

Our setting function S (Fig. 5.1) propagates the categories c = {Lt, Ls, Lw, Lf}

into a features vector f as

S(c) = f . (5.3)

We can combine the individual effort feature vectors into an array of Effort feature

vectors, f, which will act as the output of our overall system:

f =



ft

fs

fw

ff


=



f 1
t f 2

t · · · · · ·

f 1
s f 2

s · · · · · ·

f 1
w f 2

w · · · · · ·

f 1
f f 2

f · · · · · ·


(5.4)
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For example, if we set the Effort categories to be

c = (sudden, strong, direct, free), (5.5)

and follow the feature specifications included in the Fig. 5.1 example, the output of

our system will be:

S({sudden, strong, direct, free}) :=



〈velocity, 0.7〉, 〈delay, 0.0〉

〈path shape, line〉, 〈orientation, goal〉

〈acceleration = 1.0〉

〈yaw range = 180◦〉


,

(5.6)

where 〈·, ·〉 denotes a tuple of a motion feature and its value setting. Notice that

each feature inherits the pole setting of its parent Effort category (using the example

feature values from Fig. 5.1).

Breaking down the equation above, individual Effort feature vectors would be:

ft =

(
〈velocity, 0.7〉, 〈delay, 0.0〉

)
fs =

(
〈acceleration, 1.0〉

)
fw =

(
〈path shape, line〉, 〈orientation, goal〉

)
ff =

(
〈yaw range, 180◦〉

)
(5.7)

As we will detail in our experimental implementations, the robot will use the

resultant motion feature values to generate its task motions. The motion planner

does not need to understand the Laban system; it simply incorporates the output

features into the parameterizations of its motion generation (following the Effort

application order we define in subsection 5.5). Thus, a single, four value Laban
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Setting could output a set of parametrized CLE features to communicate the robot-

version of Richard III’s angry but confident ‘Push’ (see Fig. 2.4).

5.3 CLE MOTION FEATURES

The subject of this section is f , the motions features we use to represent each

of the Laban Effort categories: Time, Weight, Space and Flow. These features are

what allows an outside observer to infer the inner states of the robot as regards its

attitude toward time (Time Effort), goal (Space Effort), and force (Weight Effort),

as well as general scale and continuity (Flow Effort). In combination, their combined

values (the current Laban Effort Setting) will result in motions that can communicate

a complex range of inner states.

We have developed these features in conjunction with Laban practitioners and via

experimental evaluation (Chapters 5-7). Although some of these features came ini-

tially from qualitative Laban Effort descriptions, our repeated experiments, interviews

and studies with people helped us prune and refine our feature sets. In particular,

we leverage the affinities between each Laban Effort and the spatial coordinate axes

(section 2.3) to come up with features relevant to low degree-of-freedom robots.

Unlike most previous work, we represent each Effort via not one but several possi-

ble motion features that can flexibly represent the current Laban Effort Setting. This

is more like what people do: if we have a sudden attitude toward time, we might

stand up quickly, pace, or have erratic changes in orientation. For example, we use

various motion attributes to reflect our Time Effort.

Using feature sets to represent each Effort means that there are various features

available if the robot has motion constraints imposed by its task or reduced degrees

of freedom (section 5.4), or even if a researcher decides to arbitrarily sub-select from

our suggested list of features. They are also extensible.

For implementation simplicity, we explicitly choose non-overlapping features to
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represent each Effort category. For example, if velocity is used as a Time Effort

feature, it cannot also be used to represent the Weight Effort. This does not im-

ply independent motion features between Effort categories, however. Features like

distance, time and velocity will impact each other, which we address in section 5.5.

5.3.1 Time Effort

The purpose of the Time Effort is to convey an agent’s attitude toward time. Our

time feature vector, ft, includes the following features:

ft =



velocity

abruptness

delay

arrival time

frequency


(5.8)

Conceptually, the Time Effort features manipulate the robot’s temporal trajec-

tory features, such as expansions and contractions of time (velocity), aberrations of

time (abruptness), moving the timeline (delays/arrivals), and temporal features

of oscillation (frequency).

For example, arrival time, the idea of the robot reaching its goal before its

deadline, might reveal the robot’s anxiety or meticulousness, whereas delay to start

could indicate a relaxed attitude toward time or not caring about the task.

Alternatively, abruptness captures a knee-jerk initial response to a new stimulus

modeled after human behavior. We borrow our duration value from the human startle

response [21] to this abruptness feature, setting the initial 0.2 seconds of a sudden

motion traversal to a higher velocity than the rest of the path, as in Fig. 5.2.

To review, each of the component features within the time feature vector inherits

the overall Time Effort Setting (also see Fig 6.1). The robot is not required to use
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of Time Effort abruptness feature with sample values in sec-
onds, where theta represents rotational motion, and v steady-state veloc-
ity. The dotted line presents a sudden response with a higher-velocity
initial response and the dashed line represents sustained.

Time feature DOF sample calculation / parameter units

velocity any ẋ, ẏ,
√
ẋ2 + ẏ2, θ̇ m/s, θ/s

abruptness any vel =

{
k ∗ vel if t < 0.2secs

vel if t > 0.2secs
on/off

delay all tstart sec
arrival time all tarrival sec

frequency any arcsin(y) cycle/m

Table 5.1: Table of Time Effort Features

all of these Time Effort features, but in order to use the CLE framework it would

need to have implemented at least one. Naturally, the legibility of a particular Effort

category would likely increase as it uses more features (as we will see in section 6.1).

So, if the robot had a sustained attitude toward time, it might have lower velocity,

abruptness would be off, delay would be on, arrival time would be on time to late,

and oscillation frequency, if present, would be low. If it had a sudden attitude

toward time, it would likely have higher velocity, abruptness would be on, delay

would be off, arrival time would be early to on time, and oscillation frequency,

if present, would be high.

While the above descriptions of sudden and sustained features will hopefully be

intuitive, we validate their legibility via human labeling in Chapter 5. In addition, we

specify their precise values for each specific robot task or sub-action during calibration

(Chapter 6 / future work). For instance, sudden velocity down a hallway would likely

have a different level than sudden velocity toward a person.
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5.3.2 Space Effort

The purpose of the Space Effort is to indicate an agent’s attitude toward its goal.

Our space feature vector, fs, includes the following features:

fs =



initial orientation

orientation Gaussians

path shape

path orientation

stopping distance


(5.9)

Conceptually, a robot could be attending to one clear goal, have several possible

goals (as in a multi-person conversation), avoid focusing on its goal, or have no

particular center of focus. Thus, the Space Effort features reference relative values of

the spatial coordinate system. In plain English, these features illustrate the robot’s

attention.

Some of these features could be captured in a photograph, like orientation or

stopping distance. All have distributions or trails over time that underscore the

robot’s direct or indirect attitude toward spatial goals. When we evaluated these

features on robot heads (which also applies to mobile robot rotations), we found

orientation to be the dominant factor influencing human Space Effort attributions to

the robot (Chapter 5).

In Fig. 5.3, we show two models we have used to represent direct and indirect space,

in which we would sample the robot head’s yaw-angle from a Gaussian distribution

of possible gaze orientations. The usage here is that a robot who is ‘glancing

around’ and repeatedly samples from a centered Gaussian would elicit a clear focus

on a particular object/area, whereas a robot who is using the double distribution

might seem to be ignoring, avoiding or indifferent to that same goal. The stochastic

sampling becomes visible during motion generation.
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Figure 5.3: Sample Orientation Distributions: direct characterized by single Gaussian
distribution, indirect by a double Gaussian distribution

The rotational Space features are meant to reflect the object of the robot’s gaze (or

lack thereof). The robot’s initial orientation could change someone’s first impres-

sion of its attitude toward its goal. For example, if the robot were oriented directly

toward an elevator, it might become more legible that it is hoping to meet a visitor

scheduled to arrive out of that elevator soon. Its initial orientation upon that arrival

might influence that visitor’s first impression of the robot. Similarly, the way the

robot looks around over time might reveal whether the robot has a consistent (or all

of the sudden) focus of attention.

We depict the translation features in Fig. 5.4 (path shape) and Fig. 5.5 (path

orientation). As you can see, a more direct attitude toward goal is represented

with linear path oscillation (i.e., side to side motion), whereas indirect has sinusoidal

oscillation. While we reserve sinusoidal amplitude as a Flow Effort feature, we did

also find that the sinusoidal path shape did need to have a minimum amplitude to be

visible during human observation (Chapter 5.2). Path orientation can further inform

or make visible this overall path oscillation feature (which could be extended to other

forms of path shapes in future work).

We summarize our Space Effort features in Table 5.2. In the CoBot robots, for

example, we might emphasize the rotational features (initial orientation and ori-
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Figure 5.4: Sample Path Amplitudes: sinusoidal path shapes parametrized by side-
to-side oscillation amplitude

Figure 5.5: Illustrations of Goal and Path orientation settings, where the goal is the
endpoint of path.

Space feature DOF sample calculation / parameter units
initial orientation rotational θstart θ

orientation Gaussians rotational µ1, (µ2), σ θ
path shape y amplitude(y) meters

path orientation yaw along path or toward goal n/a
stopping distance x xgoal − xtarget meters

Table 5.2: Table of Space Effort Features

entation Gaussians) while emphasizing a robot’s gaze behaviors, or translational

features (path shape, path orientation) and stopping distance) while a mobile

robot moves.

5.3.3 Weight Effort

The purpose of the Weight Effort is to reflect the robot’s relationship with gravity

or apparent force. Our weight feature vector, fw, consists of the following:
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fw =


head pitch

compression

acceleration

 (5.10)

In Laban terms, Weight manifests relative to the agent as either a reflection of the

outside forces acting on the agent (heavy vs. light) or the way in which an agent is

actively using force (strong vs. delicate). For instance, an exhausted worker slumping

at the prospect of three more hours on the clock, or a child lifting a large box of cereal

with difficulty.

We evaluated features in which the downward pitch of a robot’s head represents

heavy Weight, while an upward angle would be ‘light,’ and acceleration features

intended to reflect how much ‘resistance’ the robot looked like it was encountering

in coming up to speed. When we used a Keepon robot (sections 5.1 and 6.2), there

was also the possibility of compressing the form of the robot (mapping back to the

spatial coordinates affinities presented in section 2.3).

Weight feature DOF sample calculation / parameter units
head pitch pitch θpitch radian
compression z % height m

acceleration any ẍ, ÿ,
√
ẍ2 + ÿ2, θ̈ m/s2, θ/s2

Table 5.3: Table of Weight Effort Features

This is our smallest feature vector set due to degree-of-freedom constraints (Ta-

ble 5.3 . Many actor enactments of strong Weight Effort involve motions emanating

from the core (our central muscle systems) versus, light Weight, which might have

motion from the extremities (fingertips or toes). These are difficult to replicate with

robots that have few degrees-of-freedom.

In addition, our robots do not have vertical deformation or motion capabilities,

which makes its difficult to illustrate their relationship to gravity. If we were to extend

this feature set to flying robots, for example, shifting upwards versus downward could
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provide rich additional information about this Effort category (that remains for future

work to validate), which humans might only be able to imply with posture.

5.3.4 Flow Effort

The Flow Effort is the most abstract Effort in terms of its conceptualization in

the literature. It is used as a meta-characteristic of all the previous Efforts, conveying

the overall constraint or continuity of the agent’s inner state. Interpretations of Flow

range from exaggeration (in space) to temporal consistency; we chose to focus on the

former. Thus, our flow feature vector, ff , includes the following:

ff =

range of motion
continuity

 (5.11)

We scale the overall spatial motion by varying the robots’ ranges of motion.

Flow feature DOF sample calculation / parameter units
range of motion all range(y), range(x), range(θ) meters, radians

continuity yaw precision, inertia n/a

Table 5.4: Table of Flow Effort Features

One can also explore temporal Flow features, for example adjusting the continuity

of the motion by smoothing between motion segments (free Flow), versus hitting them

precisely (bound Flow), as introduced by [LaViers and Egerstedt (2012)]. The latter

can result in choppier temporal characteristics.

5.4 Down-Sampling Features to Task/Degrees-of-Freedom

The goal of our system is to layer expression onto robot task motions in order

to enhance people’s experience of (or with) the robot. In this process, we choose to

prioritize task completion over expression, so that the expression is in service of the

overall function and expression of the system.
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To effect this, we reduce the dimensionality of our feature vector, f , by applying

the (task) action, and the robot constraints during generation of the action motion.

We will denote the reduced DOF feature vector as:

f̃ = f(K(a)), (5.12)

where K(a) is the constraint function that depends on action-specific constraints as

well as (hard) robot constraints.

To reiterate, our priorities during Expressive Motion generation are:

• Do not interfere with the task,

• Only use features relevant to the available degrees-of-freedom

Given the reduced DOF feature vector f̃ , we generate the desired the set of motion

commands as

G(f̃ ; a) = {m1, . . . ,mn} , (5.13)

where the set of motion commands is ordered according to our Effort Application

Order introduced in section 5.5.

For instance, in the example

G(f̃ ,GreetAdvisor) = {hello, please, . . . , graduate me | o()} (5.14)

to generate a trajectory T , given the reduced feature vector f̃ and an action a :=

GreetAdvisor, we seek to resolve

T (f̃ , a) (5.15)

Given an action a := GreetAdvisor, first we reduce the feature vector given
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the task/action constraints, and proceed to generate the trajectory

T (f̃ , a) = {t(fR), t(fP ), . . .} (5.16)

5.5 Motion Generation

In practice, our approach has been to modify parameters in pre-existing robot

motion generation systems, rather than define a motion control structure ourselves.

In crafting the motion generation with a complex set of features, however, we need to

structure a feature application order for non-independent feature values. In addition,

we may need to calibrate these feature values to the particular task or robot, as

context impacts people’s interpretation of those feature levels.

Feature Application Order: First, we apply motion constraints (mostly Flow), next

we calculate path features (Space), and finally we calculate the temporal behaviors

along that path (Time and Weight). This approach will become clearer as we share

more examples of our Laban Effort feature implementations in Chapter 6. One reason

this application order is not discussed in the previous robotics literature may simply

be that people have seldom used all four Laban Efforts, thus they had not needed to

invent it yet.

Calibration: Because of the duality between functionality and communication,

the calibration of the motion features will change with context. For example, a robot

moving at a speed of 1 m/s down a hallway will look normal. Moving at a speed

of 1m/s directly toward someone, however, might seem pretty scary, particularly

if you are the person it is approaching. This contextual nature of motion makes it

important to evaluate feature calibrations and state communication parameterizations

with people, which will be the subject of Chapter 7. Luckily, for most applications,

robots have a constrained set of activities that they do. Thus, calibrating the Effort

pole values, and learning the Effort Setting to state communication mappings become
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tractable.

But first, let us validate whether the CLE motion features were successful repre-

sentations of the Laban Effort System, the subject of the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 6

Cross-Platform CLE Feature Validation

The experiments in this section seek to validate our selection of CLE Motion

Features across a variety of robot platforms. The first experiment evaluates whether

the CLE features are legible on rotational degree-of-freedoms. The second experiment

uses CoBot to evaluate additional Space Effort features relevant to mobile robots. In

both, we assess Effort legibility, a measure of how well a set of features meant to

represent an Effort effectively correspond to bystander attributions of the that Effort

category.

This section exploits a binary representation of the Laban Efforts (i.e., Time can

be sudden or sustained), thus one can evaluate legibility by verifying the successful

communication of the eight extremal Laban Effort poles:

• sudden Time

• sustained Time

• direct Space

• indirect Space

• strong Weight

• light Weight

• bound Flow

• free Flow
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In Video Study 1, we have a Nao head and Keepon demonstrate the full set of

Laban Effort Settings during two distinct task behaviors (section 6.1). To enable non-

experts to help label the motions, we curate a set of phrases representing each Effort

pole from the Laban literature. So if the robot’s Time Effort value is sudden, an expert

or layperson viewing the robot should be able to watch the robot move, then effectively

identify the robot’s state as portraying a “rushed, hurried, “now,now,now!” attitude

toward time. We find that our Effort feature sets are legible across all possible robot-

task combinations, but that Weight is the most difficult to read, a possible limitation

of robot heads. Moreover, these Efforts are legible across a variety of robot tasks and

forms.

In Video Study 2, we explore the motions of the CoBot mobile robot (section

6.2), specifically investigating the impact of path shape and orientation along path

on participant attributions on the robot attitude toward its goal,the Laban literature

definition of the Laban Space Effort. This study validates the spatial features we

add to our rotational motion feature sets, also demonstrating the extensibility of the

CLE approach. It additionally explores the effect of composing sequences of Laban

Settings by asking participants to ascribe meaning to changing Space Effort values.

We discover that contrasting path features impact people’s inferences about when

the robot first sees its goal, its attitude toward getting there, and even if it is having

sensor problems. These compound paths or ‘Laban Gestures’ help situate the robot’s

reactions in time without requiring a change in the robot’s temporal features.

We will continue to explore experimental evaluations and naturalistic deployments

of Laban features in the upcoming chapters, but the takeaways from these two exper-

iments are that CLE motion features are highly legible to people and effect socially

salient attributions along the Laban Effort scales.
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of the Degrees-of-Freedom evaluated in our Laban Head-
Motions for the Keepon robot (left) and Nao robot (right).

6.1 Robot Head DOFs (Time, Space, Weight, Flow): Video

Study 1

6.1.1 Introduction

This experiment applies CLE representations of the four Laban Efforts (Time,

Space, Weight, and Flow) to the rotational degrees-of-freedom of two robot heads.1

Specifically, this study seeks to validate whether our expectations of what the features

would communicate are consistent with Laban descriptions. For example, the robot’s

direct or indirect attitude toward its goal (the Space Effort) is represented via yaw-

orientation variance and starting angle. If the motions intended to be generated as

having an indirect attitude toward the goal are instead rated by study participants

as having a direct attitude toward its goal, we would have failed.

The experiment exploits a binary representation of the Laban Efforts for Expres-

sive Motion evaluation, and uses two different robots with predominantly rotational

motion, each performing two distinct robot motion tasks (Table 6.4). (The fea-

ture evaluation will be extended to translational motions in section 6.2 and beyond.)

Specifically, it explores people’s attributions toward the movements of a 2-DOF Nao

head and a 4-DOF Keepon robot during simple dance and look-for-someone behaviors

1Published in Knight and Simmons (2016), contributors include Professor Reid Simmons for
programming the Keepon and Marek Michalowski for his guidance using the Keepon.
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(Fig. 6.1).

Summary of hypothesises:

1. People can distinguish between motion samples with single opposing Effort pole

values.

2. Robot form impacts mean Effort ratings.

3. Robot tasks obscure the legibility of particular Efforts.

To preview the results, there were statistically significant legibility results for

all four Effort implementations, validating the promise of low-DOF robot ex-

pression. Rather than showing what the robot is doing, these layered motion

characteristics leverage the how of the task motions in an attempt to convey

additional robot attitudes, e.g., confidence, adherence to deadline or flexibility

of attention.

Remarkably, the Effort legibility results were not impacted by robot task or form

in the majority of cases, which helps substantiate Laban practitioner claims that

these four Expressive Motion subcategories (Time, Space, Weight, and Flow)

form useful basis vectors for constructing expression. In addition, the overall

findings suggest that simple variations of robot task motions can allow robots

to convey a variety of Effort category related inner states.

The following subsections review the evaluated features, describe the motion

generation, introduce Laban phrases, describe the procedure, share the various

results, and discuss what these results imply.

6.1.2 Rotational-DOFs Features

Given a sequence of robot position goals, the Effort Setting sets the path and

timing characteristics between them such that they convey a particular state
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(inspired by the animation work of Chi et al. (2000)). To review, the constraints

on what the goal should be and other feature limits or attributes (e.g., motions

should start on beat) come from the task itself (section 5.4). One of the most

important considerations here is the non-independence of the Laban Effort fea-

tures (e.g., desired distance might bound the possible speed range), so we will

apply the Effort feature application order (section 5.5) to both robots.

For the purposes of this experiment, each Laban Effort was represented as a

binary variable with polar values (e.g., the Time Effort can be either sudden or

sustained). Thus, the total possible number of Effort Settings (all polar com-

binations of Space, Time, Weight and Flow) is sixteen (24). Extremal Effort

values (a.k.a. poles) allow for efficient evaluation of the range of possible mo-

tion characteristics. They are also what actors initially learn to explore the

Expressive Motion possibilities within a scene (section 2.4).

The benefit of maintaining a vector of possible features for each Effort is that

one can pick and choose as best applies to the constraints of a particular

robot, task or software implementation. The degrees-of-freedom of these robots

are predominantly rotational, so down-select our feature sets to reflect robot

degrees-of-freedom. For example, the Nao robot does not have the tilt or verti-

cal compression capabilities of the Keepon (when limited to head motions), but

it could certainly make use of the yaw and pitch range of motions for Flow, and

the acceleration and head pitch features for Weight.

Implemented Time Effort Features

The purpose of the Time Effort is to convey an agent’s attitude toward time. In

the four robot-task permutations that follow, we have made use of the following

feature vector:
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ft =


velocity

abruptness

arrival time

 (6.1)

Although past works have frequently used velocity to represent the Time Effort,

the idea of a robot reaching its goal before its deadline (arrival time) or having

a knee-jerk initial response to a new stimulus or general sense of jumpiness

(abruptness) captures additional subtleties of someone who is anxious about

time. To quantify the latter, we cross-apply time values from the human startle

response [Siegmund et al. (2001)], setting the initial 0.2 seconds of a sudden

motion traversal to a higher velocity than the rest of the path, as in Fig. 5.2.

Implemented Space Effort Features

The purpose of the Space Effort is to indicate an agent’s attitude toward its

goal; it could have one clear goal, it could have several possible goals (as in a

multi-person conversation) or it might be avoiding its goal or have no particular

goal at all.

fs =

starting position
target Gaussian

 (6.2)

We want to control people’s first impression of the robots’ Space setting, so we

hard code initial yaw orientation values into the robot’s starting position. Next,

we implement the robot’s current goal as a distribution of one (Space=direct)

or more (Space=indirect) Gaussians. The robot can sample this when selecting

a new target orientation.
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Figure 6.2: Weight Effort: photo depicting vertical compression feature on the
Keepon robot (light left, heavy right).

Implemented Weight Effort Features

The purpose of the Weight Effort is to reflect apparent force. Generally, Weight

manifests relative to the agent as either a reflection of the outside forces acting

on the agent (heavy vs. light) or the way in which an agent is actively using

force (strong vs. delicate).

fw =


acceleration

vertical compression

head pitch

 (6.3)

We have chosen to use the former representation, as most human versions of

the latter involve motions emanating from the core versus from one’s fingertips

or toes that are difficult to implement on robots with few degrees-of-freedom.

Higher accelerations can be an indication of heavy/strong Weight. We intend

for the vertical compression and a downward tilt of the head (Fig. 6.2) to reflect

larger outside forces (heavy), whereas vertical extension and uplifted head tilt

reflect light Weight.
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Figure 6.3: Flow Effort: Illustration of yawranges of motion (narrow range represents
bound Flow, wide range represents free).

Implemented Flow Effort Features

Finally, the purpose of the Flow Effort is to scale all the previous Efforts in a

way that conveys the overall constraint or continuity of the agent’s inner state.

In the literature, interpretations of Flow range from exaggeration (in space) to

temporal consistency; we chose to use range of motion.

ff =


yaw range of motion

pitch range of motion

tilt range of motion

 (6.4)

According to Chi et al. (2000), bound motions express a quality that the motion

could stop quickly if conditions change, whereas free motions display a continu-

ity that would more smoothly transition. We scale the overall extent of motion

by varying the robots’ rotational ranges of motion (Fig. 6.3).
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6.1.3 Motion Generation: Look-for-someone Task

The first task behavior we assess is a look-for-someone behavior. Note how we

follow the Laban Effort Application Order from section 5.5. To accomplish this

behavior we sample target positions from a stochastic distribution. This results

in a random walk scanning behavior that can move in consistent or inconsistent

directions (as depicted in Fig. 6.4). The motion is centered at the robot’s current

goal (which we set to be in the center).

Flow Set range of motion for all joints. Bound yaw has a small range
(4 = 15◦), and Free has a large range (4 = 45◦).

Space Choose starting point and next target position by sampling from
range. Direct samples from single centered Gaussian (µ = 0◦), and
Indirect samples from two offset Gaussians, in which the µ offsets
are ±2σ (calculated from Flow).

Time 1) If Time Effort is Sudden and the motion duration allows, have
a rapid initial response, at twice the calculated speed, for the first
0.2 seconds (as in human startle response). 2) Apply high velocity
cap (1m/s) to Sudden to prevent unnaturally jerky motions. Apply
lower velocity cap (0.2m/s) to Sustained to communicate a relaxed
attitude.

Weight 1) Set center point of head tilt to be tilted downward (−0.3radians)
for Strong, and uplifted (0.2radians) for Light. Body compres-
sion for Strong, Body extension for Light. 2) Use high accelera-
tion value for Strong (0.20m/s2), lower acceleration value for Light
(0.05m/s2) and the travel distance value from the Space Effort to
calculate speed.

Table 6.1: Applying Efforts to Look-For-Someone Task

Figure 6.4: Screenshots from two sample motion sequence. Top row: indirect Space,
sudden Time, strong Weight and free Flow. Bottom row: direct Space,
sudden Time, delicate Weight and bound Flow.
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Down-sampling features: We only use the abruptness feature on the Nao head,

due to software limitations on the Keepon. The compression feature was only

included on the Keepon as the now head did not have that degree of freedom.

6.1.4 Motion Generation: Dance Task

The robots’ dance behavior had the following constraints: (1) the motions

should follow the beat, (2) the motions should oscillate. We review the full

procedure for applying each Effort in Table 6.2. The alternating directionality

makes the robots move back and forth and ‘bop’ their heads.

Flow Set range of motion for all joints. Bound yaw has a small range
(4σ = 15◦), and Free has a large range (4σ = 45◦).

Space Choose next target position by sampling from Flow distributions.
Direct samples from single centered Gaussian (µ = 0◦), and In-
direct samples from two offset Gaussians, in which the offsets are
±2σ (calculated from Flow). Enforce directionality constraints, if
needed, using absolute values.

Time Calculate velocity based on distance from Space component and
desired tempo (500msec). For Sudden, the robot arrives in 70% of
the desired period and waits for beat. For Sustained, it uses the
original metronome value (100%).

Weight 1) Body position for Strong is squished (if possible) with the head
tilted down. Light is less squished and looking up. 2) Heavy has a
trapezoidal velocity profile to steady state velocity (high accelera-
tion), and Light has a triangular velocity profile (low acceleration).
We integrate the velocity curve such that we obtain the desired
arrival from Time.

Table 6.2: Applying Efforts to Dance Task

6.1.5 Effort Pole Phrases

In order to enable laypeople to label the CLE feature legibility, the author

curated a collection of adjectives and phrases that Laban practitioners used to

teach the meaning behind the Laban Effort poles (Table 6.3). They are sourced
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them from Laban literature (e.g., Longstaff and Laban (1963)), and from the

Laban coursework attended.

Fighting Pole Inducing Pole

Time

Sudden:
rushed, hurried, now,

now now!!!

Sustained:
lingering, relaxed, waiting
for the perfect time to act.

Space

Direct:
linear, pinpointed

laser-like.

Indirect:
expansive, flexible

meandering.

Weight

Heavy:
compressed by gravity
collapsed, overcome

Light:
delicate, buoyant, lifted

up, floating.

Flow

Bound:
contained, controlled,

rigid, clear.

Sustained:
abandoned, released,

outpouring, out of control.

Table 6.3: Layperson Translations of the Laban Efforts

The motivation is to enable a non-expert to identify whether our Effort features

communicate the intended Effort setting. While working with Laban-trained

Certified Motion Analysts is an equally valuable approach exploited by Lourens

et al. (2010), among others, this approach lowers the barriers to researchers

seeking to extend the CLE feature sets to new robot degrees-of-freedom. The

online evaluation leverages these phrases, but first, we review the CLE features

that were tested.

6.1.6 Legibility Evaluation Procedure

Next, we describe the legibility evaluations of our four Effort implementations

across two robots and two tasks on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) [Berinsky

et al. (2011)]. Participants were provided with descriptions of each Effort pole

adapted from Laban literature (Table 6.3), and asked to correctly label two

videos depicting opposing poles of a particular Effort, with all other Efforts

held constant. This was non-trivial because the Effort feature sets are non-

independent (e.g., desired distance might bound the possible speed range), and
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because users were unfamiliar with robot motions.

Dance Look For Someone
Nao nao-dance nao-look

Keepon keepon-dance keepon-look

Table 6.4: Robot-Task Permutations

Our goal is to establish whether untrained users can detect and appropriately

label when a particular Effort value is flipped. To do this, we present MTurk

users with two side-by-side videos of the same robot performing the same task

in which all Efforts are held constant but one. Using online surveys on Amazon

Mechanical Turk, the results were computed from 1028 motion ratings for 72

robot motion videos depicting contrasting Effort motion examples.

In the rest of the paper, we refer to these sets of two videos as ‘comparison

videos.’ In the Time Effort evaluation, for example, the two individual videos

might both display direct Space, light Weight and bound Flow, but the one on

the left has sudden Time, while the one on the right has sustained Time. We

depict two screenshots from a Space Effort comparison video in Fig. 6.5. It is

probably easy to guess which side was more indirect.

We present all possible variations of comparison video orderings in Table 6.5. In

the t1 videos, the left video has a sudden Time, and right video has sustained.

The t2 version, would use the same set of videos in opposite order: sustained

left, sudden right. There are eight contrasting Effort settings in which one Effort

is flipped. For example, in the case of Space direct/indirect videos (s1 and s2),

L = {
[
sudden, sustained

]
,FLIP,

[
strong, light

]
,
[
bound, free

]
}, (6.5)

there are 3! combinations of Time, Weight and Flow poles. As we create videos

in both pole orders (see s1 versus s2), across two tasks, and across two robots,

there are 8 ∗ 2 ∗ 2 ∗ 2 = 64 total videos for each Effort analysis.
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Figure 6.5: Two sequential screenshots from a Space Effort comparison video of the
Nao Look-for-Someone behavior, with sudden-direct-heavy-bound on the
left and sudden-indirect-heavy-bound on the right (s1).
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Left video Right video
t1 sudden sustained
t2 sustained sudden
s1 direct indirect
s2 indirect direct
w1 heavy light
w2 light heavy
f1 bound free
f2 free bound

Table 6.5: Comparison Video Types (36 created of each type, 8 per robot-task per-
mutation)

To collect data about whether the MTurk workers can recognize which video

has a particular Effort setting, we asked MTurk expert workers to choose which

video displayed more of the requested characteristic across all the seventy-two

comparison videos for that Effort. We used the survey template and keys out-

lined in Table 6.6 and Table 6.7.

Watch video depicting the motion of two robots side-by-side. Select which
robot’s motion displayed more of the requested characteristic, or rate the two
robots equally. A- Left more
B- Both equally
C- Right more

*Blank could be: sudden, direct, bound, heavy, sustained, indirect, free, light.

Table 6.6: Survey Text for Comparison Videos

Before completing the survey, we also provided the workers with a key describing

what each rating choice signifies. For example, the full key to the bound survey

says:

A: Flow of robot on left noticeably more contained, controlled, rigid, clear.

B: Flow of both robots is equally contained, controlled, rigid, clear.

C: Flow of robot on right noticeably more contained, controlled, rigid, clear.

There were eight online surveys, each of which texted the legibility of a partic-

ular Laban Effort Pole. Table 6.7 presents sample wording of the survey text
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from each pole survey evaluation. You will notice that these surveys leverage

the phrase examples in Table 6.3.

TIME Sudden: Timing of robot on left is noticeably more rushed, hurried,
“now, now now!!!”
TIME Sustained: Timing of robot on left is noticeably more lingering, relaxed,
waiting for the perfect time to act.
SPACE Direct: Orientation of robot on right is noticeably more linear, pin-
pointed, single-focused, or laser-like *relative to camera*
SPACE Indirect: Orientation of robot on right is noticeably more expansive,
flexible, meandering *relative to camera*
WEIGHT Heavy: Weight of robot on left is noticeably more compressed by
gravity, collapsed, overcome.
WEIGHT Light: Weight of robot on left is noticeably more delicate, buoyant,
lifted up, floating.
FLOW Bound: Flow of robot on left is noticeably more contained, controlled,
rigid, clear.
FLOW Free: Flow of robot on left is noticeably more abandoned, released,
outpouring, open hearted, out of control.

Table 6.7: Sample Text from the Eight Comparison Video Surveys

For each survey, we collected two ratings for each video from distinct MTurk

expert workers to decrease the impact of user error. Specifically, for the bound

Flow Effort survey, two distinct workers selected ratings for each Flow compar-

ison video (32 of type f1 and 32 of type f2). We also conducted a free Flow

Effort survey over all Flow comparison videos.

We repeated this process for all four Effort categories, running separate surveys

to collect data about MTurk ratings for all eight Effort poles. To review, for each

Effort, there are 64 comparison videos (32 in one order and 32 in the reverse),

two label surveys and two ratings collected for each. That means there are 64

x 2 x 2 = 256 MTurk ratings collected per Effort and 1024 ratings collected

overall.

To evaluate our results, we use ANOVA analyses (N=128 because of two MTurk

ratings) to test whether comparison video ordering (e.g. sudden on left versus
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sudden on right) can predict MTurk ratings. We use a p-value of p ≤ 0.05 as

our cutoff for statistical significance and a p-value of p ≤ 0.1 as a trend toward

significance.

6.1.7 Results: Effort Legibility

We use a variety of single ANOVA analyses to evaluate whether video-order

(e.g. f1 vs. f2) can predict the mean survey ratings for a particular label

(e.g. bound). We find that our Laban Effort implementations have statistically

significant legibility ratings for every Effort pole label tested (N=128). Further

sub-analyses show that Effort legibility is largely independent of task and form.

Overall Legibility Results

We compile the overall results for each Effort by their two labels in Fig. 6.6,

including mean ratings with standard error bars, and p-values linking video

ordering to MTurk ratings. Each inset graph in represents one of the four Efforts

and includes data from both Effort pole surveys, divided by video ordering.

Negative numbers indicate that more workers thought the left video displayed

the requested characteristic, while positive indicates more thought the right did.

Relating these graphs back to the survey described, we represent answer A (left

video) as -1, answer B (equal) as 0, and answer C (right video) as 1. Mean

ratings were always consistent with the true video category, e.g., on

average, all videos with sudden on the left had a mean rating indicating more

people thought sudden was on the left. While a mean value of -1 would indicate

that every single worker looking at that comparison video type rated the left

video as displaying the requested characteristic, naturally, human variation was

more diverse with absolute mean values ranging from 0.11 to 0.80 for each
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Figure 6.6: Online Study Legibility Results for Time (sudden/sustained), Space (di-
rect/indirect), Weight (heavy/light) and Flow (bound/free) Efforts. The
vertical axis presents the two comparison video orderings (e.g. t1 had
sudden on the left and sustained on the right, t2 the reverse), the hori-
zontal axis shows mean and standard error of MTurk numerical ratings,
and the key presents each label’s statistical significance in differentiating
between video orderings.
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comparison video type.

The Flow Effort results were strongest (Fig. 6.6, bottom-right). We see that

the mean ratings of the f1 videos (bound left, free right), rate the left video as

bound (mean = -0.62), and the right video as free (mean = 0.80). As one would

expect, the ratings reverse in the right set of bar graphs for f2. Note that the

p-values for both labels are very significant (well below p=0.05, our cutoff for

statistical significance).

We see similarly significant overall results for each remaining Effort category. In

the top-left Time Effort results, the ordering of the sudden-sustained (t1) versus

sustained-sudden (t2), reliably predicted the mean ratings of MTurk workers for

both the sudden (p¡=0.0001) and sustained (p=0.0075*) video surveys. Even

the lowest absolute means, from the overall Weight Effort results, could easily

distinguish w1 from w2 video orderings (p=0.0150 for heavy and p=0.0057 for

light).

6.1.8 Discussion

Our initial hypotheses were 1) that robot form would impact mean ratings, and

2) that robot tasks would obscure the legibility of particular Efforts. Specifi-

cally, we expected the dance task to obscure the Time Effort legibility (hitting

a beat complicates velocity settings) and the look-for-someone task to obscure

the Space Effort legibility (perhaps all scanning behaviors appear to be indi-

rect). In contrast to these hypotheses, the implemented Efforts were legible to

participants for almost all robot form (Fig. 6.7) and task (Fig. 6.8) analyses. In

fact, we found that 75% of the surveys showed statistically significant results,

regardless of either task or form. In dividing our results we reduced our analy-

sis sample size by two, so the continued preponderance of significant results is
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Figure 6.7: Robot FORM legibility results evaluating if comparision video ordering
predicts MTurk ratings. (Key: **p ≤ .01, *p ≤ .05, n/s not significant)

noteworthy.

Robot Form: We display the statistical significance results for each Effort di-

vided by robot form in Fig. 6.7. We use ANOVA analysis to relate contrasting

video order to MTurk rating, this time with N = 72, evaluating either the Nao

or Keepon ratings for the eight labels. All the robot-Effort pairs have significant

results (in at least one direction), except for Keepon Weight. There are slight

variations in robot means, as per the first hypothesis that robot form would

obscure mean ratings. For example, one can see that Keepon sustained is more

strongly significant than Keepon sudden, whereas Nao sudden is legible while

sustained is not. That implies that the Nao seems more abrupt overall than the

Keepon. In the majority of cases, however, the Efforts are legibility regardless

of robot form.

The form results also draw our attention to places where we could improve

our Laban feature implementations for each robot. Subjects appear to have

difficulty seeing the Nao robot as displaying an indirect Space Effort. In this

case, we do believe it is the robot form confounding legibility. Perhaps the

Keepon’s additional degrees of freedoms (e.g. tilt) enact more complex motions
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Figure 6.8: Robot TASK legibility results evaluating if comparison video ordering
predicts MTurk ratings. (Key: **p ≤ .01, *p ≤ .05, n/s not significant)

that better achieve a sense of indirect attitude to its goal. If we were to add

more curvature to the Nao motion (i.e. combining the pitch and yaw angles

such that the Nao arced into its final goal angle), perhaps we would be able to

improve that legibility.

Robot Task: The overall results were strong (Fig 6.8). We use single ANOVA

analysis to relate contrasting video order to ratings (N = 72), evaluating either

the Dance or Look-for-someone data for all labels. All eight Effort labels showed

significance on the Look task, which helps validate our choice of features to

represent each Effort for that task category.

We had weaker results for the Dance task, however, so perhaps the tempo setting

we used across both robots was somewhat high and made the robots tend to

appear more sudden than sustained. The dance task also obscures our Weight

Effort features. The act of pushing off the floor or bopping up-and-down that is

a common component of dancing motion in general may explain why people do

not notice the spatial Weight features (head tilt and vertical compression), and

the tempo constraints may have also obscured the temporal Weight features

(acceleration profile).
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But the overall results indicate that the Efforts are robust to changes in task as

seven out of eight our task-Effort pairs have at least one significant pole result.

6.1.9 Conclusions

In this work we have demonstrated that CLE features, even with low degree-of-

freedom robot heads, can reliably convey relative inner states such as hurried

vs. relaxed, single-minded vs. flexible, overcome vs. buoyant, and rigid vs.

open-hearted. We challenged ourselves to achieve readable Expressive Motions

with a simple set of degrees of freedom: robot head motions via rotations and

compression. Despite this, we have already achieved many significant results.

In fact, all four features sets were statistically significant predictors of viewer

labels. People recognized particular Effort feature outputs as representing their

intended Effort poles.

Although particular researchers have assessed the utility of Laban Efforts to

robotics in the past, these findings were unique because of the following: (1)

we define features for all four Laban Efforts, (2) we apply the Laban Efforts to

low degree of freedom robots, and, (3) we use these features to layer expression

into pre-existing robot task motions.

Regardless of whether we or other researchers continue to use Laban features,

we have confirmed that simple robots can convey complex expressive states to

people via motion. These results open the doors to using robot body language as

a modality for conveying robot inner-state to human bystanders, collaborators

and companions.

Thus, even robots with jobs to do can communicate a variety of expressive

states by varying their task motions. In the next experiment, we will further

exploit this concept of Expressive Motion in a situations task. This time, we
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will deploy features on a mobile robot that can cross the floor, as addressed in

the next section.

6.2 Mobile Robot DOFs (Space): Video Study 2

6.2.1 Introduction

This experiment expands the Space Effort feature set to robots with transla-

tional capabilities.2 Specifically, it explores the impact of path shape and

orientation along path on participant interpretations of a mobile robot’s La-

ban Space setting during a motion traversal. The study setup demonstrates

how Expressive Motion can situate a robot’s attitude into its task actions.

While previous work had used path shape to convey the robot’s current target

[Dragan et al. (2013)], this experiment hypothesizes that a mobile robot’s path

shape can also illustrate the robot’s attitude toward its goal. The path shape

features are principled (building on the Laban Effort System) and thus likely

to extend to new robot task domains. They are also simple, which means we

can more easily extend them to new robot physiologies.

To evaluate these Laban Space features, we create videos in which the robot ap-

proaches a beverage stand across various path conditions (depicted in Fig. 6.9).

The robot’s paths are composed of sinusoidal (indirect) and linear (direct) path

segments. Because our path calculations occur relative to an attentional goal,

which we define as an object or location that requires the robot’s sustained

concentration (e.g., as part of a task), the motion and orientation parameters

are calculated relative to that focal point.

2Published in Knight et al. (2016), contributors include Ravenna Thielstom and Laura Brooks
for developing the Space Time Trajectory code (see Chapter 4), Ravenna for coding the compound
gestures, and both for making the videos.
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Figure 6.9: Compound path examples: we overlay the robot’s trajectory on screen-
shots from Video Study 2

Our series of online studies confirm that viewers can interpret expression lay-

ered on top of a robot’s task motions. It appears that Laban Space features

mediate people’s understanding of the robot’s confidence, focus, and curiosity.

Sequencing contrasting path features is a useful way to create expressions that

are pinpointed in time without requiring changes in velocity.

The parallels in human behavior help clarify these findings. If a person at a

music festival cannot make up their mind about what kind of food they would

like to eat, they might take an indirect path. But if they suddenly see something

on the menu they love, that indirect path would immediately become direct,

illustrating their change in state. Alternately, a slight wavering in their path

could betray an inherent shyness or ambivalence about their choice.
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Figure 6.10: Illustration of the Laban Space Effort, as described qualitatively in dance
and acting training

6.2.2 Space Effort Path Features

This study concentrates on the Laban Space Effort, which runs along a scale of

Direct to Indirect (Fig. 6.10) and is meant to represent an agent’s “attitude to-

ward a goal” (Chapter 2). In Laban terms, direct motion is single focus, whereas

indirect has multiple foci. We explore two classes of features to represent the

Laban Space Effort: Path Shape and Orientation Setting (Table 6.8).

Path shape represents the linear or sinusoidal motion from A to B, which we

parametrize by sinusoidal frequency and amplitude. At the extreme, we ex-

pected linear paths to be seen as direct and sinusoidal paths to be seen as

indirect, however, we were unsure how the sense of direct to indirect would

scale as frequency and amplitude varied (and explore amplitude also in this

experiment).

Orientation setting represents the robot’s gaze angle during its traversal, either

along the path it is traveling, or toward its final goal. We expected that the

robot looking at the goal throughout the path would be seen as more direct than

the one that was looking along its path (except in the linear path condition). We

were unsure, however, what the relative importance would be of the path shape

versus orientation setting, and what kind of interaction effect they might have.

For example, we thought orientation setting might emphasize or de-emphasize

path shape.
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Sinusoidal Frequency Number of periods of the sine, specified in multi-
ples of 0.5, to end path on central axis.

Amplitude Peak distance of the path from the central axis,
where LINE is zero amplitude, SINE is non-zero.

Orientation Setting Path: robot orients along the center of the path,
Goal : Orients toward goal as it travels along path.

Table 6.8: Translational Features Implemented for Space Effort (Direct/Indirect)

Figure 6.11: Flow diagram of the Attentional Goal trajectory calculations

6.2.3 Motion Generation

Fig. 6.11 illustrates the steps we use to generate the robot’s motion trajectory,

given a particular Path Shape and Orientation Setting. We calculate our target

stopping position (xT,yT, θxy) relative to an attentional goal at (x,y), also

using the attentional goal position as in input for our orientation setting during

the motion, as described at the end of this section.

To ease feature calculation, we treat the line between our current position and

the attentional goal as our x−axis. Given the target position, we calculate the

path shape characteristics we would like to use to achieve that target. We do

this by choosing a set number of waypoints (N).

Given the start position x0, the robot’s net motion travels along this X-axis,

with side-to-side oscillation (y), according to the following equations:

X = Xo+ V elocity ∗ Timestamp

Y = Amplitude ∗ Sine(Frequency ∗ Timestamp)
(6.6)
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Figure 6.12: Illustrations of Goal and Path orientation settings (Repeated from
Fig. 5.5

The CoBots navigate using waypoints, thinking it has achieved a waypoint

if it comes within a threshold of the desired position (d=0.2 meters). Thus,

we calculate the total number of possible waypoints (N) by dividing the total

distance along the central axis (D) by the controller resolution (N = D/d), with

a maximum time spacing of d/vel. We sample the above equations using the

waypoint increment, providing the (x,y) position commands for each waypoint

in the path. The robot has an omnidirectional base, thus making its orientation

independently controllable from its path. Thus, the final step is to calculate

the robot’s orientation (θN) at each waypoint consistent with the overall path

orientation setting.

We illustrate the orientation settings in Fig. 6.12. In the goal orientation, the

robot orients toward the goal location throughout its motion. In path orienta-

tion, the robot orients along the direction of the path (subtracting the next lo-

cation from the current) throughout its motion. At the final waypoint (n = N),

the orientation is toward the goal.

At each previous waypoint (from 1 to N− 1), we calculate orientation from the
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following equations:

θn =


tan( Goaly−Yn

Goalx−Xn
), if goal

tan( Yn+1−Yn

Xn+1−Xn
), if path

(6.7)

Goal orientation evokes naturally from a focus on the attentional goal, while

we hypothesize that Path orientation could make the path shape more legible

and/or seem to be more indirect, as if the robot is focused on its navigation

rather than its attentional goal.

In practice, the robot motions occur in the coordinate system of the building

map, so we must transform our calculations back into the global coordinate

system. In addition, to enact these various paths we must ensure two things:

that the approach path is possible given the map (so the robot does not get

stuck), and finally, that the approach path is safe, i.e., that the vector of motion

for each step is in the sensor range of the robot (so the robot is able to detect

unexpected obstacles it might collide into).

6.2.4 Online Evaluation Procedure

Our research goal is to find out how varying a mobile robot’s approach path

might change attributions people make about a robot’s inner state (e.g., attitude

toward the object of its attention). To test this concept, our study evaluates

various approach paths of the robot moving toward a beverage stand, as service

robots are a common target application for socially interactive robots. We

evaluate the impact of path-shape changes by creating paths with two segments,

as in Fig. 6.9, and vary oscillation amplitudes.

Our study setup includes two consecutive path segments, as depicted in Fig. 6.13.

Each segment length is 2.0 meters and includes a full period sine wave. The end
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Figure 6.13: The robot follows a compound path to the goal

distance is 0.3 meters, end angle is 0 radians (facing stand), and overall velocity

along X is 0.5 meters/second for all paths. Note that having two sequential

sinusoidal segments of the same amplitude merely results in two periods of that

sine wave.

We select three sine amplitudes from the corridor of safe robot motion we cur-

rently use in the hallways on campus: 0.5 meters, 0.25 meters and 0 meters

(Table 6.9), which we label, SINE, 1
2
SINE, and LINE, respectively. This is a

conservative range, as the hallways are closer to 1.5 meters wide, but people

occasionally leave objects by the wall outside their doors.

Label Amplitude Frequency X-Velocity
SINE 0.5 m 0.5 cycles/m 0.5 m/s
1
2
SINE 0.25 m 0.5 cycles/m 0.5 m/s

LINE 0 m 0 cycles/m 0.5 m/s

Table 6.9: Path Amplitude Feature: Calibration Conditions

The variables left to us for manipulation are segment sequence, sinusoidal am-

plitude and orientation condition, as in Table 6.9. We ran several online studies,

including two permutations of Segment1+Segment2 path shapes (A1,A2). Our

online study questions compare the basic compound paths (A1 analyses) or

assessments across sinusoidal amplitudes (A2 analyses). We also evaluate con-

stant orientation settings only, as orientation settings are equivalent in linear

path segments.
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A1. Compound-Paths

SINE-SINE SINE-LINE LINE-SINE LINE-LINE

A2. Varied Sinusoidal Amplitude*

SINE-SINE 1
2
SINE-1

2
SINE LINE-LINE

*1
2
SINE has half the amplitude of SINE

B. Orientation Conditions

GOAL PATH

Table 6.10: Experimental Variables by Analysis

We created seven videos of the A1 compound paths to include both orientation

conditions (LINE-LINE goal and path orientations are equivalent), and two ad-

ditional videos of 1
2
SINE-1

2
SINE, across both orientation conditions. We spend

the most time on the seven extremal compound paths (i.e., those composed of

SINE and LINE segments), using the three baseline paths analyses (by which

we mean there is no path shape change), to explore whether attributions scale

with sinusoidal amplitude.

We ran a variety of surveys on Amazon Mechanical Turk, including open-ended

questions, Likert scale questions (multiple choice answers ranging from Agree to

Disagree) and Semantic differential scales (anchored by opposing concepts like

Very Indirect and Very Direct). The large participant population there gave us

the opportunity to measure various independent features and explore a range

of qualitative and quantitative analysis methodologies, which would have been

logistically prohibitive in an in-person study.

Across our open-ended questions and quantitative analyses (comprising 6 total

surveys), we had 252 unique users who contributed 688 responses. We treat this

as a between subjects experiment, collecting 10-20 independent video labels per

condition, depending on the analysis, and prohibiting workers from labeling the

same video more than once. To constrain our participants to a single set of

cultural norms, we required that participants be from the United States and
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Figure 6.14: Participants’ previous exposure to robotics

included a question about their robotics background (see Fig. 6.14).

6.2.5 Results 1: Qualitative Attributions

The goal of collecting data from people was to characterize the way they inter-

pret the robot motion. We begin with the open-ended questions, which validate

the storytelling of the videos, and provide holistic insight into how people inter-

preted our motion features. In the following section, we also use user responses

to seed our attribution survey questions.

In this section we share the results of three open-ended questions that reveal how

viewers interpreted what the robot was doing and with what attributes. Our

first question asks them to describe what is happening in the video. The second

asks them to provide three adjectives describing the robot’s path. The third

question explicitly tells viewers that the robot is approaching a beverage stand,

and asks them to explain the presence of a transition point in the SINE-LINE

and LINE-SINE paths only.

Subject Descriptions of Robot’s Motion

To validate our study setup (that the story of the robot approaching the bever-

age stand was clear irrespective of path features), we had 85 participants watch
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Approaching stand 54
Moving/functional 20

Inner state 5
Alternate task 6

Table 6.11: Subject Interpretations of Motion Sequence

all possible compound paths without priming, then asked them:

Question 1: “Describe what you think is happening in the video.”

People were largely task-oriented in their descriptions (Table 6.11). Fifty-four

(64%) participants mention the beverage or stand as the object of the robot’s

motion and (24%) describe the robot’s motion directly, e.g., “The robot is cross-

ing the room.” Only five participants describe aspects of the robot’s inner state,

e.g., “Robot is moving as though it is unsure,” probably because of the proce-

dural question. Six reference unrelated tasks such as playing soccer, moving a

podium or vacuuming, perhaps in jest.

These descriptions occurred regardless of which path shapes were assigned to

the first and second segments, thus, it appears that the robot’s task comes

through irrespective of path. Given the open-ended nature of the question, we

also find it likely that more people understood the beverage stand to be the

object of the robot’s motion. This is good, because you will remember that the

system goal is to layer expression onto a robot task, not replace the task.

Just in case, in the remaining analyses, we tell people explicitly: “In the video

linked below, a robot approaches a beverage stand.”

Subject Attributions to Consistent Path Shapes

In our next analysis we seek to gain information about people’s attributions

toward the basic SINE and LINE path shapes across orientations. In an open-

ended question, participants were asked:
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Figure 6.15: Word-maps of adjectives participants used to describe paths: 1) LINE,
2) SINE while facing goal, and, 3) SINE while looking along the path.

Question 2: “Provide three adjectives that describe the robot’s motion.”

We assigned 45 participants at random to one of the compound shape condi-

tions. To visualize the response, we provide word-maps of the adjective data

(Fig. 6.15), in which word frequency maps to word size and low-instance words

are chosen at random to fill out the graphic (tagcrowd.com). Note that during

the LINE segments, the two orientation settings are equivalent. All path types

were called ‘smooth’ and ‘slow,’ but as you can see in Fig. 6.15, people seem to

easily distinguish the linear from the sinusoidal pathways.

Sinusoidal motion with differing orientation settings produced subtly different

word maps. When the robot is looking along the direction of motion (path

orientation), additional words include ‘searching’ and ‘explorative.’ When it
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looks toward the beverage stand (goal orientation), additional words include

‘hesitant’ and ‘uncertain.’ Perhaps side-to-side motion with goal-orientation

can create a back channel indicating second thoughts about achieving its known

goal. In all cases the descriptions indicate that people interpret varied path

shape and orientation qualities as communicating aspects of the robot’s internal

or task state.

Subject Interpretation of Path Shape Changes

Our final question involved understanding how participants interpret changes

in the robot’s motion style, e.g., when the motion setting goes from indirect to

direct or visa-versa. We provided participants with videos of SINE-LINE and

LINE-SINE paths only (both orientation conditions), and made the following

request:

Question 3: “Describe what is happening in the video.

Why is there a transition point?”

Table 6.12 provides representative samples of the 36 replies. In these responses,

we see explanations of:

• SINE-LINE as scanning, exploring or correcting,

• LINE-SINE as erratic, cautious, careful

It is interesting to note that there were two instances in goal orientation where

participants did not notice a transition point, probably because the constant

speed toward the goal and goal orientation made for a smooth transition between

path shapes. We will refer back to these responses as we interpret our numerical

results in the following subsection.
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SINE-LINE
“It seems that the robot is first scanning the area before ascertain-
ing that the beverage stand is its sole target.” (path)
“The robot is exploring the room during the first half of its path.”
(path)
“The robot goes the wrong way, then corrects itself.” (path) “The
transition point happened because the robot finally got its posi-
tioning in line with stand” (goal)
“The robot is exploring the room. That is why it is taking an
indirect path to the stand.” (goal)
LINE-SINE
“A robot moves across a room towards a beverage stand...but the
robot seems to move sort of erratically and does not go directly
there.” (path)
“A robot starts toward the beverage stand. The robot can’t move
diagonally so he has to come forward and then turn to reach the
beverage stand.” (path)
“The robot is moving directly during the first half of its path. At
that point it becomes cautious; that is why it then takes an indirect
path to the stand.” (goal)
“The robot makes its way slowly, carefully changing its direction
as if it had a sensor, until it reaches its destination” (goal)

Table 6.12: Subject Interpretations of the Transition Point

6.2.6 Results 2: Space Effort Legibility

In this subsection, we review our three quantitative surveys. First, we assess

how well our chosen path shapes map back to Laban Space concepts of direct

and indirect. Second, we assess the impact of path shape on people’s impression

of when the robot had become aware of the goal. Thirdly, we quantify the inner

state attributions people make about the robot’s compound path motions, using

adjectives from the qualitative responses.

Space Effort Results: Direct/Indirect Legibility

The inspiration for our initial work comes from the Space Effort, thus the first

analysis of compound paths is to evaluate whether people indeed found LINE
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Figure 6.16: Mean Directness, N=86 (-3=Very Indirect, 3=Very Direct), Note that
line-line orientations should result in equivalent behaviors.

to be direct and SINE indirect. We use a 7-point semantic differential scale to

answer:

Survey 1: “How would you describe the robot’s motion?”

Very Indirect, Indirect, Somewhat Indirect, Neither, Somewhat Direct, Direct, Very Direct

Fig 6.16 shows linear paths are strongly associated with Very Direct labels

and sinusoidal paths with Somewhat Indirect labels, regardless of orientation

setting. These values were what we had hoped for; the sinusoidal paths are seen

as approaching a goal overall, but taking an indirect path to get there.

Statistically, when we run a 3-way ANOVA to evaluate whether segment1, seg-

ment2 and/or orientation setting can predict participant directness ratings, we

find a main effect from both segments (in other words they are statistically sig-

nificant predictors of participant directness labels) and a trend from orientation

(segment1 p ≤ .0001 F(1, 21.3), segment2 p ≤ .0001 F(1, 35.9)). Segment2 has

an even higher F-value than segment1, so you might infer that the final value of

the path is most important in rating Directness. While orientation appears to
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play a role when there are path shape changes in Fig.6.16 with the goal orien-

tation being read as more neutral, and the path orientation for both being read

as more indirect, statistically, orientation does not predict directness ratings.

We also find a strong interaction effect between segment1 and segment2 (p ≤

.0001, F(1,17.1)). An interesting observation is that the path orientation of

LINE-SINE is rated to be the most indirect of all compound paths, while the

SINE-LINE goal path is rated to be neutral. So, a robot that approaches its

target then veers away is being actively indirect, whereas a robot that has

an unclear goal that becomes clear might have been trying to be direct the

whole time. As has been previously shown in the section 6.2.5 open-ended

question results, people apply storytelling to the sequences of movement, which

is probably the explanation for these heightened ratings.

Space Effort Results: Goal Knowledge

In this section, we assess whether compound paths impact people’s reading of

when the robot has detected or acquired information about its goal. Participants

were asked to watch their assigned video and answer the following question:

Survey 2: “When do you think the robot acquires knowledge of the goal?”

A - Before the video begins

B - Toward the start of the path

C - Toward the middle of the path

D - Toward the end of the path

E - Never

We obtain 86 labels distributed across compound path and orientation condi-

tions. This time, our three-way ANOVA of segment1, segment2 and orientation
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finds a main effect from segment1 and segment2 and a trend from orientation

(segment1 p ≤ .0001 F(1, 18.2), segment2 p ≤ .0001 F(1, 24.9), orientation

p=0.095 F(1,2.8)). So orientation influences people’s attributions about the

robot’s relationship with its goal more than people’s ratings of the directness

of the path. There is also an interaction effect between segments (p=0.0167,

F(1,5.98)).

We present our full results in Fig. 6.17. We again find that segment order

matters. SINE-LINE appears to detect the goal toward the middle of the path;

it explores, finds its target and proceeds to move in a straight line. People

seem confused about LINE-SINE, with a wide distribution of responses that is

consistent with the varied qualitative descriptions (Table 6.12).

Almost all participants label the LINE-LINE path as knowing about the goal

before the start of the video. The most common SINE-SINE rating implies the

robot discovered the goal toward the end of the path, i.e., when the robot came

in final proximity of the beverage stand and stopped.

The initial linear segment may be why some said ‘before the start,’ the change

may be way others say ‘middle,’ and the finishing sinusoid may be why the rest

choose ‘toward the end’ or ‘never.’ Note that participants only choose ‘never’

in compound paths that end with a SINE.

Space Effort Results: Attributions

Finally, we explore attribution concepts collected in Question 2 (Fig. 6.15. Par-

ticipants were asked to respond to the following statements in random order

using a 5-point Likert scale:
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Figure 6.17: Counts for when robot acquires knowledge of goal, divided by compound
path type, N=86

Survey 3.1: “The robot’s motion is focused.”

Survey 3.2: “The robot’s motion is hesitant.”

Survey 3.3: “The robot’s motion is explorative”

-2:Disagree, -1:Somewhat Disagree, 0:Neutral, 1:Somewhat Agree, 2:Agree

Focused: Subjects have strong feelings about linear segments, seeing them as

highly focused. The compound paths containing sinusoids have more sub-

tle responses (Fig. 6.18). SINE-SINE is rated least focused (all other paths

rated somewhat focused). Overall, the focused ratings have a main effect from

all three input variables: segment1 p=0.0002 F(1,15.5), segment2 p=0.0024

F(1,10.1), orientation p=0.0127 F(1,8.1). This is the only statistical analysis

that does not show an interaction effect between segments.

Explorative: SINE-LINE is rated most explorative – the contrast tells a story.
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Figure 6.18: Attributions to the Compound Paths, N = {90, 90, 90}

This is supported by the statistical results, in which we again find three main

effects: segment1 p=0.0004 F(1,13.9), segment2 p=0.0275 F(1,5.1), orientation

p=0.0012 F(1,11.5), but this time also an interaction effect: seg1*seg2 p=0.0018

F(1,10.7).

Hesitant: SINE-LINE is also rated most hesitant. In fact, no other paths had

positive hesitance ratings. This time, we find a very high impact of the initial

segment and orientation: segment1 p=0.0247 F(1,5.3) and seg1*seg2 p=0.0018

F(1,4.5).

This result shows the power of storytelling. We had expected that LINE-SINE

would be read as hesitant, but perhaps recalibrating to the target or losing

functionality (i.e., behaving erratically) was a more dominant interpretation,

perhaps thinking of the robot as a machine rather than an agent. The SINE-

LINE ratings indicate that the first segment plays a greater role in predicting
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Figure 6.19: Mean Directness across Sinusoidal Amplitudes, N = 52 (20 half-half)

hesitance (delay before a following action).

6.2.7 Results 3: Feature Calibration

In this section, we briefly analyze how varying sinusoidal amplitude impacts

participant directness ratings and attributions. Our hypothesis was that ratings

would vary linearly between SINE and LINE. To evaluate this hypothesis, we

choose a low amplitude sinusoidal path at half the amplitude of SINE, that we

call 1
2
SINE (see definitions in Table 6.9).

Calibrating Directness

We first analyze the impact of lower amplitude sine waves on participant Di-

rectness ratings. We present our results in Fig. 6.20, in which the SINE and

LINE data matches up to Fig. 6.18, but also includes the data from the 1
2
SINE

labels. In this case, orientation setting appears to impact people’s detection

of low-amplitude sinusoidal motion, probably because of the subtlety of the

side-to-side motion otherwise.

In goal orientation, people rated the 1
2
SINE similarly to LINE baseline, how-
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Figure 6.20: Mean Attribution by Sinusoidal Amplitude, N={50,50,50} (60 half-half)

ever, in path orientation, people rated 1
2
SINE closer to SINE. Perhaps this new

segment 1
2
SINE appears to be more like the natural variation present in human

gait, and maintains many of the Directness attributes of a linear segment in

goal orientation.

Because of the subtlety of the path motion, it seems that orienting along the

path (path orientation) was necessary to reveal the shaping. In a 2-way ANOVA

of path-shape and orientation, however, only path-shape showed statistical sig-

nificance: p ≤ .0001 F(2,23.5). The directionality of the means, however, sug-

gest that feature calibration will play an important role in assuring the read-

ability of a particular CLE feature.

How Calibration Impacts Attributions

Next, we assess attributions, and how they might vary with changing sinu-

soidal amplitude. We plot the mean response or the three basic path shapes in
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Fig. 6.20. In a 2-way ANOVA of path-shape and orientation, we find a main

effect from both path-shape and orientation across all adjectives.

Focused and Explorative appear to vary linearly in the expected directions,

consistent with our initial hypothesis. Subjects rated SINE most explorative,

and LINE the most focused. In contrast, if we look at the Hesitant mean, we find

that 1
2
SINE is rated to be the most hesitant of the baseline paths. This result

goes against our initial hypothesis. Apparently, expression does not always

vary linearly between sinusoidal extremes. A possible explanation is that lower

amplitude oscillation appears to present a backchannel, as if the robot has a

subconscious dread of the goal that it is nonetheless approaching.

6.2.8 Ethnographic Exploration

Before summarizing our findings, we conduct an ethnographic interview with

a local bartender to justify whether this scenario would be relevant in a true

restaurant or bar environment. After seeing a demonstration of the robot’s

motion, he was asked whether these kinds of approach paths resonated with

anything he experienced working in a restaurant setting. He said,

“You can usually tell by the way people walk into the bar how

to respond to them. If they’re looking around and acting unsure of

themselves, maybe they haven’t been here before and you offer them

a menu or more assistance in deciding what to order. If they walk

straight to the bar, making eye-contact the whole way and grab a

stool, you ask them if you can take their order, because they probably

know exactly what they want to drink. If they come in and survey

their surroundings, get acclimated, then spend some time with the

menu, they’re probably open to exploring different kinds of drinks.”
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These descriptions have clear parallels to the indirect and direct Laban Space

motion feature, this time applying CLE features to interpret human motion.

Interpreting customer behavior based on their motion patterns, such as openness

to trying new things, could also map to other robot task scenarios such as

offering directions to someone who looks lost.

Since the evaluated experimental motions could potentially apply to a robot

server, we also asked him about how restaurant workers utilized Expressive

Motion. The interviewee said if he was not making drinks for customers directly,

he was making drinks for the servers to bring to the tables. He said he found it

easy to interpret a server’s sense of urgency from their approach style:

“If the restaurant’s not busy, the servers will put in an order and

chat while it’s being made. If it’s busy, they rush over, or try to make

eye-contact, and you can see them lean against the bar.”

He said he would occasionally ask a server if they needed something special

if they looked stressed, but that his pace was generally set by the number

of tickets (a.k.a. orders), already in the system. While he was aware of the

servers’ attitudes toward getting the drinks, he said he was not aware of changing

his working style because of them. He did say, however, that their approach

impacted his likelihood to socialize with them.

At the end of the interview, he asked the seven extremal path-shape videos

and was asked to provide descriptions for each. Table 6.13 presents all but his

“direct” LINE-LINE response.

Although this was an interview with a single person, it is promising that he

indicated parallels in interpreting both customer and coworker approach path

motions. The interview also helps identify areas for extending this work: human

tracking and social bonding.
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Goal Orientation Path Orientation
line-sine “dodging customers” “confused about where

something is”
sine-line “pretending to dodge

bullets or drunk”
“said hi to someone then
continued on”

sine-sine “pretty natural” “checking on all tables be-
fore getting drinks”

Table 6.13: Contextual Attributions in Bar/Restaurant: Social, Functional, Playful.

6.2.9 Discussion & Conclusions

The central idea of this experiment was to evaluate how path shape and ori-

entation setting influence people’s Space Effort attributions. The result show

that translational motion features have a large impact on Space Effort attribu-

tions toward a mobile robot. Path shape changes also provide contrasts that

are highly salient to people. In particular:

• SINE-LINE path shape changes help illustrate the moment a robot acquires

knowledge of its goal; it can also indicate hesitance.

• Incorporating sinusoidal motion into a path is a simple and legible way to

imply indirect Laban Space.

• Linear motion is easiest for people to interpret, with high means in all

tests, and positive ratings for focused and direct.

• LINE-SINE path shape changes seem harder for people to interpret, but

with goal orientation suggests that the robot is broken or lost track of the

goal.

• Calibration is important as changing amplitudes of a feature impacts its

legibility.

The universality of people’s storytelling is supported by both the open-ended

responses and the statistical findings. Motion appears to be highly relevant
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for people’s real-time interpretation of a robot’s inner state, with a significant

interaction effect of segment ordering.

Given people’s rapid ability to interpret robot motion at a glance, even from our

simple mobile robots, more robot designers can begin to leverage this commu-

nication modality in human-robot contexts. As suggested by our ethnographic

interview, it seems likely that robot motion expressions will be useful for both

coordination and camaraderie.
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CHAPTER 7

Mapping from Efforts to Communications of

Robot State

The Laban Efforts do not provide a prescription for how a robot can commu-

nicate particular states but rather an expert feature space within which we can

train contextualized motion communications. The goal of this chapter is to ex-

plore the mappings between Effort Setting and robot state projections. For the

purposes of this thesis, we define robot state as the emotion, attitude or task

style of the robot, that we will seek to express via motion pattern. The goal of

this chapter is to establish mappings between Laban Effort Settings and human

attributions of state, such that we can influence bystander impressions of robot

motion.

One goal of this chapter’s experiments is to evaluate whether CLE features can

successfully represent robot state via Expressive Motion, from a perspective of

both motion classification and generation. We select six manners as represen-

tative samples of state communications that would be useful to current CoBot

task scenarios:

• Emotion: the robot might be happy vs. sad at the success or failure of a

task.
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• Attitude: The robot might be confident vs. shy if it had explored a space,

met a particular person, or completed a task many times before.

• Task Style: The robot might express its availability to socialize by en-

acting rushed vs. lackadaisical motion pathways.

State-communications are intentionally selected for additional analysis as op-

positional pairs:

• Happy vs. Sad (emotion),

• Confident vs. Shy (attitude), and

• Rushed vs. Lackadaisical (task style),

the idea being that the contrasting social meaning would (hypothetically) man-

ifest in highly contrasting motion features (and therefore Laban Settings).

There are a variety of approaches one can use to collect data about the human

response to particular sets of motion features that can allow us to determine

what are the best ways to communicate robot states to people. For most appli-

cations, once we have established how to communicate particular robot states

in context, we can apply them during actual robot behaviors to moderate co-

ordination with people. The contextual nature of Expressive Motion, however,

means that learning the mappings between Laban Effort settings and states

projections usually requires testing with people.

(a) Task Context: People interpret robot expressiveness in the context of its

task (section 7.2). For example, a robot looking-for-someone with an in-

direct Space Effort (i.e., wide range of motion), may look like they are

doing their job, whereas, a robot dancing with an indirect Space Effort

may look like it is having a great time. So our knowledge of the robot’s

task influences our interpretation of particular Laban Effort Settings.
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(b) Social Context: The social norms of a particular behavior also impacts

feature calibration. For example, a robot moving at a speed of 1 m/s

down a hallway might seem to be moving at a natural pace. When it

moves at a speed of 1m/s directly toward someone, however, it might seem

pretty aggressive, particularly if you are the person it is approaching.

(c) Environmental Context: Finally, environmental features, such as your dis-

tance to the wall or the size of a space (e.g., an elevator versus a wide-open

atrium) could impact the naturalness and therefore attributions of a par-

ticular Expressive Motion.

These contextual considerations might seem to explode the complexity of estab-

lishing how to communicate robot states for new robot tasks. Luckily, robots

have a constrained set of task sub-actions (e.g., traveling down the hallway, ap-

proaching a person, orienting to an office door, waiting at the elevator). Thus,

within a particular robot application context (e.g., CoBot hallway navigation),

once one has calibrated the Effort pole values and evaluated which Effort Set-

tings map to state communication, those mappings can be reused and con-

structed into new overall task behaviors.

In this section, we sample the space of possible solutions to parametrizing par-

ticular robot state communications within the CLE framework. These explo-

rations are not exhaustive, but we select them to show the variety of methods

one might apply: learning from expert samples (section 7.1), conducting user

studies exploring the full set of extremal pole Effort Settings, one state at a

time (section 7.2), or interfaces for interactive design / learning by demonstra-

tion (section 7.3). Across them all, the essential idea is to loop people into the

process, so we can ensure consistent attributions of robot state.
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7.1 Categorization: Expert Samples on a Motion Track-

ing Table

7.1.1 Introduction

This experiment collects and classified sample motions with mobile robot degrees-

of-freedom, i.e., position (x, y) and angle (theta), using CLE features to ana-

lyze their expressive content as one of six manners.1 In this section, the term

‘manner’ indicates a subclass of robot state communications in which a partic-

ular attitude or style suffuses and entire motion sequence. Previous work has

used Laban-trained actors overlay the Laban Efforts onto flying robot trajecto-

ries, which resulted in human-legible robot state communications [Sharma et al.

(2013)]. This experiment contrasts such work in that it leveraged computational

Laban features directly.

This work collects samples of Expressive Motion traversals from experts using

a motion tracking table in order to answer two research questions:

• Are CLE features sufficient to characterize state communications on low-

DOF robots?

• If so, what features are important to communicate a particular state

and/or differentiate one state from its opposite?

During the motion sample data-collection, experts in robots or theater were

instructed to move a small mockup of the CoBot robot (Fig. 7.1) from one side

of the motion-tracking table to the other and back (from ‘A’ to ‘B’ to ‘A’) in

one of six expressive manners (Fig. 7.2, left). The data set includes two motion

traversals samples from each expert for each of the following categories: happy,

1Published in Knight and Simmons (2014), contributors include Professor Golan Levin for fi-
nancing and providing advice for the motion tracking table construction.
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Figure 7.1: The motion-tracking table during a pre-study, two views of the robot
mockup, and a photo of the CoBot robot, intended inspiration for the
motion samples.

sad, confident, shy, rushed, and lackadaisical. The categories were selected

such that they arranged into oppositional pairs: happy/sad, confident/shy, and

rushed/lackadaisical.

Next, CLE features are used to predict the label of the samples using discrimi-

nant analysis and eight-fold cross-validation. The machine classification results

performed at a similar accuracy rate to people predicting the intended label of

each motion sample. There were also three oppositional pairs analyses (pick-

ing labels within the pair). To identify which CLE features are significant in

distinguishing each oppositional pairs, we ran ANOVA analyses. Significant fea-

ture means within each state communication category provide insight into how

one might implement such state communications in the future robot motion

traversals (see sections 6.3 and 7.2).

The results support the use of CLE features in characterizing robot state ex-

pressions. The collected trajectory samples may also be applicable to training

robot state communications, by adapting the corresponding features of each

‘manner’ to a transversing mobile robot. Specifically, the intent was to later

apply these features to CoBot (Fig. 7.1), a mobile robot with omnidirectional

base that autonomously completes tasks in Carnegie Mellon’s Computer Science
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Figure 7.2: (left) Graphic depicting data collection: participant stands while conduc-
tor watches screen, task is to move mockup from A-B-A. (right) Screen-
shot of rendered trajectory video given to MTurk participants.

and Robotics buildings.

The following subsections summarize the evaluated feature set, describe the

data collection procedure, present the machine and human classification results,

finishing with a discussion and conclusion.

7.1.2 Motion Features & State Communications

(Note to Reader: This classification analysis pre-dates the CLE feature vali-

dation experiments in Chapter 6; thus, you will notice subtle differences in the

features we use to represent the Laban Efforts, particularly in the Space Effort.

Hopefully these distinctions will give insight into the iterative process we have

used to develop our current list of CLE features (section 5.3).)

Most of this thesis considers applications of CLE to generate Expressive Motion.

The analysis presented here, however, evaluates its applications to classifying

low degree-of-freedom Expressive Motion, in this case using ‘emotive traversal’

data from experts. We calculate motion features based on the Laban Effort
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System using the limited degrees of freedom of a mobile robot, namely, x, y and

theta. In addition, we explain the six robot state communications we chose to

evaluate, their relevance, and introduce the idea of oppositional pairs.

Time Features

To measure how path motions scale from Sudden to Sustained, we include ve-

locity in x and y, and net-velocity in the direction of motion. We also used

variance of the velocity to provide a measure of abruptness.

ft =



x− velocity

y − velocity

net− velocity

variance(x− velocity)

variance(y − velocity)

variance(net− velocity)


(7.1)

Space Features

To rate the agent’s focus on its target, from Direct to Indirect, we measure the

relative angle of its orientation toward the targets, namely, the relative angle

between its motion vector and orientation (Fig. 7.3). We discovered that these

Space features do not have sufficient resolution to distinguish most paths in our

final ANOVA analyses, which led us to develop more detailed representations of

orientation facings, as described in section 5.3.

fs =


%B − orientation

% A− orientation

% side− orientation

 (7.2)
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Figure 7.3: Illustration of Space Effort angular range features (on the horizontal plane
of the motion tracking table). We track the percent time each path spent
looking toward target A, target B, or neither.

Weight Features

To quantify the perception of force, Strong to Light, we measure the acceler-

ation. Heavy objects or high-resistance environments present higher friction,

which we hypothesized might reflect themselves in ramping accelerations rather

than steps. Instead, we actually found that our Time and Weight features were

highly correlated, so our updated CLE framework, as described in section 5.3,

has since moved acceleration to the Time Effort feature vector.

fw =



x− acceleration

y − acceleration

net− acceleration

variance(x− acceleration)

variance(y − acceleration)

variance(net− acceleration)


(7.3)
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Flow Features

To quantify the agent’s projection of constraint, from Bound to Free, we measure

side-to-side motion in y (range of y during motion pathway), side-to-side motion

in theta (does it just look straight ahead or all around, i.e, range of motion in

theta over course of path) and to quantify how much motion is off the center

path-line, we calculate the variance of the y-position.

ff =


y − distance

theta− distance

variance(y − position)

 (7.4)

7.1.3 Constructing an Expressive Traversal Dataset

We base our analysis on motion samples from 16 participants (8 female and 8

male) with high self-reported expertise in either Robotics or Theater. We in-

cluded both expert groups, since the former group was likely to have experience

with low degree-of-freedom motion, while the latter would presumably have ex-

perience with Expressive Motion, and we thought both perspectives might be

valuable. The average participant age was 28 (std. dev. 7.4 years), and the

average years in their specialty was 7.7 (std. dev. 5.1 years).

In the experiment, the motion-tracking table had a black foam-core border

overlaid on the surface, defining the elliptical region shown in Fig. 7.2 (right).

The mockup of the CoBot robot (Fig. 7.1) had an indicated front (an abstracted

screen) and an amoeba tracking fiducial on its base. We use reacTIVision

software to do the tracking at 15 frames/sec, calibrated to the dimensions of

the space. Data stores as (id, x, y, theta, time), in which the id is constant,

x represents forward-back position between A and B, y represents side-to-side
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position, theta is orientation (zero is facing B), and time is the frame-number

(to review, there were 15 frames/sec).

The data collection procedure began by showing participants a film depicting

CoBot. Next, the conductor presented the mockup and motion tracking table,

which had markings indicating positions A and B. Participants were instructed

to move the mockup of the CoBot robot from A to B and back to A in one of six

manners (Fig. 7.2, left). Experts enacted the six manners in randomized order

within oppositional pairings: happy/sad, confident/shy, rushed/lackadaisical.

They ran through each set of six manners twice, but we use only the second

trial as they had had more time to refine their solution.

In total, we obtained expressive traversal samples from each of the 16 partic-

ipants for each of the six manners, thus we analyze 96 data files (Fig. 7.4).

Fig. 7.4 presents all the trajectory x,y positions collected in a graph where ‘A’

is on the left, and ‘B’ is on the right, and each sample represents a full A-B-A

path (orientation not shown). We include two columns of motion examples in

each state communication box. Note that the display format of Fig. 7.4 reveals

and/or obscures different kinds of motion characteristics. Widely spaced dots

result from rapid motion (contrast Rushed to Sad), and deviating paths and

curves are easily noticeable.

Inspection of the participant trajectories reveals certain commonalities in the

solutions. Confident and Rushed are mostly straight line paths. Happy fre-

quently undulates. Lackadaisical meanders widely. Participants described the

resulting trajectories as having explicit motion characteristics, e.g., ‘fast.’ They

also engaged in a great deal of storytelling and human references to explain

their Expressive Motion solutions, during post-demonstration interviews.
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Figure 7.4: Full Set of Collected Motion Traversals.
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7.1.4 Results 1: Machine Classification with CLE Features

After data collection, to corrected for our sampling frequency (15 frames/sec)

by smoothing our data at half the sampling frequency. We also truncated the

start and end of the data files to active motion sequences. Next, we calculated

our Laban Effort Features across all paths. We used the resulting feature values

to produce classifiers for different “manners” of moving. Specifically, we run two

discriminant analyses using eight-fold cross validation: a binary classification

between oppositional pairs (two categories) and a binary classification between a

single category and all other categories (six categories). To preview our findings,

our average oppositional pair classification accuracy is 75% (chance is 50%), and

our average across-all-category classification rate is 41.7% (chance is 16.7%).

Oppositional Pair Classification

First, we ran the oppositional pair binary classification. We had hypothesized

that intentionally opposing qualities of the pairings, at least socially, would

make it more likely that we could answer the Boolean query: Is Expressive

Motion with x, y, and θ degrees-of-freedom sufficient to communicate robot

state?

There are 32 path samples for each oppositional pair (1/3 of the total data),

which we divided into eight subsets for cross-validation. In each case, we per-

formed a discriminant analysis using all but one subset, then tested the solution

on the reserved paths. We summarize the overall pair-classification accuracies

and confusion matrices in Fig. 7.5. Average overall classification accuracy is

79%, with happy/sad 80%, confident/shy 78% and rushed/lackadaisical 81%.
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Figure 7.5: Oppositional Pair Machine Classification Results

Six-State Classification

Next, we ran binary classifications of each state versus all the others across all

six manners, again with 8-fold cross-validation (over all 96 samples). The overall

across-all-states classification accuracy is 41.7%, where chance would be 16.7%.

Classification performs best for happy (62.5%), sad (56.3%) and lackadaisical

(50%), and worst for rushed (18.8%). Shy and confused have intermediate

accuracy (31.3%). Please note that all of these results are significantly higher

than chance (16.7%). We summarize these results in Fig. 7.6 (top). In the

following subsection, we compare these results to people’s ability to label the

same data.

7.1.5 Results 2: Human Classification

Ultimately, the human capacity to read social expression will be the benchmark

by which we judge machine capabilities. Thus, to understand the quality of

the classification results, we contrast machine classification results to people’s

ability to label the same set of trajectory samples. To do this, we first rendered

Expressive Motion videos (Fig. 7.2, right) directly from the collected data files,

representing the mockup as a circle with a line to indicate orientation and

tracing the boundaries of the motion area. The relative sizes of grey circle

to mockup and motion area to motion-tracking table are proportional to the
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Figure 7.6: (Top) Machine Classification Confusion Matrix - rows are intended path
categories and columns are classifications, N=96. (Bottom) Human La-
bels Confusion Matrix - columns are human labels.
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original experimental setup.

Next, we had workers on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) to categorize two

classes of videos. We used “master workers,” who have high reliability ratings

gained from accurately completing MTurk tasks over a specified training period.

We presented the workers with two kinds of categorization tasks: in the first,

they labeled a video as one of two manners (an oppositional pairing, such as

rushed/lackadaisical); in the second, participants labeled each video as one of

the six manners.

Results indicate that the machine analysis achieves similar accuracy overall

compared to a human benchmark. For example, the human labelers achieved

an overall accuracy rate of 41.2% and the classifier achieved 41.7% accuracy.

We present full results for human labeling accuracy and reliability ratings (how

frequently workers agree) below, divided into oppositional pair and all-manners

analyses.

Oppositional Pair Human Results

In this analysis, participants viewed videos within an oppositional pairing (e.g.

happy/sad), assigning each the more likely label. We used 40 samples for each

oppositional pair subset, consisting of all 32 path samples of the oppositional

pairing being tested (16 of each label) and eight randomly selected videos from

the other two subsets. We include the randomly sampled videos for two reasons:

to gauge the noise of our data collection, and to reset the ‘palate’ of the worker

labeling videos by adding noise to the samples – the hope being that they

wouldn’t converge to a single viewpoint of what an expressive manner should

be unless that is actually the only solution that resonates with them.

Overall readability within oppositional pairs was 80% across the three pairings,
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only slightly higher than machine classification of the same (section 7.1.4). For

each oppositional pair, we analyzed labels of all paths intended to be in the

manner of that pairing, i.e., 64 samples for each pairing, made up of 32 samples

of each manner. The overall readability of Happy vs. Sad was 79.7%, while

Confident vs. Shy was 78.1%, and Rushed vs. Lackadaisical was 81.3%. The

oppositional pairs’ strong readability scores (as with classification) confirm the

possibility of using motion features to distinguish between Expressive Motion

state communications.

Six-Manner Human Results

A more challenging test comes when trying to recognize to which of six cate-

gories a trajectory belongs, as chance prediction is only 16.7%. Thus, in this

MTurk categorization set, workers labeled each video as one of six categories

(happy, sad, rushed, lackadaisical, confident, shy). There were 96 paths, each

labeled by four distinct master workers, resulting in 384 labels. Readability is

calculated from the frequency with which worker labels matches the intended

expressive manner. Each of 96 videos is labeled four times, resulting in 384

labels.

Readability across all manners is 41.2%. The full confusion table and accuracy

data is presented in Fig. 7.6. Examining the manner readabilities one by one,

accuracy ranging from 25% to 59% accuracy. In addition, while the overall

accuracy is similar between machine classification and human labeling, there are

significant differences in category-by-category classification, which we discuss in

the following subsection.
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Figure 7.7: Significant CLE Features in distinguishing Oppositional Pairs vis ANOVA
analysis (N = 96)

7.1.6 Results 3: Significant Features Differentiating Manners

We next examine which features are significant in communicating particular

states. Classification analysis of pre-existing robot behaviors could help sug-

gest motion modifications that could make that robot more effective, such as

correcting a robot tour guide whose acceleration patterns had make it seem

confrontational.

In fact, ANOVA analyses (Fig. 7.7) of the CLE motion features relative to op-

positional pair categories find 16 of the 18 features useful in distinguishing one

or more of the oppositional pairs. Orientation toward target A and orienta-

tion toward target B are non-significant, which suggests that we could improve

our Space features. In fact, these results led us to the Gaussian orientation

representation we used in section 6.1, as this investigation pre-dated that one.
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7.1.7 Discussion

If we compare the overall readability scores to the machine classification results

(Fig. 7.6, top), though accuracy rates are not uniform across manner categories,

we find that the human labels are, on average, as accurate as the calculated la-

bels. This indicates that the Laban features did well in helping distinguish Ex-

pressive Motion paths computationally. We conclude that CLE features prove

useful in distinguishing Expressive Motions computationally, supporting their

potential for use in systems for analyzing and generating Expressive Motions

with X, Y and Theta.

The range of within-manner human labeling accuracy (25% to 59%) may occur

because some manners are more difficult to represent than others. Shy may

have been the most challenging to represent with low degrees of freedom (only

25% readable), while Rushed and Sad may have been the easiest (59.4 and

56.3% readable). Confident, Happy and Lackadaisical were in the middle (35.9,

35.9 and 34.4% readable), with just over one-third labeled with their intended

category. In addition, though the overall classification and readability scores

were similar for CLE features and humans, the within-manner differences show

that, at least in some categories, there is more for the machine to learn.

It is interesting to contrast what the machine classification versus MTurk work-

ers found clearer or more difficult. For example, while rushed may have been

an intuitive manner to people (see high classification accuracy), similar CLE

motion feature paths were present in almost all manners, thus the machine cat-

egorization results for this category were quite poor, as the confusion matrix

shows (Fig. 7.6). The slow speed characteristics of sad likely aided classification,

while happy paths had consistent features in acceleration. Confident and Shy

fell in the middle (both 31.3%). To further improve the within- manner results,
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we could refine our training set to use only the paths found to be most readable

to people.

Finally, the thespian-created (40.1% readable) and roboticist-created paths (42.2%

readable) had similar overall readability scores but, again varied widely within

manners. For example, the thespians created significantly more readable Lack-

adaisical, Sad and Shy paths, while the roboticists created significantly more

readable Confident and Rushed paths. This may be because the former trajec-

tories benefit from more nuanced exploration, while the second set were more

readable as straightforward instantiations. Both groups were similarly success-

ful at expressing Happy. Such findings suggest that cross-disciplinary collabora-

tion might be most useful when implementing subtle state communications, but

that such expertise may not be necessary for first-pass systems or less complex

state communications.

As might be expected, happy/sad and rushed/lackadaisical find clear distinc-

tions in all of the Time and most of the Weight features. Using Weight, we can

now interpret the lower acceleration characteristics of sadness as a lack of force

or energy that contrasts to the relatively energetic motions in happiness. Con-

fident/shy is best distinguished by Flow characteristics, perhaps because most

confident paths adhere closely to the boundaries of the path, while shy incor-

porates more curvature. Another takeaway is that oppositional pairs (in terms

of social meaning) do not always have strictly oppositional motion features.

7.1.8 Implications

In limiting our implementation to three degrees of freedom, we have already

begun to discover principles connecting motion trajectories to certain communi-

cations of robot (or agent) state. For example, we have found that the clearest
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communications of shy involve direct paths with hesitations and that timing

characteristics are one of the most significant features separating the different

manner paths.

Using these results, we can gain tools for evaluating the state communications

that robots project to humans in their environment. For example, CoBot fre-

quently requests help in pressing the elevator button, as it has no arms, but

is often ignored. If it has been requesting assistance without orienting toward

someone (indirect), while moving at a smoothly accelerating (light) and mea-

sured pace (sustained), people may infer the task to be low-priority, therefore

being less likely to help.

By applying this kind of approach to classifying the robot’s social intention

(looking for anyone versus looking for someone, i.e. attitude toward goal), task

state (high or low priority), and inner state (friendly versus all about the job), we

could start analyzing and designing such motion communications intentionally.

In future work, it would also be valuable to explore whether we could classify

human state communications (which may or may not be feasible to abstract to

lower degree-of-freedom), potentially aiding in fluent coordination.

7.2 Contextual Communication: Task-Centric Feature

Mappings

7.2.1 Introduction

This section discusses human state attributions for robot motion behaviors gen-

erated with CLE features, again using the Nao and Keepon videos of section

5.22. This experiment seeks to understand the interaction effects between robot

2Professor Reid Simmons programmed the Keepon.
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form, robot task and robot state communications. Participants were asked

to label videos across three expressive scales: happy/sad, confident/shy and

rushed/lackadaisical. These scales are constructed from the oppositional pair

state communication categories introduced in section 7.1, as that experiment

indicated that they are readable robot state communications.

The state attributions people made about the same Effort Settings during dif-

ferent tasks were highly divergent, when reviewing statistically significant cor-

relations, and relatively consistent when varying robot form. This implies an

interaction effect between robot task and robot state communication. For ex-

ample, a dancing robot that has indirect motions is viewed as being happy

(perhaps it is exuberant and having a good time). In contrast, indirect motions

on a robot that is looking for someone just seems like it is doing its job.

Thus, ascription of robot state seems to be highly dependent on robot task, but

only slightly impacted by robot form. Our explanation for this effect is that

body motion is used for both functional and expressive purposes, thus people

probably interpret motion features within the context of its activity.

The following subsections present the crowd-sourced expressive state label pro-

cedure, share the attribution results, discuss why task and expression are cor-

related for Expressive Motion and introduce some reflections for incorporating

context in to state communication mappings.

7.2.2 Procedure

This study uses the individual robot videos of a Keepon dancing with varied

Effort Settings and a Nao robot looking-for-someone with varied Effort Settings

presented in section 6.1. Again, we conducted a video study that collects data

from expert workers on Mechanical Turk.
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To review, the Time Effort can be sudden or sustained, Weight Effort strong

versus light, and Space Effort direct or indirect. The robots we evaluate include

a Nao head and Keepon robot, each performing either a look-for-someone or

dance task behavior overlaid with a particular Laban Setting in each video (see

section65.1).

The evaluation approach is similar to section 6.1, in that we collected six labels

per scale (e.g., very sustained to very sudden) for each robot Effort Setting, this

time constrained to an analysis of Time, Space and Weight Efforts (an artifact

of exploring the impact of Laban Actions, see section 2.3). With three scales,

that means we collected 6labels∗8effort settings∗2robots∗3scales = 288labels.

Here we explore state communications, not Effort legibility. We evaluate three

scales: happy to sad, confident to shy and rushed to lackadaisical. We target the

same set of states as we did in section 7.1 both because of their applicability to

the robot tasks we are targeting and in order to gain additional insight into the

communication of these states across different robotic platforms. We use high

resolution scales rather than just binary labels in order to analyze how much

of a particular manner is communicated. Participants are asked to choose the

best expressive label from a seven-point scale. For example, for the happy to

sad scale, participants chose from the following options:

1-Very Happy

2-Happy

3-Somewhat Happy

4-Neither

5-Somewhat Sad

6-Sad

7-Very Sad
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Figure 7.8: Expressive Attributions Results: The impact of specific Effort Settings
on expressive attributions is consistent within robot from but divergent
across tasks. *statistically significant (p¡=0.5)

7.2.3 Results: Attributions

Our hypothesis for this study is that Laban Effort Settings will share state

attributions across the two robots’ tasks. Instead, we found the opposite. As

we explain below, expression of state seems to be contextual to the type of task

an agent is performing, but only moderately effected by the agent’s physical

design, as informed by DiSalvo et al. (2002) and Morency et al. (2007). We

next explore the attribution results, as shown in Fig. 7.8.

Happy/Sad

The Keepon robot is rated to be happy across the board, but Weight and Space

Efforts best predict that level of happiness. Less constrained, varied motions

and more delicate Weight are rated to be happier than bound, strong Effort
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Settings. The influence of the Space Effort is statistically significant, with

Weight showing a trend in the described direction. As the frequency of motion

was consistent across both Keepon Time poles (the robot dances to the beat),

its Time Effort did not play a role in predicting this particular expressive state.

The Nao robot, consistent with its task and perhaps form, did not seem par-

ticularly happy or sad overall. However, slower, smooth motions of a sustained

Time Effort made the robot seem somewhat sad. This is consistent with the re-

sults we found in section 6.1, in which slow velocity was the strongest predictor

of sadness.

Confident/Shy

The Keepon is rated most confident when it has indirect, free motions, which

result in an average rating of very confident. But even in the direct, bound

motions, it is still rated somewhat confident.

The Time Effort predicts confident/shy attributions for the Nao robot’s look-

for-someone behavior. Abrupt motions are centered in the neither shy nor

confident category with an edge toward confident. Sustained motions, however,

have a clear rating of shy, in the direction of somewhat shy.

Rushed/Lackadaisical

For the Keepon, Weight features predict attributions of rushed vs. lackadaisical.

Participants rated light Weight as neither rushed nor lackadaisical, and strong

Weight to be somewhat lackadaisical. The implementation of strong involved a

compressed body frame, which may have made the arc of motion seem shorter.

For the Nao robot, Time and Space Efforts predict attributions of rushed ver-

sus lackadaisical. Participants rate the sudden robot movement to be slightly
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rushed, and sustained motions as notably lackadaisical. Less intuitively, the

indirect motions seemed more rushed than the direct motions, as we explore in

the discussion.

7.2.4 Discussion: The Importance of Context

Upon reflection, in the context of attributing a happy emotion to someone danc-

ing, our results were consistent with what one might expect: Gentle unbound

motions probably communicate a relaxed and free attitude where the robot is

just enjoying itself, whereas tension and more limited movements in space might

reflect self-consciousness or lack of abandon.

In this work, we do not explore the scale from very sudden to sudden to sustained

to very sustained, i.e., continuous Effort scales (see section 7.3), but if we did,

we might find that people rate the robot’s behavior as increasingly sad as the

motion becomes more and more sustained.

Dancing motions are rated as confident across the board, just at different levels.

Perhaps any agent dancing is demonstrating some kind of confidence as it is

uncommon for dancing to be the first-choice activity for the shy or self-conscious.

We expected off-center motions from the Space Effort to be associated with

avoiding, shy head positions, but apparently – when the robot’s task is to be

looking around, and the gaze continues to wander – off-center motions do not

imply shyness. Again in this case, task context informed the expressive inter-

pretation.

The heavy Weight Effort Keepon was rated to be more lackadaisical. Perhaps

the ‘slouched’ position made the robot seemed like it was relaxing, instead of

being compressed by a heavy load it was straining against (as the experimenters

had intended). In addition, the lack of major velocity changes during the dance
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task, probably makes it difficult to implement a legible rushed behavior.

Less intuitively, indirect Space Effort seemed more rushed than the direct mo-

tions, which might be explainable by the limitations of our platforms. Because

the robots have rotation, but not translation, the indirect setting on the robot

allows for longer motions which can better display the more rapid or relaxed

speed attributes.

7.2.5 Conclusions

The conclusion of this study is that mappings between Laban Effort Setting

and communication of robot state are highly impacted by context. We find –

contrary to our initial hypothesis that particular Effort Settings would usually

convey the same robot state projections – that different Effort Settings can in

fact convey the same robot states when robot task is varied.

Unlike communication channels such as facial expressions, body motions are

both functional and communicatory. Thus, singular mappings such as one finds

in Ekman and Rosenberg (1997)’s Facial Action Coding System, apparently do

not apply. Instead, it would probably be necessary to use both Effort Setting

and Robot Task as inputs to our Expressive Motion engine (Chapter 5). There-

fore, we conclude there is a strong interaction between the activity the robot is

doing and how its motion features will be interpreted.

Rather than being a prescription for how to communicate with motion, it is

important to think of the Laban Efforts as a vocabulary to explore the space of

possible motion expressions, much as actors do. These results inspire the two

stage process of our CLE framework: The Efforts provide a feature space for

constructing expressions, which one can implement first; after that, one should

train expressivity and state communications. If this is done within particu-
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lar contexts, we believe we will be able to establish repeatable and effective

communication.

In addition, post-exploration our results highlight the utility of using continuous

representations of the Efforts to hone in on final state expressions. For example,

in the look-for-someone task that was not restricted by tempo, the Nao was able

to use our sudden Time Effort implementation to express Happy, Confident and

Rushed. In reviewing the mean values for the velocity feature (Fig. 7.8), we see

that each state communication had distinct velocity values, with Rushed being

the fastest, followed by Confident, then Shy. If we use a discrete representation

of the Efforts only, viewers of the robot’s motion may have reduced power to

distinguish between states.

To summarize, a binary representation is useful for scoping the space of possi-

ble motion communications, and a continuous one may help distinguish between

state communications that share characteristics. In the next chapter, we ex-

plicitly explore a continuous CLE feature space with expert motion designers

(dancers), using a combination of evolutionary programming and user interac-

tions. Our approach is to provide the motion trainers a state communication

label we would like them to train and let them parametrize the robot motion

directly.
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7.3 Interactive Design: Calibrating Robot Expressions

with People

7.3.1 Introduction

This section presents an Expressive Motion design interface that leverages the

human capability to make attributions at a glance.3 KIWIS, which stands for

Know It When I See it, uses a mix of optimization and direct authoring to

allow non-programmers to parameterize robot motions. Our goal is to aid in

the creation of robots which are both functional and expressive – such as an

intimidating security guard robot in a parking garage, or a deferential delivery

robot in a high-stress hospital environment.

Actors and dancers are highly competent at crafting Expressive Motions which

communicate their inner state, e.g., entering a room in a manner that displays

curiosity, shyness or urgency. However, for a very simple robot, the full set of

possibilities within the parameter space may not be immediately intuitive for

a person to imagine or act out, as they are accustomed to a humanoid form.

Instead, we leverage people’s ability to read motion at a glance, by creating an

interface that lets users rate robot motion demonstrations directly and more

rapidly exposes them to the parameter space of motion possibilities.

To realize these goals, we (1) identify CLE motion features relevant to perform-

ing a particular robot task, in this case, motion down a hallway, (2) demonstrate

batches of possible motions to the trainer in order to visualize the available

motion feature space, (3) mix optimization techniques with explicit parame-

ter feedback for faster convergence. While this approach may be extensible to

the policy-building of the Learning by Demonstration community [Argall et al.

3Contributors include Mita Ghosal, trained Laban practitioner (CMA), for providing feedback
on this interface and Jason Denney for help piloting it.
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(2009)], the design output was customized instances of social expression within

a robot’s task motions.

Previous researchers have collected human motion demonstrations to aid robot

motion design through a variety of interfaces: sympathetic, remote control,

direct joint movement [Harris and Sharlin (2011)], and motion tracking [Knight

and Simmons (2014)] of section 7.1. This experiment combines and extends

these approaches in three ways: (1) the data collection focuses on expression,

(2) the robot demonstrates its motion to people, and (3) the expression occurs

within the feature space of a pre-existing action, e.g., navigating down the

hallway. This is also the only investigation we conduct that explicitly explores

a continuous representation of the CLE features, which enables us to envision

the potential impact of continuous Laban Effort Settings.

We begin with an overview of our approach, followed by our target motivations

and system uses. Next, we describe the algorithms and user input functionality

implemented for training the motion parameters – including a purely algorith-

mic mode, and one that also allows the user to hand set feature parameters,

helping speed convergence or nudging the system out of local minima. After

that, we summarize our system implementation on CoBot’s hallway motions,

and specify the CLE features we include. Then, we discuss our system in action

and share sample training sequences. Finally, we discuss how one might map

the collected data back to robot behavior generation and leverage the collected

data for machine learning.

7.3.2 Motion Features

The experiment utilizes the CoBot robot (section 4.1) to explore how differing

inner state projections might play a role in social navigation. Layering ex-
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pression on CoBot’s task requires finding the feature space that was available

for parametrization. During typical hallway motions, CoBot operates within

a corridor of safe travel that is 0.5 meters wide, has a minimum velocity of

0.2 m/s, and a maximum of 1.0 m/s. CoBot’s navigation system also provides

constraints that influence our feature implementations (as discussed in section

6.2).

The section 8.1 in situ evaluation had shown that people interrupt CoBot less

frequently when it is moving quickly than when it is moving at a moderate pace

[Knight et al. (2015)], so we knew that the speed impacts bystander interactions.

Building on this work, we implemented additional oscillation and orientation

features inspired by the Laban Space, Flow and Time Efforts.

The Space Effort feature set includes linear versus oscillating path shape, and

orientation along the path, (as in section 6.2), explicitly ascribing the oscil-

lation amplitude to the Laban Flow Effort feature set. For example, a shyer

robot could express indirect space via muted oscillations, versus one that is

more outgoing. Finally, the Laban Time Effort explores the robot’s attitude

toward time, sudden to sustained, for which we again include a speed feature,

but also add oscillation frequency. We summarize these features in Fig. 7.9.

As in previous experiments, we define a robot-centric coordinate system, in

which the robot’s net motion travels along this X− axis, with side-to-side os-

cillation along the Y − axis. We calculate velocity along the X− axis because

that is the value that represents the robot’s speed down the hallway. If the robot

has side-to-side motion, the net-velocity may exceed the x− velocity.

As in previous experiments, we include the oscillation amplitude and frequency

settings using sinusoidal variation along the Y − axis. The amplitude feature

corresponds to the height of the side-to-side oscillation. Sinusoidal frequencies
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Figure 7.9: Illustration of the Feature Space included in this iteration of our Expres-
sive Motion design program.
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Figure 7.10: Mobile Robot demonstrates hallway motions during training session

are constrained to start and end at the center-line of the motion to enable con-

stant start and end positions. To do this, we use discrete values for frequency

corresponding to whole and half sine waves.

We sample our waypoint-based motion commands for pathshape, amplitude

and orientation following the equations in section 6.2. As before, the robot

motions occur in the coordinate system of the building map, so we must trans-

form our calculations back into the global coordinate system so the robot can

execute them correctly.

7.3.3 Design Goals

It is intuitive that a robot that is rushed would move at higher velocity than one

that is not. But what seems like a socially appropriate transit velocity down a

hallway might seem threatening if directed at a person. Thus, understanding

the significance of both relative levels of a motion feature, and how to calibrate

a feature to particular action types, is important to ensure consistent robot

state projections.

Rather than having motion trainers control the robot of unfamiliar DOFs, we

have the robot demonstrate its motions directly. The motion trainer’s job is to

rate how well each path represents a particular state communication category.
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The system collects ratings and direct feedback after each path example, using

an evolutionary program to (ideally) home in on the final calibrations. This

approach can also guarantee that the robot explores the motion features avail-

able for expression while prioritizing the pre-existing task, as it provides hard

bounds on feature values.

We implemented this system on the CoBot’s hallway motions, directly manipu-

lating the specified CLE motion features. We chose to allow users to manipulate

features rather than Laban Setting in order to verify our interaction design, with

the intention of extending it to direct Laban Setting manipulations in future

work. While human motion experts may not have initially been able to imagine

what motions were possible for our non-anthropomorphic mobile robot, during

training one said, “I know it when I see it.” Thus, we dubbed our system the

KIWIS Expressive Motion calibration system.

In experiencing their own reactions to several ‘generations’ of batch motion

demonstrations, motion trainers may also better grasp the expressive possibili-

ties within the feature space over the course of the experiment (Fig. 7.10). So

we also enable more precise feedback about feature levels by introducing an

interactive mode to our algorithm.

Inspirations for this project include interactive motion training for robot arms

[Samadani et al. (2013)] and screen-based motion simulators with feature sliders

[Perlin (1995), Rose et al. (1998)]. Our approach is unique in that we (1)

implement features for low-degree of freedom robots (a more widespread robot

form factor), (2) explore expression in conjunction with robot task, and (3) learn

expression parameters via robot demonstration and interactive algorithms.
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7.3.4 Algorithms

The approach is to have the robot demonstrate batches of possible motions and

ask the user for their feedback, integrating that data into future demonstrations.

In the interactive training mode, the trainer can provide input about both

the important features to explore (reducing or expanding the feature space

before each generation), and what their values should be (saving a feature to a

particular path value or reinitializing its value).

This section explains an evolutionary algorithm produces parameterizations of

robot motions in conjunction with a human motion coach. It incorporates the

motion trainer’s knowledge of ‘what looks right’ into the basic training mode

(optimization only) and an interactive training mode (optimization + user in-

put). This method requires no knowledge of programming or robotics,

ideally leveraging the expertise of the motion trainers directly into

the kinetics of the moving machine.

Basic training mode

In the basic training mode (Fig. 7.11), the robot demonstrates a set number of

example motions (a generation) that sample its feature space, asking the user

to rate each instance on a 1-5 scale. The robot performs N motions in each

generation. The motivation behind using a training algorithm with batches

is that the user gets a sense of the feature space (and how it ideally reduces

over time), and sees the influence of their input. After each generation, G, the

algorithm combines the features of the users top-rated paths to create the next

set of examples, using evolutionary computation [Bäck et al. (1997)].

At startup, the user is asked to identify the state they are trying to train (similar

to Fig. 7.16). The initial paths randomly sample each robot motion feature to
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Figure 7.11: Basic Training Mode: While evolutionary algorithms are not particularly
efficient, they are easy to understand, so the user can rapidly grasp how
the system works and what motions are possible.

create N sets of feature parameters. During each generation, the robot enacts

the paths corresponding to each feature set one at a time, asking the user to

rate each path after each demonstration (see Fig. 7.19 for a sample training

sequence). Ratings can be between 1 and 5, where 1 is not at all that state,

and 5 is very much that state. For instance, for curious,

1-Not Curious

2-Probably not Curious

3-Neither Curious nor not Curious

4-Somewhat Curious

5-Curious

At the end of the N demonstrations and ratings, the evolutionary algorithm

combines the features of the two top rated paths to create the next set of

examples (Fig. 7.12), the metaphor being of two parents. This continues until

the user is satisfied (as indicated by their ratings), gives up, or the program

reaches the maximum number of generations.

Evolutionary computation is easy to explain to the user because of the paral-

lels to human genetics, in which children recombine the chromosomes of their
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Figure 7.12: Illustration of Best Path Selection from Ratings

parents (Fig. 7.13) following:

f〈i〉child = random〈f〈i〉parent1, f〈i〉parent2〉 (7.5)

To avoid local minima and aid in exploration, genetic algorithms also allow for

the possibility of mutation (Fig. 7.14), in which we replace the previous equation

with the following:

f〈i〉child =


random〈f〈i〉parent1, f〈i〉parent2〉 if 1− pmutate

resample(f〈i〉) if pmutate:

(7.6)

In other words, the feature value will reinitialize from its full range of possible

parameterizations with the mutation probability.
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Figure 7.13: Example of
Crossover (no
mutation).

Figure 7.14: Crossover with
Mutation
(rate=0.25).

Interactive training mode

In the interactive training mode, the user can define subsets of the feature space

to explore, save feature values they like, or reinitialize features individually

(Fig. 7.15). This mode uses human expertise to decrease the feature space for

exploration, ensuring more rapid convergence, and helping nudge the system

out of any local minima it might get stuck in.

User interaction occurs at three points. Upon startup, the Initialization UI

requests user id and training state (Fig. 7.16). After each path, the Path UI

requests user ratings, and provides the possibility of saving or reinitializing one

or more features (Fig. 7.17). To review, reinitialize means randomly sampling

the feature from the future range of allowed feature values. And before each

generation, the Generation UI asks the user if they would like to limit the

feature space and/or have any comments about their design experience and

targets (Fig. 7.18). These comments were not used for training, but rather as
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Figure 7.15: Interactive Training Mode

qualitative results that help us interpret the trainer strategies and their reactions

to the interface.

7.3.5 System Demonstration

We outline the procedure and results from two human motion trainers, who use

the interactive training mode to train two defined states: curious and rushed.

We also briefly discuss motion trainer comments about the training system and

its usability.

Training Procedure

When the motion trainer arrived, they were introduced to the robot and de-

sign procedure, and given a handout of Fig. 7.9 to keep track of the feature

space available to them for design. Motion features included speed, orientation

condition (covered at length in section 6.2), and sinusoidal oscillation features

producing the robot’s path-shape, namely, frequency and amplitude. Trainers

were invited to design two motions: curious and rushed. As this was an illus-
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Figure 7.16: Initialization UI

Figure 7.17: Path UI
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Figure 7.18: Generation UI

tration of the system rather than a formal human-robot interaction study, we

did not randomize the motion design ordering.

The first generation acts as a ‘practice round,’ in which the trainer can experi-

ence the design options and ask questions. After the robot demonstrates each

path, the guide records the trainer ratings, reviewing any questions they have

about the experiment along the way, and recording any comments they have

about their goals or experiences at the end of each generation. The training ses-

sion ends when the trainer ratings are sufficiently high or when the trainer wants

to stop. Afterwards, the trainers can share any additional feedback they have

about the experience. For this system demonstration we used one layperson

(Trainer 1) and one Laban-trained motion expert (Trainer 2).

Training Results

The sequence of demonstrated robot motions in the four training sessions (2

trainers, 2 states) are shown in Figures 7.19- 7.22. Blue (solid) lines depict

the robot path along the hallway, the spacing between the red horizontal dots
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Figure 7.19: Curious Training Session, Trainer 1 (interactive). Each row corresponds
to a generation, G, of motion traversal demonstrations. In this example,
G1 consists of paths 1, 2, and 3, and G7 includes paths 19, 20, and 21.
Trainer provides a rating after each path and has the option to make
comments at the end of each generation.

represent speed, and the text identifies the orientation setting. The speed data

has 0.2 seconds passing between each point, thus, closely spaced dots represent

slower speeds, and widely spaced dots are faster speeds. The axis units are in

meters.

Overall, trainers spent 10-20 minutes training the motion for each state pro-

jection. Trainer 1 continued the program until the final generation paths were

almost identical, while Trainer 2’s final path retains feature variability outside

what may have been the dominant features (i.e. high velocity for rushed and

wide range and path-orientation for curious).
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Figure 7.20: Curious Training Session, Trainer 2 (interactive).

Curious

The algorithms allow motion trainers to choose their own strategies for achieving

the kind of robot motion they find to best express a particular state. Trainer

1 parametrized curious features one at a time, first setting oscillation features,

then orientation setting, then speed. In contrast, Trainer 2 settled quickly on

a wide-range of oscillation and path settings, but said “any speed was good as

long as it wasn’t too slow” and rated a variety of frequencies highly.

Trainers used the comments to describe their current goal (“Looking for slower

speed”) or make suggestions about how the algorithm could work (“Last one

from this generation was the best representation and the first one from the first

generation. Don’t know if those 2 can give birth?”), both of which could help

explain the choices they are trying to make.

Rushed

Both trainers included low-range but visible oscillation in their final rushed

paths. While Trainer 1 did not have a purely linear path to choose from,
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Figure 7.21: Rushed Training Session, Trainer 1 (interactive)

Trainer 2 chose a variety of oscillation types, but also preferred low-range visible

oscillation (as expressed via comments).

The randomness of the algorithm means that desired features do not always

appear, and in other cases they appear rapidly. For example, after the 2nd

generation of rushed, Trainer 1 says, “didn’t see low range,” and after the 4th,

“finally got good range, was starting to give up.” On the other hand, Trainer

2 said, “I had an idea of what I wanted, but then something else came out. I

enjoyed finding out the kind of rushed I liked most.”
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Figure 7.22: Rushed Training Session, Trainer 2 (interactive)

7.3.6 Discussion

The diversity of solutions within our pilot motion trainers raises the concept

that there may be several possible training designs that could work well to ex-

press particular states. Trainers also suggested features to add, (“I want the

robot to look around more”) or labels for paths (“that one seemed cautious”)

that could potentially suggest future extensions of our feature space or UI, e.g.,

allowing users to add labels to particular paths irrespective of the current train-

ing category. Another desired addition was the ability to hand-set particular

feature values, rather than just reinitialize them.

Future versions of this system could also leverage direct manipulations of the

Laban Setting, perhaps in continuous space. The outputs of the current system

could be applied to calibrating CLE motion features, or establishing a corpus of

expert-designed robot motions. Beyond training specific state communications,

one could also use this system for two other practical purposes within CLE:

(a) Calibration - tuning the feature levels such that it clearly communicates

the desired Effort value (relevant to both binary and continuous Effort

Setting representations)

(b) Degree - feature levels may vary non-linearly between one Effort pole and

another, thus exploring the space between the poles may benefit from a
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direct characterization of the CLE feature level (continuous Effort Setting

representation only)

7.3.7 Conclusions

This section outlined our interactive robot motion training procedure, and pre-

sented examples of the motion training output of two trainers. The demonstra-

tions and user comments illustrate the functionality of the algorithm and the

tractability of this design space.

In the future, we hope that systems like these will aid in the creation of robots

that adapt their non-verbal behaviors to fit their current state or goals, just

like we do. Because our end goal is practical robots that incorporate expression

while completing tasks, we may also want to use a fitness function to evaluate

the various best-path options by evaluating trade-offs between, for example,

expressivity and human disruption, expressivity and reliability, or many more.

Future work could explore these trade-offs and strategies directly.

These are the kinds of tools robot creators can use to rapidly customize robot

motion behaviors and state communications to new robot forms and contexts.

The interactive approach allows non-programmers who might have deep insight

and experience in motion (e.g. actors and dancers) to quantify how to commu-

nicate with motion. It also does so in a format, much like the motion-tracking

table, which is both kinetic and computational, tapping into the implicit knowl-

edge of the expert and enabling its instantiation into a robot.
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CHAPTER 8

Evaluating Robot Communications in Situ

This chapter presents two naturalistic deployments, in which we released the

CoBot robot into the hallways of Carnegie Mellon with varied CLE features

and tracked human responses. It turns out that both interaction partners and

bystanders are rich sources of data about how Expressive Motion might play a

role in crafting more effective (or customized) human-robot interactions.

More and more researchers are bringing their research studies out of the lab-

oratory and into natural interaction environments. This is getting easier as

robot applications in human spaces are on the rise, from shopping center guides

[Kanda et al. (2009)] to cafe companions [Rosenthal-von der Pütten et al. (2014)],

from delivery robots in our hospitals [Mutlu and Forlizzi (2008)] to university

resources [Gockley et al. (2005)][Veloso et al. (2015)], and cleaners of our homes

[Forlizzi and DiSalvo (2006)]. Whether sharing common spaces or engaging

residents and bystanders directly, these robots often benefit from a shared un-

derstanding of social rules [Rosenthal-von der Pütten et al. (2014)][Rosenthal

et al. (2010)], and when these rules apply to particular robots in particular task

contexts.

The purpose of ethnographic research is to explore cultural phenomena from

the perspective of an agent in its own environment, commonly using partici-
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pant observation and interviews. The rise of shared human-robot environments

increases both the impact of, and opportunity for, ethnographic research. These

natural environments present realistic versions of the target environments for

which we design social robots, and as we have found, may produce unexpected

results. In addition, you cannot guarantee data collection, e.g., people may or

may not happen by.

As a first step to explore how to collect data in naturalistic settings, the section

8.1 study deployed two autonomous robots to deliver candy to four floors of

offices, located in two separate buildings. Its most important statistical find-

ings were that people prefer to interrupt a robot moving slowly, rather than

one moving quickly, and that social positioning is less important than candy

accessibility. In addition, people take candy more often and quickly from the

fast robot at the offices. Thus, higher speed approaches may be more salient to

people for a robot making a direct request.

The section 8.2 in-situ study further explored CoBot’s hallway navigation, an-

alyzing the impact of varied Laban Time and Space features on (1) bystander

behavioral responses to the robot, and (2) human navigational patterns. The

results indicate that people vary their navigational modes in response to robot

motions, and that robot motion can predict the likelihood of certain human

behaviors, such as smiling.

Although we do not yet use the data from our naturalistic studies to select

successful interaction strategies for the CoBot, enabling iterative improvement

would be the long term goal for exploring natural environments. From a robotics

perspective, it makes sense to track system performance during early deploy-

ments, and seek to improve functionality while prioritizing human acceptance.
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8.1 Naturalistic Study 1: CoBot Candy Delivery

8.1.1 Introduction

As previewed in Chapter 1, this evaluation involves costumed robots delivering

candy in an office environment around Halloween.1 The two autonomous robots

visited 256 offices, dispersing over 27 lbs of candy, during their reverse trick-or-

treating task, so dubbed because the robots delivered candy instead of asking

for it. The experiment tracked human behavioral measures (mainly related to

candy-taking) in response to variations in a Time Effort transit velocity feature,

and a Space Effort orientation at the office door feature.

The research interest of this naturalistic study was understanding how robot

motion and physical cues, such as orientation to a goal, influence human re-

sponse to a mobile robot. It also sought to explore how these cues impact

people’s attributions about robots, and whether they can clarify or confound

human interpretation of a robot’s goals. We also added customized Halloween

costumes that were designed to have similar components: Cobot2 wore a short

cape and witch hat, with a back-installed candy basket, while Cobot3 wore a

long cape and magician hat with a front-installed basket (Fig. 8.1).

Table 8.1 presents the research hypotheses and previews their results. The

following subsections describe the experimental conditions and the specifications

of the candy-taking detector, overview the autonomous candy delivery task and

data collection, present then interpret the experimental results, and discuss

their ramifications to robot state communication, and the utility of naturalistic

experiments.

1Published in Knight et al. (2015), contributors include Eleanor Avrunin and Max Korein for
task programming, as well as Joydeep Biwas for assistance integrating the candy detector into the
CoBot codebase.
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Figure 8.1: The robots: CoBot2 costumed as a witch with a back-installed candy
basket, CoBot3 costumed as a magician with front-installed candy basket.
Candy-taking detectors installed above the baskets facing down.

1. People at the offices would take candy more often from office-facing robots
(i.e., looking directly into the offices, instead of away): FALSE, best predictor
was candy’s proximity to the person

2. Robots moving at fast velocity would seem more dedicated to their candy-
delivery task, resulting in increased candy-taking: PARTIALLY TRUE, more
people took candy at the offices from fast robots (perhaps because they better alerted
those in the office), but, during hallway transit, people more likely to take candy
from the slow robot (perhaps because it seemed more accessible).

Table 8.1: Candy Delivery Hypotheses

8.1.2 Experimental Conditions

The experimental conditions tested the Laban Time Effort (robot velocity), and

Laban Space (office orientation). The experimental conditions were selected at

random each time an office location was added to a robot’s task planner.
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Figure 8.2: Full set of orientations (facing is toward or non-facing is away from office)
and candy-basket permutations.

Summary of Experimental Conditions:

• Velocity: The robots either traveled at 0.3 m/s (the slow condition) or

0.75 m/s (the fast condition). This setting was relevant to both its transit

velocity between offices and its approach velocity to an office. We also

note that motor noise increases with velocity, as that may play a role in

our experimental results.

• Orientation: When a robot arrived at an office, its front would either

face directly toward the office (facing, i.e., toward interaction partner) or

directly away from the office (non-facing), then ask the occupants if they

would like some candy (Fig. 8.2).

Each robot had a permanent costume and candy basket. In our analysis, we

will refer to candy location as front basket and back basket (Fig. 8.2). Also see

Fig. 8.2 for basket locations on the two CoBots.

8.1.3 Candy-Taking Detection

Each CoBot was equipped with Sharp IR distance sensors (range: 10cm-80cm),

which we installed above each candy basket. The IR sensor publishes every

50ms (a rate of 20 frames/sec). Using this data, we 1) estimate candy levels
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Figure 8.3: Sample detections of people taking candy, (left) two detections, (right)
one detection. Straight line presents threshold for leftmost detection.

(running average over one minute of data), and 2) detect when people put their

hand in the basket to take candy.

To detect ‘candy taking,’ when people put their hand in the basket, our system

looks for signals lasting at least 3 frames, covering a 150 ms interval, that also ex-

hibit a minimum of 7cm deviation from running average (Fig. 8.3). These num-

bers were parametrized to eliminate false positives (as determined by traing on

labeled sensor data). In other words, we have a conservative detector, in which

some candy-taking instances may be missed but there are few false-positives

(final rate was 2% or 3/151 detections, by human annotation).

As part of the detection process, we group detections into a single instance if

there is a gap of 100 ms or less between them (threshold determined from human

behavior samples, e.g., asking people to take candy from the robot previous to

the experiment). If the detections are separated by more than that, they are

considered multiple detections, either from one person taking candy several

times, or more than one person taking candy. We also note the duration of each

detection instance as longer detection durations may indicate several people
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Figure 8.4: Detection Results for GHC9: Signal in red, running average in black and
blue X’s marking the 30 candy-taking detection instances.

taking candy in overlapping intervals, and/or a more relaxed manner of a single

person taking candy. Sample graphs of our detections are shown in Fig 8.3.

Fig. 8.4 presents an example candy-taking-detection signal from our final data

collection on a single floor. The candy level varies as candy gets taken, shifts

or is added. There is slightly more ambient noise in the Cobot3 (+/-3cm) than

Cobot2 signal (+/-2cm), perhaps due to vibration, though both are well under

the detection threshold.

8.1.4 Autonomous Candy Delivery

The reverse trick-or-treating task consists of the following: At each step, the

robot sets its next target office location, loads its experimental conditions (see

next subsection), then attempts to navigate to that location at the appropriate
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velocity. Upon arrival at the office, the robot centers itself at the door, sets

its orientation angle to the current setting, and says “Knock, knock, is anyone

there?” and/or “Happy Halloween! Please take some candy, then press the done

button.” The robot’s verbalization also prints out on its tablet touch screen.

If there is no touchscreen response, the robot will wait for up to 30 seconds

then leave the office, otherwise it leaves when the user presses the “Done”

button. Upon departure, it loads its next office destination and randomized

experimental settings, the process continuing until it has visited the full set

of offices for that floor, also returning once to offices with no response after

finishing the original list. It can be called with any floor currently included

in the CoBot’s navigation system, automatically loading a desired sequence of

office locations, using ascending numerical order.

The CoBot data logging relevant to this experiment included: sequences of

offices visited, robot transit times, robot task durations, experimental condi-

tion settings, and candy-taking detection distance data (including raw signal,

estimated distance and timestamps).

8.1.5 Procedure

The two robots successfully visited 256 offices (302 paths attempted, extra paths

due to duplicate attempts at reaching the same office after localization correc-

tions or lack of response across four floors of our computer science and robotics

buildings (Table 8.2). The robots traveled a combined distance of 2.3km in

about 4.5 hours (Fig. 8.5). In total, they detected 148 instances of people

taking candy, dispersing over 27 lbs. of candy.

While the robot operations were autonomous, there was often a researcher on

site down the hallway who could observe and/or overhear people’s reactions to
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Figure 8.5: Birds-eye view of the four floors in which the CoBots visited, overlayed
with their transit paths. Coverage: GHC6 and GHC9 (Cobot2), GHC7
and NSH4 (Cobot3)
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Floor Duration* Distance** # Offices # Detects
GHC6 5871 967 99 30
GHC9 5114 584 100 30
NSH4 3042 427 55 33
GHC7 2437 310 48 55

16464 2288 302 148

*Duration in seconds including startup time
**Distance in meters including travel from other floors

Table 8.2: Overall Reverse Trick-or-Treating Stats

or comments about the robots. Experimenters only intervened if the robot was

stuck, needed more candy or, on some floors, required a door to be opened to

enter a corridor.

As annotated in Fig. 8.5, Cobot2 visited GHC6 and GHC9, while Cobot3 visited

NSH4 and GHC7. Logistically, it made sense to assign particular robots to

particular floors, but population differences in the floors visited and differing

times of days of those visits may have also impacted the total number of candy-

detection instances. It may also be that more people are in their offices later in

the day, fairly typical on a college campus. A further breakdown of the detection

contexts by floor in Table 8.3 support such inferences, as candy-taking rate may

reflect how many people were present in the offices and hallways.

Location Time Transit Detects Office Detects Total
GHC6 10am 18 12 30
GHC9 1pm 4 26 30
NSH4 1pm 11 22 33
GHC7 3pm 22 23 45

Table 8.3: Transit vs. At Office Candy-Taking Detections by Floor

We analyze the data from two of the four existing CoBot robots: CoBot2 and

CoBot3. It is important to note that the in-transit candy-taking analysis was

not part of our original experimental design, but rather a useful artifact of how

testing in a natural environment can suggest new design spaces for exploration
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(as we expand upon in section 8.2). When the robots were at an office, they

would verbally offer the occupants candy, but when they were in transit, they

made no verbal offer.

Our measures include:

• Candy taking: does it happen at all? how frequently?

• Duration of candy taking: how long is the hand in the basket?

• How fast do people take candy (at office) after a verbal offer?

We use “instance” to refer to candy detection events and frames as a duration

unit for how long people spend taking candy (20 frames/sec, i.e. 50ms each).

In addition to recording ethnographic observations, we conduct the following

statistical analyses on our measures across study condition and task context:

Pearson Chi Square tests of correlations between categories of data (e.g., X

conditions strongly relate to the presence of Y), and ANOVA analyses seeking

to establish relationships between mean data samples (X conditions predict the

likelihood of Y level of outcome).

8.1.6 Results 1: Ethnographic Observations

Study conductors were often within earshot during robot operation. When

the robot’s orientation was non-facing, many people commented anecdotally

that the robot had “made a mistake,” “miscalculated,” or “had a bug.” This

indicates that they noticed when the robot was facing the socially ‘incorrect’

direction.

In addition, faster robot motions may have intimidated people. This is sup-

ported by comments that the fast robot was “kind of scary,” and “I wasn’t sure
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it was going to stop.” Other people mentioned that the robot “looked busy,”

or “seemed like it had somewhere to go.”

Study conductors also often overheard people greeting or thanking the robots

after taking candy from them in the hallway, despite the lack of verbal offer.

They seemed to infer an implicit offer of candy via non-verbal indicators and

prior knowledge (i.e., previous years of CoBot candy delivery), stopping, greet-

ing, and/or inviting their friends to also take candy from the robot.

8.1.7 Results 2: Task Context

This section presents quantitative results about human behavioral response

(generally candy-taking) to varied task contexts (at office versus in transit,

a.k.a., ‘hallway’). Overall, people took candy from the robots almost twice

as much when the robots were visiting offices than while they were in transit

(Table 8.4).

It makes sense that more detections occurred at the offices because that is the

only location where the robots make a verbal offer for people to take candy.

Thus, the surprising result is that so much of the candy-taking (more than

one-third) occurred while the robot was in transit.

Instances # Frames
Office 93 (62.8%) 2440 (60.8%)

Transit 55 (37.1%) 1574 (39.2%)

Table 8.4: Instances and Duration of Candy-Taking (N=148)

During their candy delivery activities (Table 8.5), the robots spent slightly

more time (41.7%) in transit than at offices (31.3%). They also spent just over

a quarter of their time doing something else, like beginning/ ending programs,

pausing for human assisted re-localization (if stuck), or getting the candy basket

refilled.
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In Transit At Office Other
Total Time 6859 seconds 5160 4445

% Time 41.7% 31.3% 27.0%

Table 8.5: Total Time Distribution by Task Context

8.1.8 Results 3: Robot Orientation

Robot orientation upon arrival to the office was either facing or non-facing.

Recall that our first hypothesis was that people would take more candy from

robots with the office-facing orientation (Table 8.1). From the results, it appears

people’s main drive in responding to the robot is candy access. Table 8.7 shows

that people were more likely to take candy if the candy basket was closer to the

office occupant. Orientation also makes a bigger difference in the back-basket

condition, as we discuss later, possibly because it is a less socially normative

place to offer someone candy.

Back-basket Front-basket All baskets
Facing 16.9% (14 detects / 83) 65.0% (26 detects / 40) 33% (40/123)

Non-facing 29.6% (24 detects / 81) 55.8% (29 detects / 52) 40% (53/133)
All 23% (38/164) 60% (55/92)

Table 8.6: Normalized Detections by Orient at Office (N=93), i.e., ratio of detections
to verbal candy offers withing each condition.

Basket Close Basket Far
41.3% (50/121) 31.9% (43/135)

Table 8.7: Detections by Candy Proximity, reorganization of Table 8.6 data.

To evaluate our detection findings statistically, we consider two measures: how

well robot orientation predicts whether people will take candy (Pearson Chi

Square), and how well orientation predicts number of detections (ANOVA).
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Candy Taking by Orientation Condition

We find two trends that robot orientation influences people’s likelihood of taking

candy from a robot with a back-positioned basket (comparing the 16.9% ratio

to 29.6% ratio in Table 8.6). Specifically, a Pearson test correlating orientation

condition to presence of candy-taking detection(s) across all office visits with

back-positioned baskets has a p-value of 0.0648 (N=164). Thus, there is a

trend relationship between orientation and Boolean detection of candy-taking

instances.

Our second test is to run an ANOVA analysis to see if orientation condition

can predict number of detections, again within the office-detections with back-

positioned baskets, finding a p-value of 0.0929, another statistical trend. Both

tests support the relationship between orientation and candy taking in the back-

positioned office setting. Namely, people are more likely to take candy from a

robot with a back-positioned basket in the non-facing orientation rather than

the facing one, because that means the candy is more accessible and visible.

Candy Taking by Basket Location and Non-Facing Orientation

Limiting our analysis to whether basket-location can predict detections in the

non-facing condition, we find that basket location has a strong relationship with

whether people take candy (N=123). In fact, the Pearson Test shows a p-value

of 0.0003* (very significant).

An ANOVA analysis looking at the effect of basket location on predicting candy-

taking detections for non-facing robots (also N=123) finds significance with a

p-value of 0.0019*. Again, candy accessibility dominates response, this time

with two statistically significant results. All of the above results support that

people were least likely to take candy from a robot in the facing orientation
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condition with a back-positioned basket (perhaps because it is confusing and

less accessible).

Candy Taking by Basket Location and Facing Orientation

Basket location does not correlate with how often people will take candy from a

robot in the facing condition with p-values of 0.2266 (Pearson Test) and 0.2035

(ANOVA), although numerically, Table 8.6 does show higher relative detection

numbers for more-accessible facing orientation + front-basket setup (65%) as

compared to non-facing + front-basket (55.8%).

Candy Taking Duration by Basket Facing

Duration of candy-taking was strongly predicted by which robot was making

the offer (Table 8.8). Numerically, people were more likely to spend time taking

candy from the robot with a front-positioned basket (60%), than the robot with

the back-positioned basket (23%). Our theory is that it is more intuitive for the

robot to be offering candy in the front, providing insight into the best candy-

basket location for interaction. CoBot3, with the front-positioned basket may

also be perceived as “more human” in layout.

Back-basket Front-basket All baskets
Facing Orient 12.6 (11.9std) 30.0 (29.8std) 24.0 (26.2)

Non-facing Orient 14.5 (15.1std) 38.0 (40.0std) 27.3 (33.5)
All orientations 13.8 (14.0) 34.2 (35.7)

Table 8.8: Mean Detection Duration by Orientation, in frames (every 50ms)

Total time spent at Office by Robot Orientation

Finally, we evaluate the mean time that the robots spent at the offices with

detections across the orientation conditions (see Table 8.9). The idea is that
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people who take longer to respond to the robot extend its overall time at the

office (robot is programmed to wait for a full minute after its verbal offer). We

find that people respond most quickly (Table 8.9) to a robot presenting the

candy basket in closest proximity regardless of overall body orientation.

Facing orientation + front-basket and non-facing orientation + back-basket re-

sult in the shortest office visits although this was not a significant result. There

is also less effort and delay involved in gaining access to the candy.

Back-basket Front-basket All baskets
Facing 29.0 23.5 26.2

Non-facing 22.2 27.5 24.9
All orientations 25.6 25.5 25.9

Table 8.9: Mean time at Offices with Candy-Taking Detections, by Orientation Con-
dition & Candy Basket Location (time in seconds)

8.1.9 Results 4: Velocity Condition

The second experimental variable was robot velocity: fast or slow. We find

diverging results by context (at-office versus in-transit). Namely, people more

frequently responded to a fast-moving robot when it approached their office, but

are more likely to take candy from a slow-moving robot in transit. The at-office

result could be related to the fact that a faster velocity generates more noise

and is thus more easily noticed (although both talk at the same volume). The

slower velocity in the hallway makes it seem more “safe” and possibly more

approachable, as some bystanders reported that the faster velocity make the

robot like it had something else to do.

Candy Taking Instances by Velocity and Task Context

Table 8.10 summarizes our candy-taking frequency by velocity condition results.

By far, the lowest detection ratio occurred during fast transit (at a rate of 7.2%).
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The next lowest was for slow transit (27.6%), a large improvement over fast. The

highest ratios occurred at offices, 41.1% for fast and 31.8% for slow. Overall,

people took candy at the offices most often, where the robot makes a verbal

offer. They also marginally preferred the fast robot at the office, but generally

avoided the fast robot in transit.

Office Transit All Contexts
Slow 31.8% (42 detects / 132) 27.6% (45/163) 29.5% (87/295)
Fast 41.1% (51 detects / 124) 7.2% (10/139) 23% 61/263
All 36.3% (93/256) 18.2% (55/302)

Table 8.10: Normalized Detections by Velocity and Context (N=158)

Candy Taking Duration by Velocity and Task Context

Mean detection durations (Table 8.11 were congruent with our detection in-

stances findings (Table 8.10). Namely, the average candy-taking duration for a

slow-moving robot lasts longer during transit (33 frames), and the average de-

tection duration for the fast-moving robot lasts longer at the office (29 frames).

In other words, in the velocity conditions where people are more likely to take

candy, they also spend more time taking that candy. This may occur because

longer durations indicate more candy taking by a single or multiple individuals.

For example, if three people take candy at overlapping intervals, there may be

4 seconds of continuous detection; while if just one did, it might be closer to 1.5

seconds of detection. Longer duration might also reflect a relaxed attitude with

which people take candy (which may be particularly relevant for the slow mov-

ing transit condition), as compared to having to grab fast if you do not want to

move at robot velocity (though most people actually blocked the robot’s path

during candy-taking).
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Office Transit All contexts
Slow 22.1 (3.2 std) 32.6 (5.6 std) 27.6 (30.9)
Fast 28.9 (36.5std) 14.0 (9.3 std) 26.5 (34.0)
All 25.9 (30.4) 29.2 (34.9)

Table 8.11: Mean Detection Duration by Velocity and Context, in frames

Impact of Robot Velocity at Office

As found in the previous section, people take candy 1.3 times as often from

the fast robots approaching their office than the slow ones (Table 8.10). Note

that the robot velocity condition set the overall transit velocity, which people in

the offices would only visually or auditorily experience during the robot’s final

approach to a position outside their office doors.

We evaluate whether this effect of velocity on office candy-taking is statistically

significant. A Pearson Chi Square Test of whether velocity condition correlates

with office candy-taking has a p-value of 0.141, not quite statistically signifi-

cant, but close to a trend. We also perform an ANOVA analysis tying velocity

condition to the number of office detections, finding a p-value of 0.224, not sig-

nificant. After combining multiple detections (the 93 office detection instances

occur at 41 offices), we reduce our ANOVA sample size to N=41, out of a total

of 256 offices that robots visited successfully. We may just not have a large

enough data.

Slow 29.0 seconds (23.6 std)
Fast 22.2 seconds (27.5 std)

Table 8.12: Mean Time at Offices with Detections by Velocity Condition

Similar to our findings about how candy proximity at the office led to a faster

response rate, we also find that a robot approaching an office in the fast velocity

condition leaves the office sooner (in 22 vs. 29 seconds), indicating that people

may respond more quickly to the high-velocity robot at the office (Table 8.12).
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Though not substantiated statistically, the idea that the robot’s higher velocity

could result in higher and/or faster human response rates would benefit from

continued exploration. If true, it would indicate that human accordance to

a robot could be influenced by that robot’s motion patterns (possibly includ-

ing the sounds those motions produce, which are somewhat greater at higher

velocity).

Impact of Robot Velocity in Transit

During the robot transit task, people take candy more often and for longer

mean durations while the robot is moving slowly (Table 8.10 & 8.11). We also

note that basket location did not have a statistical impact on transit detections.

The velocity condition findings do indeed show a trend toward predicting how

many times people will take candy during the robot’s transit.

In combining detections, we probably lost too much information to establish

correlations between velocity condition and whether there would be transit de-

tections (Pearson test showed little support for relationship between velocity

condition to Boolean transit detections with p-value 0.7225). Because of mul-

tiple detections along the paths our 55 transit detection instances reduced to

N=19 paths with detections (out of 302 attempted paths to an office).

Because the ANOVA analysis retains information about the number of detec-

tions on each path, (55 detection indications influencing amount of candy taking,

rather than 19 binary yes/nos) it produces better results. Using velocity con-

dition to predict the number of transit detections results in a p-value of 0.077,

a clear trend toward statistical significance. Given the small sample size, it is

promising that we were able to detect this result. In this case, the detection

instances for each velocity condition have widely varying opportunity cost. The
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slow robot spent twice as much time in transit as the fast one (Table 8.13).

Slow Fast
4632 frames (67.5%) 2227 frames (32.5%)

Table 8.13: Transit Time Totals by Velocity Condition

When dividing detection quantities by time spent in the hallway, people took

candy 2.19 times as often from a slow-moving robot as a fast-moving

robot. For comparison, before accounting for opportunity cost, people took

candy from the robot more than four times as much in the slow condition. Given

the large numerical disparity between transit candy-taking and the statistical

trend showing that velocity can predict mean values of candy-detections, there is

clearly value in further exploring the relationship between velocity and people’s

attributions about robot interruptibility and approachability during transit.

8.1.10 Discussion

As our reverse trick-or-treating program was designed to offer candy only at

office doors, it was striking that over one third of the candy-taking detections

occurred during transit. We also found that people were more than twice as

likely to take candy from a robot moving in the slow condition than the fast

one, which have seemed simpler and safer to bystanders.

Alternative explanations for hallway candy-taking include:

• non-verbal offer: the costuming and presence of a basket of candy implicitly

communicated an offer for people to take candy to which people responded

• prior knowledge: people knew that the CoBots’ task that day was to share

candy, as there had been reverse trick-or-treating for several years, and

responded appropriately
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• stealing: baskets of candy are very tempting and thus people take candy

without considering/caring whether the robot would want them to take

the candy.

Because of how people were interrupting the robot, we believe that the implicit

non-verbal offer and prior knowledge were most powerful. Of the 55 candy-

taking detections that occurred while the robot was in transit, 49 consisted of

people blocking the robots’ path in order to take candy, with only 6 instances

of people taking candy from a robot’s basket while it remained in motion. That

means, they were not sneakily reaching behind the robot to take candy as it

passed, they actively stopped it. Moreover, study conductors frequently heard

people thank the robot, call over their friends, and describe CoBot to each other

as coming to deliver candy.

We note that various people interpreted the robots’ non-facing orientation con-

dition as a miscalculation or bug in their verbal descriptions to the study con-

ductors, rather than being intentional. Perhaps if we had made our non-facing

positioning more extreme, e.g., continuing to orient such that the robot was

facing away from the person, or if the repositioning made it harder for them to

get to the candy, we would see more people interpreting the robot’s behavior as

intentional. They might even think it was teasing them.

Our orientation results demonstrated that robots do not need to behave like

people if they are enabling activities that people are intrinsically motivated to

complete. While basket location alone had no impact on how long the robot

spent at each office, if the basket location matched the robot-facing angle, peo-

ple could collect candy more efficiently. Thus, we believe that the dominant

influence on how long people detained the robot at their offices was congruence

between robot orientation and basket location.
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Numerically, people took candy more often at the offices after a higher velocity

approach. The fast velocity may have made the robot seem adamant about

its task (we frequently anthropomorphize machines [Reeves and Nass (1996)]).

Another explanation was that it was easier to hear a robot approaching in the

high-velocity condition. In fact, the robots’ fast condition may be more salient

to people within the offices for both reasons; sound is an important component

of motion and motor volume increases with velocity. Slow robots may have also

seemed to place less importance on their current task.

Thus, if researchers want a robot to seem more interruptible to people, perhaps

they should include nonverbal cues, such as moving at a slower velocity toward

its current target, in order to make it seem more approachable.

8.1.11 Conclusions

In this work, we deployed two autonomous robots to deliver candy to four

floors of offices, located in two separate buildings. These robots operated au-

tonomously, varying velocity and orientation-to-office conditions for each office

they visited. We were surprised to discover that one-third of all candy-detection

instances occurred in the corridors.

We found that people prefer to interrupt a robot moving slowly, rather than one

moving quickly. In addition, people take candy more often and quickly from

the fast robot at the offices. Thus, higher velocity approaches may be more

salient to people for a robot making a direct request. In future work, we would

like to further explore the following behavioral design propositions: use slower

velocities if you want people to feel welcome to interrupt the robot, and faster

velocities if it is more important for the robot to complete its current task. It

would also be useful to explore how these settings could be dynamically altered
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depending on how over- or under-scheduled a robot is during the course of a

day.

Another finding was that a robot’s facing is less important than candy acces-

sibility. In future work, it would be useful to compare these results to a study

in which the robot would ask people to complete a less desirable task, such as

filling out a survey. In such cases, we might find a stronger effect from the

office-facing orientation.

In summary, this work provides several key insights:

• People can interpret non-verbal indications that a robot is offering candy

without an explicit verbal offer.

• People apply previous-knowledge of robot history to future robot inter-

actions, thus familiarity can aid a robot in accomplishing desirable task

actions with people.

• People are more likely to interrupt a robot in a low velocity condition,

thus, robot transit velocitys could be used to influence operational and

interaction goals.

• Human accordance to a robot’s request may be influenced by that robot’s

motion patterns.

• Robots do not need to behave like people if they are enabling activities

that people are intrinsically motivated to complete.

8.2 Naturalistic Study 2: CoBot Hallway Navigation

8.2.1 Introduction

In the previous section, we analyzed human response to a robot that was trying

to deliver candy to people, finding, to our surprise, that much of the candy-
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taking behavior occurred in the hallway where there was no explicit verbal

offer. This second naturalistic experiment sought to expand our understanding

of a robot’s implicit interactions with bystanders in the hallway.2 To leverage

more of our CLE implementation, we incorporated both Time and Space Effort

features. While section 8.1 only included office orientation as a Space Effort

feature, which did not impact people in the hallways, this experiment varies

robot path shape between sinusoidal and linear translational motion.

Robot motions send out cues to people that might aid in social navigation

coordination. For example, humans internalize various social rules, but also

use non-verbal cues to coordinate their interactions with each other in an on-

line fashion. Strangers self-organize to equalize spacing in an elevator [Matson

(1978)], and make active decisions about how to approach each other at differ-

ent orientations [Avrunin and Simmons (2013)]. We also use our perceptions

of other people to modify our own behaviors [Chartrand and Bargh (1999)].

To provide a human-human behavior example, if two strangers are approaching

each other in a hallway but one is looking at their phone, the person without

a phone might make more explicit eye contact to gather information about

whether to move out of the way herself or as a cue for the other person to pay

more attention. A considerate person, seeing such a signal, might veer more

widely, smile sheepishly in apology after a close collision, or even temporarily

lower their phone.

As we build up models to enable robots to participate in these complex so-

cial behaviors, thinking of mobile robots as a human walking engrossed in his

cellphone offers a useful metaphor. Robots have limited sensors for correctly

interpreting the behavior of the humans around them, are generally focused on

2Contributors include Richard Wang, Vittorio Perera, Devin Schwab, and Rick Goldstein for help
with debugging and electronics.
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tasks that do not prioritize social navigation, and will have failures that would

benefit from dynamic behavioral responses to recover from social error. What

they are capable of, however, is helping cue human response dynamically by

sending out indicators of their own state.

Research in autonomous cars has already found that robots at a four-way in-

tersection need to cue their desire to go into the intersection by pulling forward

if human drivers are not letting them in [Guizzo (2011)]. The results of this

experiment also supported the influence of robot motion features on bystander

coordination.

We found that bystander behavioral response varies with robot motion expres-

sion, again seeing more people approaching the sustained Time setting, but

also the indirect Space Effort setting. In fact, when sustained Time and indi-

rect Space are combined, paths are most likely to have candy-taking behavior,

possibly seeming approachable (from Time features), while also provoking hu-

man interest (indirect Space feature).

8.2.2 Experimental Conditions

The Halloween naturalistic experiment (section 8.1) explored the influence of a

velocity feature on human response. This experiment considered Time Effort

features: velocity and acceleration (equation 7.1); and a Space Effort feature:

path shape (equation 7.2), which was also used in sections 5.2 and 6.3.

ft =

 velocity

acceleration

 (8.1)

fs =

[
path shape

]
(8.2)
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We parametrized these features considering the results from our previous ex-

periments, following Table 8.14. For example, we again calculated velocity of

the motion along the path, as per section 6.2, however we decreased the max-

velocity from section 8.1 (1.0m/s), as the side-to-side motion during indirect

Space, led to higher overall maximum velocities (also discussed in section 7.3).

TIME Sudden Sustained
velocity 0.7m/s 0.3m/s

acceleration 0.7m/s2 0.3m/s2

SPACE Direct Indirect
path shape Line (0.0m∗) Sine (0.3m∗)

*amplitude of side-to-side motion (evaluated in section 6.2)

Table 8.14: Hallway Navigation Effort Features Parameters

Acceleration levels varied directly from the motion controller, an artifact of

getting up to speed from zero velocity. To emphasize the acceleration feature,

we set way-points along the robot paths (Fig 8.10), into which the robot would

decelerate and out of which it would accelerate to steady-state velocity. As we

discuss in the next sub-section, waypoints were generally sufficiently spaced to

achieve steadystate velocity within each segment.

Finally, path shape calculations follow previous experiments. Section 6.2 found

that a sinusoidal amplitude of 0.5m was more legible than one of 0.1m, but for

safety’s sake (to avoid unpredictable collisions during autonomous operation),

we calibrated the sinusoidal amplitude to be 0.3m after testing in the hallways.

8.2.3 Human Behavior Coding

In this section, we describe our video-coding process, leveraging CoBot’s tele-

presense feature. As described above, CoBot is equipped with a web cam, whose

video data we record during each run of the experiment. An additional feature

of the web cam is that an operator can log into the robot and see a live feed of
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Figure 8.6: Screenshot of CoBot telepresence feature with sample view of person in
the hallway, sourced from the robot’s webcam

its video. We depict an example of this telepresence function in Fig. 8.6.

During the first two days of data collection, we live coded the videos, by which

we mean that we used sheets of paper printed with the current map (Fig. 8.7) to

annotate any potentially salient human behaviors we noticed in a live fashion.

We noted the locations where the robot saw a person, and how they were moving

relative to the robot (e.g., approaching robot, passing robot, crossing robot’s

path or standing, see Table 8.15), and any behavioral measures we noticed.

Our hand-coding KEY consists of simple graphics that could be quickly anno-

tated on our live-coding sheet (Fig. 8.8). Some of the behaviors were easy to pick

out, like waving at the robot; others we only added after watching various runs,

like making eye-contact with the robot. There were also behavioral measures

we later eliminated because of their low frequency, e.g., taking a photograph.

We present the final sub-selected behavioral coding key in Table 8.16.

Because we were also recording the video, we were able to go back and annotate
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Trial _______
Date _______
Time_______
Floor_______

Candybars
start: ____
 end: ____

Duration
total: ___

LABAN
sudden / sustained
direct / indirect

pass     approach    cross

# of people that…

Figure 8.7: Sample Live Coding Worksheet for GHC7
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Approach: When a person is walking toward the robot, gen-
erally also facing the robot.

Pass: When a person starts behind the robot and passes
in front of robot, generally facing in the robot’s
direction of travel.

Cross: When a person’s path of travel crosses from the
robot’s right to left or left to right, generally facing
in a direction perpendicular to the robot’s path of
travel.

Stand: When a person is in the view of the robot but is
not moving. They may have any facing, be alone
or with others, engaged in an activity (like getting
coffee) or merely standing.

Table 8.15: Human Navigation Labels

Look: When a person held eye-contact with the robot for
at least two seconds.

Block: When a person stood in front of the robot, trig-
gering the robot’s collision avoidance system.

Wave: When a person performs a waving gesture toward
the robot.

Photo: When a person pulls out a camera (generally a
cellphone), lifts it and points it toward the robot,
presumably to take a picture or video.

Smile: When a person is visibly smiling, easiest to code
when they are also looking at the robot, so likely
non-independent measures.

Candy: When a person bends down in front of the robot,
reaching toward the candy basket.

Phone: When a person is holding a cellphone to their ear.

Table 8.16: Human Behavioral Measures

the full set of videos after-the-fact across all measures. We divide our final

coding list into navigation labels and behavioral measures. We annotate each

person who came into the video-feed of the robot, noting both navigational

mode and whether they performed any of the final behavioral measures. Where

possible, we also used our live-coding worksheets to double check whether we

collected the full set of people captured in the robot’s view.
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Figure 8.8: Live Coding Behavioral Annotation Key List

8.2.4 Procedure

In this naturalistic deployment, a single CoBot (with front-facing basket) tra-

versed paths on three floors of the robotics and computer science buildings at

Carnegie Mellon University (Fig 8.9). The robot did not wear a costume; how-

ever, due to a user interface bug our first day of testing, we covered its screen

with a piece of paper that we decorated with a simple smiley face to emphasize

the robot’s orientation.

The robot operated autonomously in its natural environment with no exper-

imenter present. The robot traversed pre-defined paths through the hallways

with varied motion characteristics over a one-week period. Our goal was to

explore the impact of robot navigation parameters on bystander response. We

review our study conditions and the data collection procedure.

Each run of our hallway navigation naturalistic deployment completed one of
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Figure 8.9: CoBot2 with candy in front-facing basket and smiley-face covering screen
during Hallway Navigation experiment

three known paths (Fig 8.10) with randomized Laban Time and Space settings.

Our behavioral coding (which was open-ended in order to capture unexpected

phenomena) was made possible by saving the video data from the robot’s on-

board web-cam. Each path corresponded to a different floor: GHC6, GHC7, or

NSH4.

The paths consisted of sets of waypoints that the robot traverses from start to

finish, then from finish to start, e.g., if the waypoint list, w, could be described

by

w = 〈w1, w2, w3〉 (8.3)

, the full path, τ , would be

τ = 〈w1, w2, w3, w2, w1〉 (8.4)

We selected waypoints such that:
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Figure 8.10: Representation of the paths on GHC7, GHC6, and NSH4, with way-
points indicated by lime-colored circles.

• a collision-free linear path exists between them

• there is sufficient room to calculate our path-shape features (ideally mini-

mum 1.5 meters)

• side-to-side motion will not cause collisions (waypoints far from wall)

We calculated frequency relative to the segment length, such that the sine wave

finishes on the center of the path. To do that we need the total path length to

end on a whole or half sine. Following previous experiments (sections 5.2 and

6.3), we targeted a approximate period of 3m, thus 1.5m is the target half-sine

distance (period/2).

For example:

period = 2 ∗ floor(dist(w1, w2)/1.5m) (8.5)

There were two exceptions to the above equation. First, if the distance between

two way-points was less than 1.5m, the robot followed a linear path. Second,
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there was a glass-walled bridge on GHC7 that confounded the robot’s localiza-

tion, so for safety’s sake we also hard-coded that segment to be linear.

8.2.5 Results 1: Ethnographic Observations

While we did not have a researcher accompanying the robot, certain floors (in

particular NSH4) lent themselves to overhearing bystander comments about the

system. For example, as my office is on NSH4, I could overhear people talking

in the hallways close by. We include some interesting quotes and observations

in Table 8.17. They provide insight into what the bystanders found interesting

or unusual about the robot’s behavior.

On indirect Space
“is the zigzagging on purpose?”
“I thought its motors were broken.”
“I thought someone was controlling it from the lab,” to explain
wobble
On candy
‘it’s got candy dude!”
-when they see me, “we got caught,” I tell them that it’s okay to
take candy, they reply, “well, it didn’t stop.”
“you should call it santa”
“can I steal candy?”
“I stole a candy”
Attributions
“your friend seems to be taking a break”, at end of path
“it’s just wandering by itself,” they lift smiley face, and take candy
Obstacle Avoidance
“is the cobot supposed to stop?”
“does it have obstacle avoidance? I’m not going to trust it next
time.”

Table 8.17: Samples of people’s speech around the robot during its hallway navigation

People commented most on the indirect Space condition, seeking out explana-

tions for its unexpected path shape (as we explore further in the discussion

section). Clearly candy is still an attractor on a college campus, but the robot’s
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motion patterns (and lack of Halloween social context) appear to have made its

offer unclear in this case. They also continue to personify the robot, consistent

with the various Chapter 3 findings.

We will see later that the blocking behaviors occurred most in the sudden Time

condition, where people would put themselves directly ahead of the robot during

the condition with the highest linear momentum (and greatest deceleration dis-

tance). The noted comments reflect this. After these experiments, we increased

the robot’s stopping distance during collision avoidance. This is a good exam-

ple of how better understanding of user attributions to the robot (in this case,

possibly aggressive or unfriendly) can help motivate better interaction designs.

8.2.6 Results 2: Human Behavioral Response

We summarize our statistically significant findings for Time Effort setting, Space

Effort setting and Time/Space interaction effects. We use ∼ to indicate when

the finding was a trend, or close to a trend.

Time Effort: sudden/sustained

• more smile at sudden, F(1,265)=6.23, p=0.013*

• ∼ more approach sustained, F(1,265)=2.83, p=0.095

• ∼ more stand for sudden, F(1,256)=2.14, p=0.14

Space Effort: direct/indirect

• more approach indirect, F(1,265)=4.24, p=0.04*

• more smile at indirect, F(1,265)=4.89, p=0.028*

• ∼ fewer people cross (path of) indirect, F(1,265)=3.88, p=0.067

• ∼ more look at indirect, F(1,265)=1.83, p=0.18
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Time/Space Interaction Effects

• ∼ more candy taken during sustained-indirect paths, F(2,54), p=0.11

8.2.7 Discussion

Our significant results covered both human navigation and smiling behaviors in

response to varied robot motion characteristics. We begin by considering why

people smiled at the robot, what the different experimental conditions effected

in human response, and contrast our findings to the Halloween experimental

results from section 8.1.

Smiling: People seem to be more likely to smile at a robot that catches their

attention, which turned out to be sudden Time and indirect Space. Sudden is

louder, while Indirect may seem more unexpected. The combined speed and

volume of sudden may also be intimidating, so an alternate explanation is that

people smile at the robot to signal they’re on the same team, or politely cuing

the robot to watch its ‘step.’

Time Effort: Beyond the smiling results, more people approach the sustained

robot (consistent with section 8.1), which may also be efficiency-based as the

robot would take longer to reach them. This explanation is consistent with more

people standing in the sudden Time conditions, where the robot can rapidly

get to them. People may also use standing to be ‘out of the way’ during an

intimidating robot approach path. What is clear is that people coordinate their

own navigation behaviors with respect to the robot motion.

Space Effort: The indirect Space condition seems to draw people’s attention,

supported by the smiling, numerical frequency of look behaviors, as well as

people’s ethnographic comments (Table 8.16). Perhaps because of this curiosity,

more people approach the robot. People also seem to find the indirect path
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shape condition to be less predictable, so safety concerns provide an alternate

explanation for higher attention, an explanation consistent with the lower path

crossing frequencies during indirect Space. Some people suggested that the

robot might be having localization problem, possibly decreasing their trust in

its sensing system.

Interaction Effects: Finally, sustained-indirect may combine the easy accessibil-

ity of slower motions with the curiosity invoked by the indirect pathway. This

pairing represents the inducing poles of Time and Space.

Candy Taking: In contrast to section 8.1, overall candy-taking behaviors were

much less frequent. There was a trend toward more candy-taking for indirect

Space, but, interestingly, not for the sustained Time condition. This provides

additional insight into the section 8.1 findings. Candy is an attractor, most

definitely, but people also try to read the robot’s current activity. The fact that

it wasn’t Halloween, combined with not facing people directly or slowing down,

apparently told them it had another current objective.

8.2.8 Conclusions

The most surprising result in this experiment was that robot navigation pat-

terns had a significant impact on human navigational choices. It may be that

people make their own navigational choices using their best prediction of what

the robot (and other agents around them) are doing. It certainly indicates

that future robots should consider their motion patterns strategically in shared

environments.

Both naturalistic studies indicate that robot motion patterns help people predict

what a robot’s current task is, for example, people seemed to need sufficient non-

verbal cues to feel that the candy is allowed to be taken. When the robot was
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operating on the floor where my office is, various students came up to me later

to sheepishly admit that they had taken candy from the robot, hoping that that

was okay. One even said they were concerned that the candy was left over from

last Halloween. So if we want people to take candy from robots, we need to do

a better job of clarifying the robot’s intention.

We could also do a better job of emphasizing the robot’s approachability (when

desired), for example, slowing down as people approach. Or we could just install

a sign saying, “Free Candy,” to remove the ambiguity. In either case, we suspect

that faster motions with a Space component that ignores bystanders will be read

as less inviting and result in fewer interaction behaviors.
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CHAPTER 9

Discussion

Throughout our experiments we have found that, even without human degrees

of freedom, robot motion patterns can convey complex expressions to people.

These expressions can be layered on top of the robot’s task motions, and they

can rapidly signal that robot’s current motivation and state because of the way

humans efficiently parse motion expressions.

Interaction strategies leveraging non-verbal communication are increasingly rel-

evant as functional robots become commonplace in shared human-machine envi-

ronments. In this chapter, we summarize the design sequence we have applied

throughout this work, address some limitations of our approach, and discuss

desired technical extensions of our work.

9.1 CLE Design Sequence

We summarize the steps we have used to layer state expressions into a robot’s

task motions in Fig. 9.1.

Given a robot, a task and a pre-defined set of desired state communications:

(a) First select the Laban motion features available to your robot’s degrees

of freedom given its current task. These features comprise four classes of
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Figure 9.1: Steps to implement the Laban Effort System on your own robot

motion characteristics (Time, Space, Weight and Flow Efforts). (Chapter

5)

(b) Next, generate motions following our pre-defined feature application or-

dering. (Chapter 5)

(c) Calibrate each motion feature to its parent Effort category, ideally with

a human expert. This will confirm that you have good Effort category

representations, given the task and environmental context. (Chapter 6)

(d) After that, use user studies, interactive design algorithms or machine learn-

ing approaches to establish Laban Effort parameterizations for each desired

state communication. (Chapter 7)

(e) You are ready to deploy your robot, it is time to incorporate Expressive

Motion into the robot’s behavior system. Include a final evaluation of

expressive attributions & their influence on people.(Chapter 8)

Our major contribution is to operationalize of the Laban Effort System (Chap-

ter 5). It is essential, however, that we emphasize the importance of including

people in the loop, as they are both what make learning state expressions

tractable and the target audience of the robot’s expressions (Chapter 7). One

might think of it is a collaboration between people and the robot that we lever-

age to learn the best way to communicate together.
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9.2 Limitations

It is important to note that while we use the Laban Efforts as the inspiration for

our Expressive Motion system, its features are, by nature, an approximation of

the varied way that individual actors might choose to embody these concepts.

We do not claim to fully replicate the complexity of human expression, nor can

we realistically expect to do so with systems having limited degrees-of-freedom

(DOFs).

While we share an approach that worked for us – notation, useful features,

sub-selection within constraints, and feature application order – we recognize

that other researchers might implement their Expressive Motion in somewhat

different ways. For example, researchers might make the iterative formalization

of Laban Effort features a defined part of their software system.

Our approach would not perform well in highly constrained tasks where motion

features may not be available for expression. If one would still like to explore

non-verbal channels, it could be possible to use animated lights, sound, or even

add additional hardware that could be used explicitly for expression (as in

the Baxter screen-face which simulates motion). A dog’s tail is often used for

expression alone, and many of the features we have developed could similarly

be applied to dedicated robot DOFs.

Another scenario in which it would be important to move to a different com-

munication modality is if the task requires higher specificity. This might even

be feasible in sequence or in conjunction with Expressive Motion. For example,

in the Baxter study outlined in Chapter 3, operators expressed the desire for

their robot to speak when it had an error. So, after the robot used motion to

help alert an operator that something was wrong, it could escalate to a textual

or verbal error report.
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This discussion of specificity brings us back to the differences between verbal

and non-verbal communication. Expressive motion does not have the precision

of verbal or textual communication, but it plays a deep role in efficiently cuing

human response. Thus, they may best be used in tandem with each other.

9.3 Extensions

This section discusses useful tips for integrating Expressive Motion into your

robot’s behavior system, from multi-step tasks to changing internal state com-

munications and when the robot should use a different form of communication.

One might also apply the CLE features to more extensive motion analysis (ex-

tending section 7.1), gaining insight into the current communications of moving

machines, drivers, or interaction partners. Finally, while we enforced limits on

the expressive resolution of our robotic systems by constraining them to be

low-degree of freedom, future researchers could significantly extend our CLE

features to more complex forms.

9.3.1 Performing a multi-step task

One CoBot-inspired extension to this project is to address how a robot can

communicate consistent state across several tasks. Imagine a waitress delivering

food to several tables who wants to coordinate her interactions with each party

non-verbally. Perhaps Table I is ready to take an order but she is currently

in process of picking up food for another table (Table II) and wants to delay

when she takes Table I’s order without upsetting them. She might express her

current task state non-verbally while also acknowledging she has seen they are

ready. Let us use this example to develop vocabulary for a robot in a service

role:
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• Task: the robot’s behavioral goal (e.g., deliver food to Table I).

• Subtasks: sequence of behaviors the robot enacts to achieve that goal (go

to kitchen, wait for dish, deliver it to the table).

• Actions: classes of motion commands in which the current motion features

settings would be incorporated (e.g. walk from A to B, pick up object, put

down object).

• Agent: Mobile Robot

• Task: Deliver objects or messages, escort people from one location to an-

other.

• Desired state communications: Friendly, Polite, Available/Busy, [many

more]

To show how motion features might become part of a CoBot task, let us look

at the Meet Person at Elevator example depicted in Fig. 9.2. The Meet Person

at the Elevator task consists of three subtasks: Navigating to the Elevator,

Looking for Someone and Greeting Them. The actions layer converts conceptual

subtasks to programmatic steps the robot would take. We represent the actions

in Fig. 9.2 by a Hybrid Markov Model.

At each step of the motion generation, the robot queries its internal state and

generates the next task action accordingly. The first action is to travel to the

next waypoint wi. Let us imagine that this subtask takes in a list of waypoints

from the robot’s navigation system and generates ’Travel to next Waypoint’

actions for each waypoint until it has traveled to all the waypoints in the list.

If the robot begins its motion with only one task on its schedule and takes

several minutes to get there, perhaps it will choose a moderate speed and defer

to people in the hallway in case of collisions.
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Figure 9.2: Robot task example, which we use to demonstrate the Task, Subtask and
Action specification levels in a robot’s behavior. We use the term action to
refer to individual instances in which a robot calculates a defined sequence
of motion. It is at the Action level that the Laban features would cascade
into a robot’s behavior.

9.3.2 Updating the robot’s internal state

During a non-experimental deployment a robot should also be able to update its

state communications in real time. Here we discuss some important considera-

tions for how one might prioritize natural expression. Let us use the example of

a robot traveling toward a person; perhaps we’d like to use its motion features

to express its confidence that it has found the right person.

Task = approach person

State Communication = confidence{high, low}
(9.1)

The robot can apply a threshold to an internal variable corresponding to the

robot’s sensor data and person-recognition calculations. Continuing the exam-

ple above, let us imagine that Ls, the Laban Space Effort, helps communicates
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confidence (learning these mappings is the subject of Chapter 7). A robot

that is unsure who the person it is approaching is might begin its approach

with a wavering path, because it has a Space setting: Ls = indirect. Whereas,

the robot who recognized that person would approach in a direct line, Space

setting: Ls = direct. The Laban Effort Setting (the four values representing

the robot’s current state) should update as that internal variable changes. For

example, a Space Effort setting of Ls = direct would cause the robot to switch

to a straight-line path.

In the Fig. 9.2 example, let us say that the robot encounters an emptying

classroom during navigation, and is unexpectedly delayed. Following social

norms of urgency, it could then update its state communication to something

closer to rush or aggression, perhaps showing less deference when other people

are blocking its path, or maneuvering to get around them.

In a multi-step task, one can decide whether to prioritize breaking out of a

current action when the robot’s internal state changes (e.g. it sees the person

its looking for) or completing the current action with the previous settings

and then incorporating the change in internal state into the next sub-task.

Different inner state changes may result in different priorities, which might also

be trainable. For example, I would immediately go to the hospital if I broke my

arm, but would probably continue editing this document if I got a paper cut.

9.3.3 Motion Classification

Another natural extension of our work is to use our CLE features to interpret

the Expressive Motions of pre-existing agents or people. Specifically, researchers

could debug motions when people were reacting in an unexpected way to their

system or, alternatively, robots might interpret human motions into expressive
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categories before deciding how to respond.

As a tool for debugging motion, CLE features could be used to assess output

directives from systems generating motions with non-Laban principles. For ex-

ample, researchers might find that an autonomous car is displaying unexpected

or erratic behavior that explains why human drivers are strongly questioning the

autonomous car’s capabilities and feeling less safe in its vicinity. By using our

tools to classify the state communications of such moving systems, researchers

may be able to select parameterizations balancing considerations of, for exam-

ple, aggressiveness versus a confidence-inspiring response.

Building upon the Laban features we have already operationalized, robots could

also try to interpret human motions as portraying human inner states. For

example, if the robot’s goal is to find someone who could help it press the

button to the elevator (an actual CoBot task), they might target someone who

seemed like they were not in a rush, or might possibly be friendly toward the

robot. This added perception capability may also allow the robot to tailor its

actions to social context.

In natural communication, it also just makes sense that the communication be

bi-directional. If a robot uses Expressive Motions itself, people may also expect

it to understand their use of Expressive Motions toward the robot, and it is

practical for it to do so. For example, if a person it is approaching moves in

closer versus turning their back, the robot could decide whether to proceed with

a verbal request or instead seek out someone else.

9.3.4 Robots with higher degrees-of-freedom

Many of the steps we have taken in this thesis could be reapplied to more

complex robot forms. The main challenge (we know about) would be extending
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the CLE feature set. Researchers could postulate candidate Effort features from

the literature, spatial coordinate system affinities, Laban specialists (CMAs),

expert demonstrations or previous work. Next, they can validate those features

using the crowd-sourcing approach of sections 6.1, 6.2 and 7.2 by surveying

CMA’s. It would be important to re-evaluate the Effort Application Order in

this context, as feature dependencies might scale with number of features.

Additional features and degrees-of-freedom may improve Effort legibility in cer-

tain cases. For example, our lowest Effort legibility results in this thesis were for

the Weight Effort. With the ability to move vertically, as with a flying robot,

one could add resolution to Weight Effort scale (as discussed in 4.3). Increases

in expressive resolution are likely to reduce ambiguity between expressive states

that were otherwise close together (as found in the facial expression legibility

work of Morency et al. (2007)).

With a more complex robot, one might also find that there are multiple pos-

sible ways one could incorporate the expression. For example, the elbows of a

humanoid robot could droop more for high Weight. Alternately, either the arms

or head pose might be able to successfully communicate spatial focus. Thus, it

might be possible to choose the channel that interferes less with the task, just

as we might nod in the general direction of the tool we need when our hands

are too full to point.

The downside of that, given what we have seen in section 7.2, is that we would

need to understand the contextual significance of choosing one channel over

another from the perspective of the human interpreting their motion. Perhaps

during an assembly task, a head nod is appropriate, but in a case where the

hands are engaged in something less important, like playing a video game, not

pausing to point could trigger human frustration. Finally, with more anthro-

pomorphism might come additional expectations for human-like behavior, so
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even as we gain resolution, the overall human experience of the system could

decrease if the expressivity does not scale with the human-likeness of the form.
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CHAPTER 10

Conclusions

Actors bring pre-existing scripts ‘to life’ by clarifying a character’s inner moti-

vations to the audience. They are trained to explore the how of an action, in

other words, the expressive context of a sequence. Robots can similarly benefit

from the ability to layer expression on predefined task actions, providing insight

into a robot’s inner state. While past work has shown that motion can effec-

tively reveal a robot’s current task objective to bystanders and collaborators,

this thesis has explored aspects of robot state that reflect the robot’s attitude

or manner.

The main contribution of this thesis has been to operationalize the Laban Effort

System, from dance and acting training, into our Computational Laban Efforts

framework. There is no need to reinvent the wheel when actors already have

skills and methodologies to teach robots to move; however, the challenge is to

make their techniques quantitative. In Chapter 5, we formalize our approach

and provide feature vectors relevant to low degree-of-freedom robots, which will

enable robots to explore the Laban Effort categories: Time, Space, Weight, and

Flow.

Significant findings over the course of this thesis:

(a) Expressive motion influences human response: people vary their
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participation in robot-initiated activities, and people vary their own navi-

gation patterns in the presence of varied robot motion characteristics.

(b) Expressive motion is relevant to simple robots: Expressive Motion

features can be layered into the motion generation system of pre-existing

robot tasks – we have tested this on simple rotational and translational

systems (e.g. robot heads and mobile robots).

(c) Expressive motion is encodable: The Laban Efforts encapsulate human-

relevant motion qualities in a repeatable way, particularly Time, Space and

Flow.

(d) Expressive Motion is contextual: similar sets of features parameter-

izations can communicate different robot states, depending on its task,

social or environmental context. ‘High’ acceleration down a hall should be

numerically greater than ‘high’ acceleration toward a person.

(e) People make robot Expressive Motion tractable: both Laypeo-

ple and Experts can participate in human-in-the-loop approaches that

train/learn these robot state communications.

Using the Laban Efforts via our CLE framework allows researchers to layer

expression onto robot task motions, and also provides a common language for

improving robot expression within technical research areas, and across fields.

Many additional robots could benefit from this approach. Autonomous cars

might cue their next actions (e.g., turning) before algorithmically necessary

(e.g., deceleration pattern), and that ‘driving style’ could increase human trust.

Motion style could even be used as a brand differentiator. i.e., with BMWs

that behaved differently than Volvos. These motion features could even be

customized to particular users, e.g., extroversion/introversion patterns that map

to the customer.
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Laban is not the only thinker who has introduced robot-relevant Expressive Mo-

tion methodology to actors. Bogart and Landau write about general contextual

considerations that influence robot motion, like the influence of architecture

on motion interpretation. For example, a bound motion in an elevator might

be read as normal or polite, whereas bound motion at a large could commu-

nicate shyness. One of the natural extensions of this work, for example, is

to identify generalized contexts for interpreting robot motion, mitigating the

need to perform a user study across all robot actions. Additional thinkers in

cross-disciplinary domains could help inform such extensions.

This thesis completes a small but important piece in the puzzle that is robot

non-verbal expression. We have demonstrated that Expressive Motion can help

shape a robot’s social role, which is similar to the way in which people moder-

ate their behavior when interacting professionally or personally. This thesis has

already shared many examples of ways in which robots could cue their internal

state to people via task motions, showing the Expressive Motion can be use-

ful for much more that the expression of emotion. For example, knowledge of

Expressive Motion could also help make robots seem emotionally distant or pro-

fessional. For example, sometimes people prefer to interact assistive machines

rather than people where privacy is concerned [Prakash and Rogers (2013)],

e.g., when helping someone change or go to the bathroom. So we might lever-

age our Expressive Motion design methodology to help suggest mechanical or

task-focused state communications, respecting people’s privacy.

Another example involves social communication. On Thursday, July 7, 2016,

a robot security guard at a Palo Alto, California mall collided with a toddler,

running over his right foot, and leaving striations on his leg [ABCNews (2016)].

As the child’s mother describes, “The robot hit my son’s head and he fell down

facing down on the floor and the robot did not stop and it kept moving forward.”
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Part of what may have made that mother upset was not just that the robot

had collided with her son, but that it had not acknowledged its mistake by

stopping. It is possible that these robot motion patterns had communicated to

the mother that it was indifferent to her child’s pain. Such behavior violates

social norms, much like a driver that hits another car and continues past them

instead of exchanging insurance information, but worse, in that it involved a

small child.

Examples like these help explain why this thesis and the work in this domain

is important. Robots are entering human contexts in ever-greater numbers,

and we want them to add value to human experience. As we have shown,

Expressive Motion is a critical path by which human bystanders and interaction

partners infer a robot’s current task, attitude and emotion. And in the mall

robot example above, that robot’s motion decision, post-collision, conveyed a

complete lack of situational awareness. I believe robots can do better. They

should display when their sensors are not working well, so people know when to

take extra precautions, and convey regret after making a mistake. The goal is

to make people happy with the robots in their environment, while they are also

offering functional value. Equipping robots with the ability to layer expression

into their task motions is a valuable first step omni-directional roll.
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